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oOo FOREWORD 
One  of the major  themes  of the action programme  adopted in February 1976 
by the Council  and Ministers of Education of the Member  States of the 
European Community  was  the promotion of cooperation in the field of 
higher education.  The  promotion of joint programmes  of study between 
institutions of higher education in different Member  States of the 
Corranunity  was  one of the means  whereby  such cooperation was  to be fostered. 
A scheme of Community grants was  introduced in the academic year 1976-1977 
to help institutions to undertake the development work  involved in setting 
up joint programmes,  and  in the first two  years of operation of the 
scheme,  some  60  such programmes  involving some  130  institutions of higher 
education in the Conununi ty have been supp:>rted under  the scheme. 
This publication tells the story of the first year of operation of the 
scheme  - the setbacks,  the successes,  the problems  and how  they were 
overcome.  I  welcome it  as a  p:>sitive  contribution  to the 
development of European  integration,  and hope  and believe that it will 
be not only a  record of what has already been achieved,  but that it may 
serve as a  useful guide to other institutions planning cooperation with 
their counterparts in other Member  States. 
The  Commission  is grateful  to the Editor and to the Institute of 
Education of the European CUltural Foundation for their work  in preparing 
this evaluation rep:>rt. 
October  1978 
Guido  BRUNNER 
Member  of the Commission of the 
European Communities 
v Preface 
The present report has been prepared for the carmission of the European 
Carmunities by the Institute of Education of the European Cultural 
Foundation in Paris. It fonns part of the Institute  Is ongoing role in 
assisting the Ccmnission with the execution of its Schane of Grants for 
the Developrent of Joint Programnes of Study,  within the overall fr~rk 
of the Institute's ccmnibnent to pratDting European cooperation in higher 
education. 
Ccmnents on the report  are :rrost welcane,  arrl the Institute for its part 
will be pleased to answer any queries arrl supply infonnation on the Schema 
to t!Dse interested. 
The aut!Dr would like to express his gratitude to all those who  have 
provided :rroral arrl material support during the report's preparation. 
Particular thanks are due to the project directors,  who  supplied such 
plentiful infonnation arrl often spared much valuable time for discussions 
t I  a1:.  a  particularly l:usy period of the acadanic calerrlar,  ani to Eliane GODEFOOY 
airl Rachel FIElDING of the Institute of Education's staff for their untiring 
ani meticulous care in CCJll>iling  the quantitative tables ani preparing the 
final maruscript. 
Alan Snith 
VII INTRODUCTION 
"Study  abroad  cannot  help being a  phenomenon  with political 
relevance.  This  has  influenced research into the question 
in a variety of ways,  rendering it subservient in both 
ideological and  financial  terms.  This  subservience which 
characterizes research on  academic  exchange,  and  its role 
of justification and  apologia  towards  politicians and 
administrators alike,  is  {, .. )perhaps the most  important 
reason  for  the  sorry state in which it finds itself today. 
If one  looks at the  numerous  'evaluation reports' which 
have  been written on  exchange  programmes,  one  cannot  avoid 
the impression that major  survey and  research institutes 
adopt unthinkingly and  without even  a minimal  degree  of 
scientific preparation the  line of questioning suggested 
by  their sponsors.  Not  content with this,  they  then proceed 
in their  'research findings'  to break into hymns  of praise 
which  place the organizations responsible for  such programmes  -
and  in particular the governments  concerned  - in a  very 
rosy  light,  but have  little to do  with scientific credibility" (1). 
In the light of this warning, it should be stated  at the outset that the 
present report has not been prepared according to the preconceived views of 
its autlnr. Still less has the latter been subject to pressure fran the carmission 
to "justify official policy". This is .important,  for it daronstrates the awareness 
that the introduction of any new  prograrm1e of this sort,  arrl a  fortiori one 
designed to pranote innovative structures,  should be accanpanied by close 
evaluation seeking not only to assess its efficacy in general, rut also to 
indicate ways  in which it could profitably be  modified in the light of initial 
experience  •  .An::l  this,  therefore,  fonns the rationale arrl remit of the present 
report. 
In addition,  however,  the report has been conceived as a  kind of working dOCLUnEmt 
for use by those who  are thanselves Embarking on the developnent of a  joint 
prograrrme an:i as an infonnational link between those already involved - a  much 
needed fW1Ction,  it seans,  in the light of a  recent discovery that fully eighteen 
m::mths  after initial furrling,  two projects supported at the same  institution 
still knew nothing of each other 
1 s  existence  ! 
This practical perspective explains sane particular aspects of the report 
1 s 
formal presentation.  Thus  the names  an:i addresses of the 1976/77 project directors 
have been included in an Appendix in order to facilitate the direct flow of 
infonnation. It also accounts in large part for the extensive use of quotations 
fran project reports,  since it is felt that this will convey the roost vivid 
irrpression of the experiences made  to date.  And  finally,  in discussing the various 
aspects for analysis,  reference has been made  in each case to the projects roost 
closely concerned.  For s:irrq;>licity
1 s  sake,  each of these has been given a  number, 
quoted in parenthesis in the text, relating to the 'Summary  of Projects"  (attached 
to the report as Appendix  1  for ease of cross-reference). Though not purporting to be a  study on nobility as such, it will be seen that 
the analysis of the "joint programme  of study" as a  specific m:xlel  touches on 
many  of the salient aspects of the nobility problem as a  whole.  This analysis 
has been con:lucte:i in several stages. After describing the rationale arrl 
inception of the EEC  Schane,  arrl outlining in quantitative tenns the contours 
of the 1976/77 progranme year,  an attenpt is first made  to ascertain the 
objectives which the individual prograrrmes are to fulfil, as these may  have 
a  significant bearing on the way  in which they later develop.  Following this, 
various phases in the developnent of a  joint prograrnne are identifie:i,  fran 
its origins through to its eventual linplanentation,  paying particular attention 
to the patterns of planning strategies which anerge.  The progranmes developed 
by these means are then classifie:i according to type,  with exarrples being coosen 
for more detaile:i description to illustrate these.  No  evaluation report on a 
new m:xlel  for cooperation 'VOJ.ld  be canplete without reference to the problems 
eocountere:i arrl solutions adopte:i,  and sane of the frequently recurring ones 
are analyze:i in Chapter IV .. Finally,  the attanpt is made  to assess - on the 
basis of the first year of the prograrrme 
1 s  existence - the efficacy of the 
joint prograrrme as an instrument of international cooperation,  arrl of the EEC 
1 s 
Schane as a  means for praroting the developnent of such prograrrmes,  with 
additional suggestions as to :£X>Ssible  further ·linprovement in the years to cane. 
The analysis outline:i above is base:imainly on docl.mlents  sul:mitted by the 
participating institutions,  supp:::>rte:i  by direct discussions with rrany of the 
project directors concerned.  Both fran a  qualitative an:l a  quantitative :rx>int 
of view,  the documents presente:i 'Were  of a  generally very high sta.rrlard,  and 
in view of the l:x:>un:lless  enthusiasn so characteristic of the staff concerne:i, 
it \\Ould be roth uncharitable an:l unjust to infer that this could be ascribErl 
to the fact that the last 20%  of funding was made  dependent on production of a 
report  ! 
At this juncture it is custcmary to make  sane remark to the effect that, for the 
sake of convenience,  the tenn "university"  has been use:i throughout the report 
to refer to all the rrany different kin:ls of institution which rJ:M make  up the 
higher or tertiary e:iucation system in many Manber States. No  ap::>logy  is made 
for departing fran this misleading practice. For the power of \\Ords is great, 
and there is nore than enough evideoce to show that the use of the tenn 
"university" is not merely a  convenience,  At best, it may  reflect a  limitation 
in scope to the university sector as such, at \\Orst a  failure to distinguish 
between differing types of institution, each with their own  role to play in the 
diversifie:i spectrum of tertiary e:iucation as a  whole,  In:lee:i, it is one of the 
striking characteristics of the EEC  Schane that it does not restrict its supp:::>rt 
to the university sector alone,  but also extends assistance to institutions 
often much less prestigious  (arrl less affluent) ,  but equally deserving,  The 
crerlibility of the joint progranme concerne:i ;is the only decisive factor. 
2 CHAPTER  I  FACTS  AND  FIGURES 
THE  INCEPTION  OF  THE  EEC  SCHEME  AND 
ITS  EARLY  STATISTICAL  DEVELOPMENT 
I.l  INCEPTION  AND  RATIONALE  OF  THE  EEC  SCHEME 
"There  is a notorious dichotomy 
between  the  declamatory  affirmations 
in favour of international cooperation 
and reality itself ...  "(2)  • 
.Much  has been written about the current stagnation or even decline 
in student nobility in Weste:rn Europe,  and about the apparent dichotorr¥ 
alluded to in the quotation above by the President of one of the 
Commmity's forerrost exchange organizations.  On  the one hand, 
cc:mrentators have detected a  tendency tc:Mards  ever increasing 
bureaucratization and protectionism  (  3) ,  on the other a  whole range of 
factors appear to be rorrbining to deter even those basically notivated(4) 
from leaving their well-trodden paths to opt for a  period of study 
abroad. 
Reliable data on the matter are hard to corre  by.  For the area of the 
European Ccmmmities,  the Camnission has recently  (5)  quoted a  figure 
of sorre  21,000 students registered in higher education institutions in 
other r-Ernber  States.  If this is so, it would represent only sorre  0.5% 
of the total enrolnent of the oountries ooncerned. 
It would be quite beyond the scope of the present reyort to enter into 
a  broad debate on the reasons for this situation,  though many  of the 
factors involved will be discussed in oontext at various points in our 
analysis.  Suffice it at the outset to identify this low level of rroverrent 
and the general dissatisfaction to which it has increasingly given rise as 
the background against which the inception of the EOC  Scherre nrust be 
seen.  For the oonviction has been grc:Ming that such problems can best 
be tackled by treating them as matter for cx:mron  ooncem of all who 
wish to develop educational oooperation within the CCmruni ties. 
Given the unsatisfactory situation as indicated above,  various options 
for its arrelioration are open to l-enber States, depending on the nature 
of their educational philosophy arrl the structure of their educational 
systems.  The  comron  formula agreed upon,  as embodied in the 
"Resolution of the Council  and of the Ministers of Education meeting 
within the Council" of 9  February,  1976  (6),  represents a  clear line 
of policy: its chapter on "Cooperation in the field of higher education" 
provides for action to be taken l::x::>th  at Comnuni ty and 1\Srber States' 
level to pronote increased nobility, while at the sane tine explicitly 
respecting the academic autonOI'!!{  of the institutions themselves.  This 
approach is well-founded,  for it safeguards legitimate governnent interest 
3 in the matter while allowing the necessary flexibility to those 
rrost inmediately involverl in translating the p::>licy  into practice. 
As Walter RUEX;G,  a  fonner President of the West Gel:man Rectors COnference 
once pit it at a  meeting to discuss the Imltual relationship between 
universities arrl Ccrmunity  : 
" ...  to revitalize and exploit the immense  reservoir of the 
universities is much  more  economical  and  efficacious than 
creating new  bureaucratic institutions"  (7) . 
This implies that the Ccmnunity's function, to use COX'  phrase  (8),  should 
be an enabling one rather than a  prescriptive one,  arrl for its part the 
carmission seans to favour this approach too.  As one of its officials 
a~  at the sane meeting,  the Ccrmunity is not seeking to subjugate 
the universities to its tutelage rut to "create  the conditions for more 
permeability between  them"  (9).  COnversely,  the institutions of higher 
erlucation can then be expecterl to fulfil their part of the bargain by 
taking p::>sitive steps to avail themselves of the Comumity support at 
their disp::>sal. 
Against the background of this definition of the "Community-institution" 
partnership,  "the  promotion of joint programmes  of study  ( ...  )between 
institutions in several Member  States" providerl for in para.  13  of the 
Ministers'  "Resolution" fits into place as a  m::xiel  p::>tentially ideally 
suiterl to turning the cooperative relationship envisagerl into practical 
benefit in tenns of Ccrmunity developnent. 
This particular m::xiel  is significant for another reason also.  For in 
placing the anphasis on the i.rrlividual institution, it bears witness to 
the trerrl towards a  p::>licy not baserl p.rrely on dienantling the barriers 
in the way  of free novanent,  but also on strengthening the fr~rk  for 
active prarotion of staff an:1  student novanent by means of what has cane 
to be tennerl "organized mobility"  (10).  'I'he  Scheme  is therefore to be 
seen as part of the overall strategy of the "Resolution"  which canbines 
roth these elements,  as expresserl in a  number of concrete measures,  in 
this area of activity. Notabl  aroc>n:J  these are rroves  towards agreeing 
on a  carm:m :policy of Member  States on the admission of students fran 
other MEmber  States,  a  study on problans arrl perspectives with regard to 
recognition an:1  equivalence procerlures,  the preparation of a  Student 
Han:lbook providing infonna.tion on access opportunities elsewhere in the 
Ccmnunity,  arrl a  schane of grants for short study visits to institutions 
in other Member  States. All of than are relaterl in their separate ways 
to the Joint Study Prograrnnes Scheme with which "We  are concernerl in the 
present rep::>rt. 
The precise purpose of the Scheme,  as definerl in the relevant EEC  document 
attacherl to this rep::>rt as Appen:lix  4  1  is to prarote the develo:pnent 
arrl evaluation of courses jointly plannerl and providerl by institutions 
of higher erlucation in tYX:>  or rrore Member  States,  the "jointness" 
consisting in the exchan:Je of students for  rec~nizerl segments of study  1 
the teaching of such segments by visiting staff, or the relation by 
virtue of content of the course to the developnent of the European 
Ccmnuni ties. 'I'he  prograrnnes concernerl are to have a  :minimum duration 
of three rronths,  the grants  (in the 1976/7 year described as basically 
4 non-renewable)  being awarded  for such activities as  : 
- travel and ooard  for persons attending joint planning/organization 
rreetings; 
- ex]_:€nses  for organizing such rreetings ; 
production of didactic materials for use in joint study prograrrrres ; 
- other expenses in oonnection with the initial phase of the prograrmes. 
Given the rationale of the Sdlerre in these tenns,  was  there a  genuine 
necessity for a  specifically Community  initiative in this field ? 
The  ansv.er,  as ~  shall see in Chapter  V  belCM,  is quite clearly in 
the affirmative.  There were, it is true,  a  srrall mmber of such 
sdlerres operating in individual M2.mber  States, notably the British 
Council's "Academic  Links Scheme" (  11) ,  but these ~re isolated instances 
whim were still a  long way  from covering the Conmmi  ties as a  whole. 
I.2  STATISTICAL  EVALUATION  OF  THE  SCHEME'S  PROGRESS 
Since the Scherre is still only in its seoond year of operation, it is 
still too early to draw any far-reaching conclusions from a  statistical 
survey of its development to date.  Furthenrore, it appears to have 
been deliberate :pJlicy to spread the available resources across a 
broad cross-section of institutions, subject areas and  types of 
prograrme,  so that it is likely to take sorre  tirre before any very 
definite longer term patterns errerge.  However,  the attempt has  been 
made  by rreans of the following tables to give a  first irrpression 
of the Sdlerre' s  progress in quantitative tenns,  not least as  a  basis 
of corrparison for future evaluation  (12).  To this end,  the 1976/7 
figures,  with which the present re:pJrt is primarily ooncerned, have 
in sorre  instances been supplerrented by references to the current 
1977/8 year of funding. 
Table  1 
NUMBER  OF  APPLICATIONS  BY  INVOLVEMENT  OF 
INSTITUTIONS  FROM  EACH  MEMBER  STATE  1976/77* 
Country  Applications  Accepted 
- B  18  3 
DK  11  4 
F  57  14 
D  28  13 
IRL  6  2 
I  11  2 
llJX  - -
NL  13  4 
GB  83  29 
'IOI'AL  110  32 
*These  figures  are  to be  read as  follows:  in all,  110  project applications 
were  submitted to the  EEC,  of which  32  were  successful;  18  of the 
submissions involved Belgian institutions,  11  of them  Danish  institutions etc 
5 Table  2  ------
B 
DK 
F 
D 
IRL 
I 
LUX 
NL 
GB 
Table  3 
(in  %) 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
PERCENTAGE  OF  APPLICATIONS  IN  WHICH 
EACH  MEMBER  STATE  WAS  INVOLVED,  1976-1978 
Total  Applications  (in  %)  Successful  Applications 
76/7  77/8  76/7 
16  6  9 
10  6  13 
52  47  44 
26  41  41 
5  5  6 
10  8  6 
- - -
12  24  13 
75  80  91 
GRAPHICAL  PRESENTATION  OF  TABLE  2 
TOTAL  APPLICATIONS  ONLY 
6 
77/8 
7 
7 
36 
56 
7 
4 
-
25 
79 
(in  %) (in  %) 
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Table  4 
TaLle  5 
B 
DK 
F 
D 
IRL 
I 
LUX 
NL 
GB 
GRAPHICAL  PRESENTATION  OF  TABLE  2 
SUCCESSFUL  APPLICATIONS  ONLY 
*  SYNOPTIC  TABLE  OF  LINKS  BETWEEN 
INSTITUTIONS  BY  MEMBER  STATE,  1976[_7 
(SUCCESSFUL  APPLICATIONS  ONLY) 
OK  F  D  IRL  I  LUX 
1  1  1 
1  1  1 
1  1 
1  1 
1  1 
1 
3  4  11 
* In the  aase  of muZtiZatePaZ 
PeZationships  foP  the purposes of this tabZe. 
7 
NL  GB 
3 
4 
11 
1  10 
2 
2 Table  6 
SYNOPTIC  TABLE  OF  LINKS*  BETWEEN  INSTITUTIONS  BY 
MEMBER  STATE,  1977/8  (SUCCESSFUL'  APPLICATIONS  ONLY) 
B  DK  F  D  IRL  I  wx  NL  GB 
B  ~./&~  1  1  1 
DK  • 
2 
F  1  ~ 
5  6 
D  1  5  ~~;  4  12 
IRL  -
1  1 
I  -
1 
LUX  •  NL  4  1  -
5 
GB  1  2  6  12  1  1  5 - *See  note  to Table  5. 
Table  7  ----
SYNOPTIC  TABLE  OF  LINKS*  BETWEEN  INSTITUTIONS  BY 
!·1Er1BE:?..  STATE,  1976-8  (SUCCESSFUL  APPLICATIONS  ONLY) 
B  DK  F  D  IRL  I  LUX  NL  GB 
B -
2  2  1  4 
DK  ~k/'l;%  6 
-»//  //////, 
F  2  -
10  1  1  17 
D  2  10  ~ill  f//J;l;;,  1  5  22 
IRL  1  1  -
1  3 
I  1  1  ~~ 
3 
LUX  - NL  5  1  -
9 
GB  4  6  17  22  3  3  9 - *See  note to  Table  5. 
8 As regards distribution by Member  States,  the rrost striking 
characteristic to anerge is the predaninance of British institutions. 
For although the percentage of successful applications with British 
involvement fell substantially in 1977/8, it still ranains v.ell 
above that of any other Member  State,  and the percentage of total 
applications involving Britain continued to rise.  Perrling further 
research into this question,  several tentative reasons for this 
apparent imbalance may  be :put forward.  Firstly, British institutions, 
at least in the university sector,  enjoy very considerable academic 
arrl administrative flexibility,  thanks to their specific legal status. 
This may  make  itself felt in a  number of ways,  notably as regards 
questions of recognition, certification an:i validation.  Secorrlly, 
the force of tradition should not be urrlerestirnated,  an:i British 
institutions,  supported by a  hitherto liberal grant-awarding policy 
on the part of local education authorities,  have long been pioneers 
in serrling students abroad.  Thirdly, their small group teaching 
methods provide above average contact between staff an:i  students an:i 
thus facilitate counselling an:i the rronitoring of students 
1  progress. 
Fourthly,  the distribution of infonnation on the Schane appears to 
have functioned better in Britain than rrost other Manber States.  And 
lastly - perhaps rrost :i.rrp::>rtant of all - there can be little doubt 
that the linguistic dominance of English as the first foreign language 
in alrrost all Manber States,  and as the scientific lingua franca in 
an ever increasing range of disciplines, places Britain a  priori in a 
strong position,  just as conversely the linguistic situation of 
countries such as Dennark,  Italy an:i the Netherlan:is militates against 
than.  Nonetheless, it should be rome in mirrl that joint progranmes 
are by their very nature reciprocal ventures,  arrl that the other 
Member  States may  therefore be said to be benefiting fran Britain, at 
least in quantitative tenns,  rrore substantially than is the case with 
any other Manber State. 
The converse case is that of Italy, which in roth years of the Schane 
1 s 
operation to date is involved in a  far smaller number an:i percentage 
of projects than v.ould be warrante:l by the size of its academic 
po:pulation.  The linguistic barrier may  be one factor in explaining this, 
but the fact that so few applications are forthcaning fran Italian 
institutions might also suggest that a  problem of disseminating 
infonnation may  also be involve:l. 
Turning to the synoptic tables of links between specific Member  States, 
-we  again find that Britain was the "strongest partner" of each of the 
other countries,  and indee:l the only "partner" of Derinark.  However, 
this position is apparently beginning to change,  as the 1977/8 figures 
show,  arrl a  significant number of progranmes without British involvement 
have row arisen,  notably between the Federal Re:public of Gennany arrl 
France arrl the Netherlan:is respectively.  On linguistic grourrls,  the 
absence of "inter-Benelux"  links between Belgium arrl the Netherlands, 
an:i also the relatively small number between France and Belgium,  are 
sarewhat surprising phenarena. 
9 ernparing the 1976/7 with the 1977/8 figures, it will be noted that 
three eotmtries,  narrely Gennany,  Ireland and the Netherlands, 
strengthened their position in tern's of participation percentage in the 
latter year, whereas Belgium,  Demnark,  France and Italy all tended 
to slip back sarewhat.  Ho!Never,  these may  very ~11 be nerely 
transitory manges. 
As  may  be seen by reference to ~  1, there is a  considerable 
spread as regards type of institution arrl type and subject of prograrme -
no doubt the result of the conscious policy of involving as wide a 
field as :p:>ssible, referred to above.  One  noticeable feature 
concerning the types of programre is the apparent predani.nance of 
those based on student nobility at first degree level.  '!his may 
~11 be dtE not least ot the steady increase in the nurrber of 
interdisciplinary courses incorporating a  language cx:mponent,  and this 
is one of the aspects of the Schene \\hich could profitably be folla-.el 
closely as it develops.  With one exception,  narrely the popularity 
of the 
11joint projeat
11  (13)  in subjects such as architecture, interior 
design arrl regional studies, no straightforward correlation between 
types and subject of programres can yet be discezned. 
10 CHAPTER  II  THE  AIMS  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF  JOINT  STUDY  PROGRANMES 
INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding chapters,  the attarpt has been made  to outline the situation 
which gave rise to the inception of the EEC  Schane,  arrl to trace its progress 
to date. Against this backgrourrl,  we  must row turn our attention to a  rrore 
detailed analysis of various m:x:lels  evolved  by the participating institutions 
within the fraita\Ork of the Schane's terms of reference,  arrl to drawing at 
least sane preliminary conclusions as to their efficacy, i.e. the extent to 
\mch they have fulfilled the expectations placed in them as an instrument for 
prarotin:J European cooperation in higher education. 
~ely  to describe the progranmes thanselves w:>uld,  l'lot,ever1  be cutting corners  ; 
for the final agreement on  (arrl,  hopefully,  inq;>lanentation of) a  prograrrme is but 
the culm:i.nation of a  usually lengthy period of planning,  encarq;assing many 
preliminary stages.  As far as the available material allows,  therefore,  the 
present chapter will seek to explore the wlx>le  developnent process involved in 
building up joint progranmes,  analyzing the aims underlying than,  tracing the 
origins of the personal an:1  institutional cooperation on which they are basai, 
identifying the major steps  ("departmentalization"  - "institutionalization" -
•validation")  on their way  to fruition,  and describing sane of the practical 
planning strategies adopted by the departments concerned. 
We  shall begin by examining the objectives of such progranmes through the eyes 
of th:::>se  currently engagai in their establislinent.  This appears important for 
at least tv.o reasons. Firstly,  the structure of the prograrrmes developerl will to 
a  large extent be deperrlent on the aims to be fulfillai ;  secordly,  such aims 
provide a  rrore specific definition of the precise nature of the "European 
cooperation" which joint prograrrmes can help to accanplish. 
II.l  THE  AIHS  UNDERLYING  JOINT  PROGRAMMES  OF  STUDY 
if  we  wish  to promote  students' 
mobility,  we  should begin by  clarifying 
our motives for promoting it,"  (14). 
In principle at least,  the necessity for encouraging international 
academic rrobility is a  traditional article of faith for rrost involved 
in the v.orld of learning - a  faith which,  beyord question,  has enriched 
the lives of countless thousarrls over the years.  Like all articles of 
faith,  however,  it has one cardinal weakness  :  unquestioning acceptance 
11 of its intrinsic value has terrled to prevent a  th::>rough  examination 
of what precisely constitutes that value.  As the President of the 
University of Munich bluntly p.It it when  surrming up at a  recent 
conference on the admission of foreign students,  "we  asswned perhaps 
a  little too quickly that an  international mobility of students is 
obviously desirable"  _  (15). 
Arrl,  again in canpany with other such cherished beliefs, this long-
postponed process of self-appraisal is now  being tiu:ust upon the 
credo of 100bility by force of circumstance.  On  the one han::l, 
govei:unents are becaning increasingly aware of the costs involved 
in its prarotion and beg"inning to pose the delicate question of value 
for 100ney (16). On  the other,  and despite all exhortatory utterings 
to the oontrary,  the willingness to sperrl a  substantial  pericxi of 
study in aiX)ther .r.r.anber  State of the European Ccmnunities ranains 
at a  stubb::>rnly low ebb  (  17) •  Both these factors,  and there are others 
still, notably the investment of time and. energy on the part of 
hard-pressed staff, make  the fonnulation of carefully conceived 
objectives imperative  :  without financial support,  no  joint prograrrrne 
can survive  ;  without student interest, the rrost generously fwrled 
of schemes will ranain a  fleshless skeleton - and that is the wish 
neither of Professor I.OBKOOICZ,  nor of the author of the present 
report. 
This does not,  lx>wever,  imply that the predaninant factor in formulating 
the aims of joint prograrrmes  should be or has been that of canplying 
with preconceived governmental directives,  which in 100st cases do not 
exist in this respect anyway,  arrl/or parrlering to student whims.  On  the 
contrary,  the relationship is a  dynamic one  :  experience shows that a 
v.ell-foun:led prograrrme can be successful l::oth in praroting student 
rrotivation arrl in  attracting the basic funding necessary  :  King's College 
London received 200  applications for its seven places on the English and 
French law degree course organized jointly with the University of Paris I 
(Pantheon-Sorl::onne),  arrl nearly 200  students  (half fran each institution) 
are currently enrolled in the Middlesex Polyteclmic - Ecole Superieure 
de Coomerce,  Reims  joint degree course in European Business .Administration. 
As the "Masclet Report",  prcxiuced for the EEC  in 1975  by the Institute 
of Frlucation of the European CUltural Foundation,  p.It it :  "The  aim  is 
to encourage  'worthwhile mobility'  which  has  precise objectives,  Well-
planned and  well-organized exchanges  can  be  relied upon  to  stimulate 
others because  they are efficient."  (18). 
On  the basis of the applications sul:mi  tted to the EEC  for fund.ing  und.er 
the tenns of its Joint Study Prograrrrnes Grant Scheme  in 1976/7 the aims 
underlying the establishment of such programnes may,  for the purposes 
of discussion,  be grouped as follows  : 
- aims relating to the education provided for students  ; 
- a.ims  relating to students'  erployment prospects  ; 
- aims relating to the expansion of scientific knowledge and 
to the educational process as such  ; 
- aims relating to European cooperation arrl integratiofl  (19). 
12 At this level of generality,  these four groups of aims do not depend 
on the type of joint progranme concerned,  and  they are certainly not 
mutually exclusive,  even though not all of than were mentioned in 
every project sul:mittErl. 
When  examined in detail,  one major carm:>n  characteristic anerges. 
The era of rrobility euphoria is over,  and  the notion of rrobility for 
its own  sake has given way to a  rrore  sober and m:xlest rut, at the 
same  time,  rrore specific and hopefully in the long run rrore efficacious 
statement of aims. 
When  discussing the aims of joint progranmes relatErl to students 
1 
education,  the broad distinction may,  as in the case of conventional 
courses also,  be drawn between those concerned with providing 
students with the best :possible academic training on the one hand, 
and those seeking to develop their personality in rrore general terms 
on the other  (20) . 
To  take the latter first, mention is made  in several applications of 
the impact of exchange progranrnes "not merely at the general  level 
of affecting consciousness  through  the interaction of different 
cultures  :  but more  specifically in the intellectual broadening and 
development of students involved"  (76/30).  Study abroad is expected, 
inter alia,  "to promote  the  general education" of the student  (76/31) 
or,  as Ted  COX  recently put it, "one  of the  fundamental  reasons  for 
encouraging  (,,,)mobility should be  the  opportunity thereby 
presented to recognise  the worth of systems  and attitudes and  values 
not characteristic of a  single~  and if not accidental  then certainly 
incidental~  nation state" (21). Valid though such observations may  be, 
however,  they are clearly not considered in their own  right as 
sufficient justification of the effort involved in establishing 
joint prograrrmes.  In no case is this the only aim stated,  and  in 
rrost it is at best subsidiary to those of a  rrore strictly academic 
nature. 
Academical!  y  oriental aims take several mutual!  y  canplementary forms, 
which may  be SUitlTiarized  as follows  ; 
- aims related to the specific academic subject concerned  ; 
- aims related to :improving the students 
1  training through acquainting 
than 'itvith at least one other country  ; 
- acquisition/improvement of linguistic proficiency. 
Naturally enough,  rrost project sul:missions make mention of aims 
related to the particular course of study concerned,  these being 
subservient to the overall intention "to produce  highly qualified 
young  men  and  women"  (76/25).  Such aims range,  according to subject, 
fran instilling in the student "a  sense of form  as weU as  design 
13 ability"  (76/9),  providing him with  "knowledge~ understanding, 
attitudes and  skiLLs which  wiLL  enable  him  to activate and  guide 
Learning  processes in children"  (76/16),  equipping him with the 
ability "to evaluate measures  for  the development of underdeveloped 
regions"  (76/20)  or introducing him to "sociological  theory in 
the  tradition of Max  WEBER  and  the potentialities of its application 
to current sociological research"  (76/4).  But they are not peculiar 
to courses involving inter-institutional cooperation at an 
international level,  arrl they therefore need not concern us further 
in the present context,  though they do serve to illustrate the 
broad range of academic disciplines supported even in the first 
year of the Sche!ne 
1 s  operation. 
Of nore inmediate interest to us here are academic aims specifically 
relate::l to the involvanent in the students 
1  education of contact 
with at least one other M3nber State. Such contact may  be of several 
kinds. Firstly, it  may  "yield a  magnification of the expertise 
available  to  students"  (76/13),  such "magnification"  being variously 
expressed as enabling the student "to encounter  the widest range 
of specialists in his subject"  (76/31),  "combining  the best elements 
of the British and  French  traditions into a  coherent programme  of 
work  and  study"  (76/22)  arrl so on.  Other joint prograrnnes,  involving 
a  project or practical experience in the other camtry, acoordingly 
have scmewhat different aims,  relate::l in each case both to enlarging 
upon arrl relativizing knowledge gained at h::me.  Such experiences 
might consist in sh:Jwin:J  the student the specific envirormental 
differences affecting rosiness practice fran country to country (76/24) , 
helping him by means of canparative study of regions in different 
countries to apply ~~ledge acquired to the solution of new  problems 
(76/20),  or establishing "a  better understanding of the approach  to 
design methods  and  interior building techniques"  in two  oountries 
(76/14) •  Finally,  there are the cases where first-harxi klx:lwledge of 
another country is essential in view of the subject matter concernei  • 
.r.t:xlern  languages are an obvious case  (76/29),  rut there are many 
others,  involving the study of institutions  (76/12)  arrl political 
systems  (76/3,  76/8),  to mention rut two.  We  shall return to the 
question of what is "essential"  arrl what is not in due course. 
r.~tion has just been made of the obvious necessity for students of 
IllJdern languages to spen:l part of their studies in the country or 
countries concerned.  But acquisition of linguistic proficiency in its 
own  right is in fact an expressly stated a.im,  or at least subsidiary 
aim,  of many  joint prograrnnes in a broad  spectrum of subjects taking 
in such widely diverse fields as geography arrl history  (76/16), 
aeronautics engineering  (76/19) ,  rosiness managanent  (76/24)  arrl 
glass and ceramics science  (76/31).  In same  cases the emphasis is 
IIPre on specialized languages related to a  particular discipline,  in 
others the need is felt to be greater with regard to .irrproving 
students 
1  basic carmanl of the language concerned.  Alm::>st  everywhere, 
tx:Jwever,  the notivation behirii fonnulating this aim of joint progranmes 
is the same,  viz,  "to provide  the specific skill of technical fluency 
in a  foreign  Language  important for progress in [the students'sJ 
profession"  (76/31). 
14 As  intimated at the close of the preceding section,  one of the 
precise a:irns  in establishing joint programnes is that of enhancing 
students'  anployment prospects on cx::mpletion of their studies. 
Perhaps m:::>re  'clearly than any other group of a:irns,  this one is 
indicative of the kind of realistic approach mentioned in the 
Introduction to this chapter as t:ypifying the joint programnes 
under discussion in the present report. 
Nor is the employment angle restricted to specific subject areas. 
On the contrary, it  unites such varied disciplines as political 
science  (76/8)  an:1  aeronautics  (76/19),  production teclm;)logy 
(76/5)  an:1  law  (67/1),  pejagogy  (76/16)  an:1  regional studies. 
(76/20).  Thus the joint degree course in English an:1  French law 
at King's College ID:rrlon  an:1  the University of Paris I  (76/1)  has 
been specifically designed with a  view to enabling its graduates 
to practise law in either or lx>th countries,  an:1  this also applies 
to the Middlesex-Re:irns  joint first degree course,  the a.im  of \'hlch, 
as stated in the Middlesex suhnission to the COuncil for National 
Academic  Awards  (C.N.A.A.),  is to "enable  the  student to achieve 
a  high  level of cultural mobility so  that he  will be  able  to work 
in either country with equal  facility"  (76/22). 
Such employment-related a:irns  often show a  considerable degree of 
specificity. A good exarrple of this is the Toulouse-cranfield 
project  (76/19),  the directors of which stated in their application 
to  the E:EX:  :  "The  chief long  range  objective of the proposed 
courses is to prepare  students for Anglo-French  collaborative 
projects in the aeronautical and  aero-space industries". Here the 
employment prospects of graduates may  be seen to be the daninant 
factor behind the project's inception. 
Finally, it sh:>uld not pass unnoticed that several joint programnes 
have been conceived with a  view to producing graduates specifically 
'1ualifie:l for careers in European organizations,  be it "a  practical 
administrative or business career within the European  structures" 
for those anerging fran the Essex-Aarhus joint M.A.  programne in 
western European Politics  (76/8) ,  or geographers whose  specialist 
qualifications in regional studies gained in the context of the 
Bocl'n.nn-Lille  joint projects  (76/20)  are interned to make  than 
ideally suited for region-oriented \\Ork within the Ccmnission of 
the EEC  itself (22). 
In the absence of c::cnprehensive research findings on the subject, 
the extent to which these employment-related aims cane to fruition 
ranains largely a  matter for conjecture. However,  it is ;important 
that data be obtained on this,  a  crucial criterion of joint programnes' 
lon:J-tenn success.  Such research could beoane part of the on-going 
process of evaluating the E:EX:  Schane,  an:1  a  suggestion on m:::>dalities 
for this is corresp:>rrlingly proposal in the context of the chapter 
on future perspectives below. 
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Although the terms of reference of the EEC  SchEme  specifically 
preclude support of joint research projects, rrany of the institutions 
participating nonetheless state:i at the outset that the aims of 
their prograrrmes,  across a  broad spectrum of subjects,  include:i 
that of learning fran each other's institutions arrl countries arrl 
thereby  st.i.mulating the expansion arrl dissanination of scientific 
knowle:ige.  Furtherroc>re,  the actual experience of  interaction  with 
another institution,  be it for the students or the staff concerned 
or both,  was  seen as a  significant, if subsidiary aim in its own 
right. 
'l'hus the project directors at Trinity College,  Dublin ani the 
University of Salford considered in their application for EEC 
support that "interactions between  the  staffs concerned and  the 
increased awareness  of manufacturing  industry structures and 
development of neighbouring countries would be  a  valuable benefit" 
(76/13) ,  and in fact,  dependent on the precise nature of the joint 
prograrrme  involved,  the main aim of the programne may  even - as a 
first stage - consist in the mutual or unilateral transJ;X>sition of 
expertise fran one institution to another.  For example,  the first 
stage in realizing the aims of the Straslxmrg  (louis Pasteur) -LiverJ;X>Ol 
project  (76/26)  was  to consist in the utilization of the existing 
degree regulations in Strasbourg in fonnulating a  new M.Sc.  course 
in dentistry at Liverpool,  arrl the exchange  (arrl adaptation)  of 
audio--visual teaching m:rlules in anaesthesia between the universities 
of Glasgow arrl Ulm  (76/27)  is another case in J;X>int.  Quite apart 
fran the academic benefits accruing to the institutions involve:i 
in such schemes,  the important aspect of rationalization which they 
imply,  specifically referred to in the 76/27  submission,  should not 
be overlooked. 
In many  instances  hovJeVer,  the aim involve:i is less the transfer 
of course content than the deriving of mutual benefit fran gaining 
experience of each other's teaching methods.  This is expressly 
mentioned in several project sulroissions,  relating to subjects such 
as urban renewal  (76/7)  and medicine  (76/27),  ty.p professional areas 
which have been in the forefront of Community action on directives 
relating to freedom of establishment. 
N.hen  discussing each of the three groups of aims mentioned hitherto, 
passing reference was made  to the European perspective involved.  In 
fact,  rrany of the participating institutions regard this as being 
so important that they mention it as an explicit aim in its own 
right. 
16 The  frame of mind underlying this objective was  ccmprehensively 
sunmed  up in ·the MP-..SCLEI'  Report as follows  : 
" ...  the provision of a  European  experience  for part of the 
university population is bound  to contribute  to developing 
the  sense of belonging  to a  European  society in the making. 
The  importance of this emerges  when  we  realize that such 
students will provide  the  future  leaders of society  (23)and 
that present efforts in this direction can  be  expected to 
have  a multiplying effect(  ...  ).  An  active policy of student 
mobility could therefore  help to  lay  the  foundations  for a 
united  Europe~  which is why  it has  an  important place in 
strategies for greater integration"  (24). 
In this degree of generality,  hovJeVer,  the "European  objective" 
is rarely to be found in the project sul:missions to the EEX::.  For 
though it is true that global a:ims,  variously expressed as the 
prarotion of European behaviour and thinking  (76/7),  developing 
a  European consciousness  (76/23)  or furthering the interaction of 
different cultures  (76/30)  are to be found  in the project 
sul:missions,  they are invariably expressed as the quintessence 
of more precisely defined goals subterrling them.  The  trerrl fran 
idealism to realism is again apparent. 
Such g·oals may  be of various kinds.  One  fairly frequently 
encountered might be  tennErl  the solution of problems carm:m to 
all .!Ylanber  States  (e.g. dental decay,  76/26).  Another is the 
prarotion of more carrnonality of approach in various fields  (e.g. 
urban planning,  76/28),  nicely expressed in one case as the 
developnent of a  European frameo,.,ork  for choosing national options 
(76/7  :  housing reneval).  Sane relate to achieving closer hannony 
be~  educational systems in Europe,  for exarrple by solving 
problems of recognition  (e.g.  in architecture  :  76/7,  teacher 
training  :  76/16 or aeronautical engineering  :  76/19).  Others seek 
to provide the basis for greater cooperation after the phase of 
formal education.  One  exarrple of this,  as we  have seen above,  is 
that of laying the foundations for increased mobility of personnel 
(e.g.  in medicine  :  76/27),  another the desire expressed by the 
universities of Stuttgart and Brunel  (76/5)  to praoote closer 
cooperation be~  irrlustrial enterprises in the tvJo  countries 
in the field of production technology. 
These aims are many  and various,  but in their totality they represent 
a  convincing answer to the challenge once thrown out to the institutions 
of higher education throughout the EEC  by one of the Commission's own 
officials :  they v,;ould,  he said,  have to adapt their traditional r6le, 
taking into account the changed dimension resulting fran enlarging 
national frontiers into Ccmnuni ty ones,  and seeking a  ccmron future 
based on the strength of a  rich diversity  (25). 
17 II.  2  THE  DEVELOP~mNT  OF  JOINT  PROGRAMMES  ORIGINS  AND 
PLANNING  METHODS 
It may  be  that f:r>eedom  and 
planning ar>e  uncomfor>table  bed-
fellows •..  "  (26). 
liaving fo:rmulated the a.irns  of the joint progranme envisaged,  the next 
hurdle to be taken is logically that of evolving a  strategy for 
planning an:i,  eventually,  inq)lementing it. Judicious planning nay 
often be a  crucial factor in determining a  progranme
1s  ultimate 
success or failure,  an:i this makes it ~ative  for us to devote 
sane attention at this juncture to the various stages in a  progranme 
1 s 
developnent,  fran its origins through to the c::arpletion of the final 
blueprint. 
Iaterdiscussions with project directors have confinned the ilrpression 
gained fran close reading of the reports suhnitted on the 1976/7 year 
of funding,  namely that of a  variegated picture of planning strategies 
adopted,  ananating fran a  certain tenlency to return to square one 
each time as tbough the problem had never been tackled before.  This 
is not meant as a  criticism of those involved.  On  the contrary,  the 
"pioneer>ing"  spirit is one of the necessary ingredients  (or at least 
carm::>n  factors)  in establishing prograrrmes of this nature.  But it is 
indicative of the lack of information on past experience already 
accurrulated in the field. 
In fact,  a  oonsiderable l:x:x1y  of expertise on b:Jw  to set about establishing 
inter-institutional links of various kinds nru.st  by naw have been amassed. 
The links listed in the relevant ?lblications of funding arrljor 
coordination agencies at national level (27)  run to several hundred for 
the area of the European Ccmnunities alone.  Arrl.,  in isolated cases, 
sane atten"q?ts have even been made to go beyond the ''cataloguing"  stage 
an:i to try to draw sane general conclusions about the links involved. 
One  notable instance of this is the British Council 
1 s  evaluation of its 
Acadanic Links Schane in 1974  (28) , another, m::>re recent still, a doctoral thesis 
canpleted in 1978 on the Erlanqen-Rennes joint progranme financed unier 
this very EOC  Schane itself  (29) .  On  the wlx>le,  however,  nru.ch  renains 
to be done in collating an:i evaluating the "links exper>tise"  available. 
The present report,  based as it is on the experience gleaned fran the 
projects supported by the E&:: in just one acadanic year,  1976/7, will 
naturally be able to rrake at best only a  m::>dest  contrfr.ution to this 
task, rut is is hoped that it will nonetheless be of sane snall help 
to those embarking on the process of developing joint progranmes in the 
future. 
Arrl this was,  indeed,  part of the original intention of roth :r.1inisters 
and Ccmnission at the Scheme 
1 s  inception,  the aim being to provide 
assistance for institutions of higher education not only in f:lna.n::ial 
rut also in "technical"  tenns  (30)  by improving the availability an:i 
18 flow of infonnation on the developnent of joint progranmes elsewhere. 
Hence the present report,  arrl it is clear that such infonnation smuld 
relate  not only to the "finished product",  i.e. the types of joint 
progranme  (cf. Chapter III infra)"  produced",  rut also throw sane light 
on the "manufacturing  process" as such. 
There is considerable evidence that this catalyzing role is actively 
expected of the Ccmnission by the participating institutions thanselves. 
In several cases  (notably 76/5,  76/12,  76/19)  planning meetings at the 
EB:!  involving representatives of the partner institutions -were 
specifically envisaged in the project suhnissions, arrl the Universities 
of Aston ani Paris XII  (Val-de-Marne), for exanq:>le,  even requested 
nanination of an EB:!  representative to sit on their joint planning 
carmittees  (31) •  Again,  the Draft Convention prepared during the 1976/7 
fuming period by the Ecole Superieure de Carmerce et d 'Administration 
des Entreprises,  Dijon,  the Fachhochschule fUr  Wirtschaf~ Pforzhe.im 
arrl the Polyteclmics of Leeds and the South Bank  (76/21)  for the 
establishment  of a  "European  Certificate in Business Studies" makes 
explicit reference to the "desire  on  the part of the European  Commission 
to encourage  collaboration and  co-operation between institutions of 
higher education in member  countries of the  Community".  Nor are such 
references mere lip-service to the fuming b:x:ly.  One  of the rrost irrlelible 
impressions left on the author of the present report by visits to a 
selection of the projects supported has been the desire for as close 
and continuing co-operation as possible with th:>se responsible for 
central managenent of the Schane. 
In trying to assess the developnent processes involved in establishing 
joint progranmes,  reference will first be made  to their origins. Against 
this backgrourrl,  various patterns emerging fran the planning approaches 
adopted will be outlined,  a.rrl  finally the attarpt made  to identify 
certain consistently recurring elenents in the planning process vruch may 
be of interest to institutions currently anbarking on the planning 
enterprise  thenselves. 
Alth:>ugh by no means all reports suhnitted contain details of the 
earliest origins of the joint programnes concerned,  the overwhelming 
evidence supports the findings which anerged in t.l'le  context of the 
British Council survey mentioned al:ove,  namely that ''most  academic 
links started with individual contacts made  by  heads  of departments 
or senior staff"  (32),  though in sane cases, as also mentioned by 
the Council in this context,  the increasing opp::>rtunities for rrore 
junior rrernbers of staff to participate in international conferences 
arrl exchanges have also been the initiating factor, 
In many  instances  one or both of the staff members  concerned have 
held visiting lectureships or professorships  (e.g.  76/2,  76/4, 
19 76/6,  76/23,  76/31),  arrl/or been appoint.OO  external examiner 
(e.g.  76/2,  76/17)  at the other institution.  In one case  (76/17), 
the staff member  involverl at one institution  (Exeter)  was even 
a  founder member  of another  (Marcinelle)  !  The role of international 
organizations,  similarly identifierl by the British Council(33), 
in bringing together scholars fran many countries,  is also borne 
out by the EEC  Scheme.  Thus the professors cooperating on the 
dentistry project 76/26  (University of Strasbourg, louis Pasteur-
University of Livexp:x:>l)  met on a  specialist research group 
establisherl by the Parliamentary Assanbly of the Council of 
Europe  ;  the newly founderl  European Association for Architectural 
Education arrl Training was closely involverl in the evolution of 
project 76/9,  and the sociologists seeking to establish joint 
programnes between the universities of Essex arrl Florence have 
hitherto collaborat.OO in the European Group for the Study of 
Deviance and Social Control,  the secretariat of which is in 
Florence. 
Direct personal contacts may  of course also be precerlerl by prior 
knowlerlge of each other's publications,  an explicit case in point 
being the extension of existing contacts be~en  University 
College Cardiff and  the University of ~~ich to include a 
distinguisherl sociologist fran the Netherlands in the now  tripartite 
project 76/4. 
Once  the initial contacts have been establisherl,  cooperation between 
the institutions concernerl may  develop in a  number of different -ways, 
involving  (in whatever chronological order and according to the 
interests of the academics and departments concerned)  student arrl 
staff exchange and research collaboration, often with the help of 
furrling fran lxxiies such as the Gennan Academic  Exchange Service 
(DAAD),  the British Council,  the Royal Society,  the Office National 
des Universites et Ecoles fran¥aises  (ONUEF),  or private foundations(34). 
Tv.o  major models appear here, viz.  : 
1,  coo:peration begins with staff exchanges and may  later be exterrlerl 
to include students  ; 
2.  cooperation begins v1ith  (unilateral or reciprocal)  student rrobility 
an:l may later be extenderl to exchange of staff  ; 
and fran these tw::>  models there energe tw::>  fairly distinct patterns 
in the developnent of the joint programues themselves. 
The first model cit.OO  above accounts for the majority of cases under 
review in the present report,  and it transpires that practically all 
the joint programnes vlhose  "jointness"  in EEC  tenns consists 
primarily in the developnent of teaching modules arrl/or staff 
exchange have arisen from this model.  Conversely,  the second model, 
i.e. that beginning with student exchange,  has invariably given rise 
to the "student  exchange"  type of the EEC  joint prograrrme  (35). 
With respect to ''student  exchange"-ba.serl progranmes,  one specifically 
different pattern fran those mentioned above is apparently gaining in 
20 importance.  This is the significant number of projects originating 
at least partly in one of the participating institutions' 
necessity to seek placements at foreign institutions for students 
on courses requiring a  pericxi of study abroad  (36).  IndeErl,  the 
very fact that such course requirements are particularly in 
evidence at British institutions may,  as ~  sa\ol in Chapter I 
al:ove,  at least -partially account for the initial pre::laninance 
of British institutions and of the student exchange  type of joint 
prograrrme in the first year of the Scheme.  SUch  courses are no 
longer by any means restricte::l to the field of m:xlern  languages, 
rut extend to a  wide variety of disciplines including business 
studies,  area studies and even engineering and in vie\tl of the 
trerrl towards more interdisciplinarity they are likely to increase 
still further.  Clearly,  this situation can have the drawback of 
leading to one-side::lness of advantage,  and v.ords  such as "exploration" 
and even "brigandage"  have been coine::l to evoke the motives and 
attitudes of the academics whose  job it is to find the placements 
concerned  (37).  Here,  however,  the search for a  genuinely joint 
prograrrme  in the tenus of the EEC  Scheme can play a  positive role, 
and projects such as Liverpool-Hannover  (76/12),  Kingston-Grenoble 
(76/30),  Bristol-Villeurbanne-Kassel  (76/24),  and the four cornere::l 
relationship between Sheffield City Polytechnic and Aachen,  Bordeaux 
and Turin  (76/29)  provide gocxi  examples of efforts to attain 
reciprocity of approach in such prograrrmes. 
In the prece::ling section,  ~  have seen how most joint prograrrmes have 
their origins in personal contacts. This said,  ~ver, it is the 
ccmnon conviction of all the project directors and their colleagues 
concerne::l that in order for the progranmes to becane fully effective 
over a  lengthy period  (38)  they must cease to rely for their existence 
on the enthusiasm of specific individuals involve::l in their developnent. 
This need is expresse::l initially by the wish to involve as many  staff 
as possible in the departments concerne::l in the progranme' s developnent, 
either individually or collectively.  Thus the Departments of Materials 
Science  (glass and ceramics)  in Erlangen and Lee::ls  (76/31)  decide::l  to 
send four members  each to planning meetings at the partner institution, 
explaining in their joint report that "this had  the advantage  that 
meetings  to discuss  the  planning of joint schemes  of study were 
attended by  fully representative groups  from  both institutions". It 
may  play a  role,  too,  in the choice of subject for collalx>ration.  The 
four institutions participating in the urren renewal project 76/7,  for 
example,  decided to fonnulate a  relatively general overall theme to 
allow for the evolution of more specific schemes involving different 
members of staff within this general context.  In short,  therefore, 
the staff involved in the EEC-·sponsore::l  joint progranmes recognize 
the need for setting such links on a  departmental footing,  frequently 
l1Clllinating  "permanent  coordinators" of the programne  (e.g.  76/29)  for 
this purpose.  And  the validity  of this standpoint is fully lx>me out 
by  existing research findings  : 
21 "The  majority of really successful  links  ( .• ,) are  departmental 
(or  perhaps  faculty  links for  inter-departmental studies). 
They  also tend to be  those which  have  measured quite clearly 
the proper degree of mutual  advantage  to be  derived from  the 
association,  and  have  not been  too ambitious or have  over-
extended the resources of the departments.  Since  they  have 
also tended to grow  up  naturally  ( ...  )rather than  by 
proclamation,  they represent just about  the right degree of 
commitment,  and  the right  level of frequency  of contact.  The 
other considerable advantage  of a  link which  has  grown 
naturally in this way  is that its growth is more  accurately 
related to  the  funds  available at any  stage and is more  likely 
to grow  with them,  rather than when  sudden  and  large demands 
are made  upon  hitherto non-existent funds"  (39). 
Departmentalization,  in the sense of involving as }:;road  a  cross-
section of a  departxrent 
1 s  own  academics as possible, is not,  however, 
enough in itself. For in order to anchor a  joint prograrnne in a 
genuinely institutional context,  close arrl early contacts,  even during 
the planning phase,  are also required be~  project directors arrl 
the ~tent  sections in the institution 
1 s  central administration -
a  point repeatedly made  to the autmr roth by project directors arrl. 
administrators (40)  during the preparation of the present report. 
Not just academics,  rut administrators,  too,  neerl  time to grow 
accustaned to a  new progranme,  and the very fact that joint prograrnnes 
are al.m::>st  by definition  unconventional, often requires insight, 
urrlerstanding an:1  flexibility on the part of the administrative 
sections concerna:i - roth am:mg  thanselves and in interaction \"rl.th 
any external l::odies concerned-if the  foreseeable administrative pitfalls 
are to be avoided.  Ani these may  in fact be potentially quite 
considerable,  ranging through questions such as stW.ent capacity 
an:1  quotas,  tuition fees and re:Jistration,accatm:dation  staff leave 
arrl substitution, to mention rut a  few,  quite apart fran the intensive 
financial negotiations with the l::odies responsible for ensuring 
provision of running costs - and the harxUing of developnent grants 
fran organizations such as the EOC  ! 
When  the major academic and administrative problans have been 
successfully tackled, or irrleerl during this process itself, the 
question of "institutionalization" may  pose itself once again on 
the fonnal level as re:Jards involvement of the institution 
1 s  Principal 
arrl.,  in many cases,  conclusion of a  formal convention with the partner 
institution.  On the wlDle,  the departxrents participating in the EOC-
su:pported joint progranmes clearly re:Jard their Rector or President 
as an inp:>rtant  all~ooth in ne:Jotiations with funding arrl.  vali<.lation 
l::odies  and in drawing the progranmes to the attention of a  wider 
p.lblic.  Ani for their part, many  institutional heads have clearly 
devoted a  gcxxl  deal of time an:1  energy to su:pporting the programnes 
fran this point of view.  Many  of than wrote covering letters or 
even signed the original applications,  several \\ere involved in sane 
official capacity with the progranme 
1 s  progress,  arrl sane even played 
a  direct rC>le  in this process as a  manber of the plarming group 
concerna:i. 
22 Less unanimity is to be fourrl when it canes to the efficacy of 
fonnal inter-institutional agreanents.  In fact,  several of the 
prograrrmes  furrlerl.  urrler the tenns of the EEC  Schare,  notably 
76/1,  76/18,  76/21  and 76/30 have resulted in the signing of such 
agreanents,  which vary considerably in character fran the general 
to the fairly specific (41).  The apparent divergence of opinion, 
however,  really arrounts to nothing m::>re  than the pragmatic reaction to 
differing national IX>licies on this matter. sane  governments,  such 
as the French,  are willing to provide institutions m::>re  readily 
with financial supiX>rt if a  fonnal convention between the ~ 
:partners is signed; and in cases such as these the institutions 
concerned will naturally see advantage in such a  convention. 
Further:m:::>re,  there seems to be sane evidence that fonnal agreanents 
may  be of help in solving technical problans such as reservation 
of a  fixed quota of roans in student halls of residences,  and on 
a  m::>re  general level they can be instrumental as a  means of 
attracting the attention of outside bodies such as the press and civic 
authorities, often to the practical benefit of the joint enterprise 
concernai.  On  one natter, certainly, all project directors concernai 
are in full agreanent,  not only arrong  their ovm  rnm1ber  rut also with 
current thinking of institutional heads thanselves as expressai in 
the findings of the CRE  conference mentionai al:ove  : 
"Agreements  between universities u.liU  promote  students' mobility 
only to  the extent that they are  the official seal on  contacts 
between  smaller units  (departments,  institutes,  chairs)  that 
existed prior to any  contact between  the institutions,  the 
universities.  ( ..•  )  One  should start from  the basis,  that is, 
sign agreements if  and  only if they institutionalize what 
already exists.  Fruitful agreements  are not spun  out of the 
thin air of mere  declarations of good  will ;  they promote 
mobility only if they are  the upshot of numerous  previous 
contacts"  (42). 
In nany cases,  however,  the successful .implanentation of a  joint 
prograrrme does not errl in the rector's office, rut also requires 
concurrence on the :part of the governmental authorities involvai. 
This is particularly true of courses subject to a  high degree of 
p.lblic control,  for exanple teacher training,  law and medicine. 
For this reason,  institutions have fowld it prudent to consult the 
authorities concerned at an early stage,  and projects such as the 
Erlangen-Rennes scheme  involving equivalence arranganents at various 
levels of medical training  (76/18)  provide a  good exanple of how 
sm:JOthly such cooperation can \\Ork when  approachai methodically. 
The  same  applies to the important question of validation of 
prograrrmes,which -:particularly in the case of first degree courses 
in the non,...university sector - is often a  matter for eventual 
decision by a  body outside the frarnev.ork of the institution 
coocerned,  be it goverrm:mtal authorities as in the case of many 
courses in France,  the Faieral Republic of Germany and  elsewhere, 
or acadanic peers such as the OilAA  in the United Kingdan.  Severai 
project directors sean indeai to shudder at the very t.ln.lght of 
broaching the validation problen rut those who  have done so 
23 successfully,  and therearecasesof fully integrated, fullyvalidated 
courses even at first degree level  (e.g.  76/1,  76/22),  w"i.ll 
testify that the often wearisane process has eventually been 
rrost \\Orthwhile - irrleed arguably the "crowning  g"lory"  in 
prcm:>ting first degree level student nobility in the context of 
European cooperation.  Ar:rl  there are, of course, methods of 
alleviating the validation problem.  Notable anong these is the 
strategy of "validation by  stages".  Thus the Middlesex-Re:ims 
progranme cited alx>ve  was  established as a  diplana course prior 
to attaining full B.A.  status in the United Kingdan,  and the 
Didstury-Utrecht  (  "DIDSOL")  project was  taking a  similar path 
(introduction of a  joint 2-year course as part of existing 
prograrrmes in an initial stage on the way  to establishing a 
fully joint 4-year course} ,  when factors extrinsic to the joint 
prograrrme as such caused it to be placed in abeyance. 
Naturally enough,  to traverse the whole terrain outlined above, 
fran the original contact to eventual validation of a  fully 
integrated course,  is a  time-consuming business.  This is true of 
the inception of any new  academic course,  and it is l::ound  to 
apply a  fortiori in the case of those involving not only a  second 
institution, rut one in another country and educational system at 
that. Thus the b.o fully integrated joint first degree courses,  in 
law at the Universities of london  {King's College} /Paris I  an:l. 
rosiness studies at Middlesex Polytechnic/ESCAE Re:ims,  though 
involving very different institutions,  subject matter and validation 
procedures,  each took 21/2-3 years to establish,  and the Didsbury/ 
Utrecht teacher-training course already had a  gestation period of 
11/2 years pmctuated by 9  planning sessions to look back on at the 
time of application to the EEC  in 1976.  Other joint prograrrmes,  too, 
at present developing with the help of the EEC  Scheme,  are being 
similarly realistic in bargaining for a  2-3 year planning pericrl, 
or are caning to realize by force of circumstance that this kirrl 
of period will eventually be involved - if they "go  the who"le  way". 
It goes without saying,  ~er,  that the time-factor is dependent 
to a  large extent both on the type of course concerned a.'1d  the 
intensity of existing cooperation at the outset, Thus,  many  joint 
prograrrmes can be realized in a  much  shorter time than that irrlicated 
above,  as other examples in the framev.ork of the EEC  Scheme  show. 
'l'his is particularly true in the case of  {even fully integrated) 
prograrrmes at };X)Stgraduate level  {e.g.  76/8},  those involving 
prcrluction of teaching m:xiules and/or staff exchange,  and those of 
much  shorter duration than full-length degree courses. 
M::)st  noticeable in this respect is the relative ease with which joint 
};X)stgraduate progranmes can be established.  Such prograrrmes tend to 
be of shorter duration than first degree courses,  and on the \'whole 
they are much  less subject to validation stringencies.  In view of 
24 this situation, it is difficult to escape the  ~ression that it 
is not merely academic considerations which have lerl to an 
app:rrently eVer-increasing l:x:xiy  of opinion in favour of praroting 
postgraduate rather than undergraduate rrobility  (43),  but very 
significantly the factor of administrative convenience also. 
wr..a.tever  the. type,  level arrl duration of the programne concernerl, 
lxMever,  they all have in camon the neerl  for careful planning if 
they are to be fully effective, arrl the following section is 
therefore devoterl to the practical ways arrl means of con:lucting 
this process itself. 
Having discusserl above  sane of the major stages in the developnent 
of a  joint progranme and given sc.rne  irrlication of the time factor 
involved,  consideration must now  be given to what might be tennerl 
the "logistics of planning".  In view of the multiplicity of 
strategies adopterl,  and the different stages of developnent which 
the projects had reacherl at the time of EEC  funding,  it will be 
neitherpracticable nor profitable to mention than all. Instead, 
sane of those which appear p:rrticularly interesting will be citerl 
as examples,  and the attarpt made  to identify sane of the planning 
patterns v.hlch  sean to be emerging.  Since,  as we  shall see,  these 
patterns are to sane extent deperrlent on the type of progranme 
involverl, it will be convenient to discuss the planning strategies 
in relation to the four main types of joint study prograrrme developerl 
or developing in the framework of the EEC  Scheme,  viz.  according to 
whether they are characterized by student rrobili  ty,  staff rrobility, 
the production of teaching modules or p:rrticipation of both staff 
arrl students in joint "proj  eets" • 
Taking first degree prograrrmes (44)  first, our ranarks here will 
of necessity be restricterl to "prograrrones  in the making",  since 
the planning proper of the joint first degree courses between 
Ion:lon and Paris  (76/1)  and Middlesex and Reims  (76/22)  lay 
before the period financed by the EEC  and  under review here (45). 
\\Tithout any doubt, it is this category which presents the 
greatest diversity of planning approaches,  and rrore observation 
will clearly be rec:tuira:l  in the caning years of the Scheme's 
operation in order to identify camon patterns on the basis of 
a  more representative sample of prograrrmes. 
First of all, the number of planning meetings carried out with 
the aid of the EEC  grant varied considerably,  fran about l:w:) to 
five.  Sane reports show all meetings to have been held at one 
of the institutions participating  (76/25),  in others they were 
divided  arrong the various p:rrtners.  Sane institutions felt it 
rrost profitable to sen:l several representatives to participate 
25 in such meetings at once,  others again preferroo a  strategy 
of a  number of separate visits by single manbers of staff. 
The duration of such visits also varioo markedly,  usually 
fran 2 days to a  v.eek,  partly because of the nero in certain 
cases to establish or :inq:>rove  contacts with external bcxiies 
such as in.:iustry  (76/5),  goverrmental authorities  (76/32)  or 
specific institutions to be studioo during the course  (76/12) . 
Arrl  the advent of a  third institution into bilateral nejotlations, 
as in the case of the Bristol-Villeurbanne  (-Kassel)  project 
76/24 in business studies, of necessity loo to aoother :pattern 
again. 
Nor y,ere  straightforward planning meetings,  though  the ITDst 
usual fo:rm  of approach,  the only one arployoo.  Thus the 
departments of politics of the universities of Edinhlrgh and 
Frankfurt decidoo to organize a  5-day IDrkshop to establish the 
framew::)rk  for their joint progranme and hence to explore the 
administrative details during the course of a  "pilot  scheme" 
of one-m:::>nth  staff excha.n:Jes  (the cost of which could not, 
however,  be borne by the :E:EX:  in view of the Grants Schane' s 
terms of reference). 
IJ:rportant through direct personal contact in the context of 
meetings of various kin.:is  has proven to be,  however,  it is in 
ITDst  cases unlikely to be sufficient in itself without adequate 
documentary preparation.  r-t:>st  progress appears to have been 
made  where detailoo infonnation on the courses at the partici:pating 
institutions had been exchangoo - and digesta:l - in advance,  and 
the objectives of the planning meetings as clearly define:l as 
possible.  Cases in point are the equivalence-orienta:l projects 
in medicine  (76/18)  and teacher-training  (76/11) ,  and also the 
four-corneroo project 76/29.  Here,  the EEC  grant was  awarded 
for the p.n:pose of exploring the feasibility of consolidating 
the exchange links existing between Sheffield City Polytechnic 
and the Technische Hochschule Aachen,  the University of Bordeaux III 
and the University of Turin respectively into jointly pl.am1ed 
progranmes,  arrl for intensifying the links between the latter 
three institutions. To this purpose,  curriculum infonnation was 
exchangoo in  the autUilli}  a  Sheffield representative visita:l each 
of the other three institutions in the spring,  and all four 
came  together in late sunmer for a  series of joint meetings in 
Aachen,  consisting of a  prelllni.P.ary and concluding plenary 
session with bilateral IDrki.ng groups sarrlwiched in between 
- an example of how the planning strategy can be dovetailoo to 
meet the necessities of the :particular progranme concerned. 
There can be little doubt that the variety of planning approaches 
in.:iicata:l above with rejard to first degree,  student rrobility-
basa:l prograrnnes is first and forarost a  reflection of the 
diversity of institutions, levels,  types an:i durations of 
progranme  involvoo.  This is less the case with the other 
categ-ories and,  as -we  shall see,  this gives rise to rrore 
uniformity in the plarming approaches adopta:l. 
26 Thus gocx:l  progress through the "orthodox" means of planning 
meetings was made  on all five progranmes  (46)  fwrled in 1976/7 
which fell wrler the category postgraduate/further degree 
progranmes based on student nobility,  irrespective of the stage 
at which they v.ere financed.  A clear preference seems to anerge 
on such postgraduate programnes for involving a  carq:aratively 
broad cross-section of staff rather than single irrlividuals. 
Thus Cranfield and Sup'Aero Toulouse  (76/19)  each envisaged 
serxling one group of five and later another group of four 
persons to the other institution for several days,  the first 
meeting in each case to be devoted to settii  Jg the areas for 
cooperation,  the secon::l  to finalizing acadanic and administrative 
details ;  Erlangen and Leeds carried out their tv.o major meetings 
t.'lith visiting delegations of four persons each  (76/31),  flanking 
these meetings by 3  further visits by irrlividual staff manbers, 
and three menbers of Essex staff travelled to Aarhus for an 
intensive tiD-day planning meeting on their fully integrated 
joint programne  in Western European Politics  (76/8) • 
One  different rrodel is v.orth mentioning here,  and it is again 
depenjent on the specific type of progranme involved.  Based on 
an existing joint progranme between the Fachhochschule fiir 
Wirtscha.ft in Pforzheim and the Ecole Superieure de CCmnerce 
et d 'Administration des Entreprises in Dijon,  the EEC  grant to 
project 76/21 was utilized for extending the programne to 
include tiD British institutions - the Polytechnics of Leeds 
and the South Bank -, the first in order to build up its 
international contacts,  the secon::l  in order to present its 
rrore language-oriented students with an alternative postgraduate 
course.  The necessity was also felt to include tiD British 
institutions in order to increase British capacity for the 
students fran France and Gennany,  'Vlho  v.ere, it was rightly or 
wrongly felt, rrore likely to be attracted by the progranme than 
their British counterparts.  The  planning rrodel adopted was  as 
follows  :  each institution circulated to the oth.P..rs  detailed 
material on its courses and in particular on those elanents 
which it wished to contribute to the quadrilateral joint pro9ranme. 
These v.ere then discussed at joint planning meetings,  each 
institution playing host to between tiD and four manbers of 
staff fran the other three.  The meetings enabled the wishes of 
the "home"  institution to be rrodified,  adapted or exterxled 
according to the others'  ideas on the schane,  and the administrative 
details to be discussed. At the erxl of the "round",  an overall 
frane.-.ork "convention"  and a  series of bilateral agrearents were 
ready for signing  (47) • 
On  the basis of the half-dozen or so projects supported in 
1976/7 whose predaninant canponent of "jointness" was that of 
staff nobility ...  i.e. providing for one or nore manbers of staff 
to teach integrated elanents of the other institution's courses 
on the basis of joint planning ...  the evidence is that such 
27 progranmes are relatively s:imple to plan,  and even to 
implement,  provided. that the length of stay at the foreign 
institution  (or,  rather,  that the length of absence fran the 
home  one)  is comparatively short  (48). 
The usual planning method adopted.  (by  e.g.  76/10,  76/13,  76/23) 
was for just one person fran each department to travel to the 
other each time,  and vice versa if the exchange was to be mutual. 
Progress was generally made  in a  relatively srall number of 
meetings,  and this simple rocx:lel  seans to hold gocxi  irrespective 
of the subject area concerned.  :  the projects referred. to alx:Jve 
relate to sociology,  engineering and  law. 
A sanewhat different approach v.a.s  chosen by tv.D projects of 
this nature,  both  (coincidentally or not)  involving the 
University of Edinburgh  though  in each case a  different 
department and  a  different partner country  (politics with 
Frankfurt  (76/3)  an:1  ed.ucation with Aarhus  (76/6)  respectively). 
This consisted. of  holding a  preliminary w::>rkshop  (76/3)  or 
subject-oriented. saninar  (76/6)  followed. by a  pilot progranme 
and rourrled. off by an evaluation and feasibility meeting. 
As will be discussed. in rrore detail in the next chapter, 
several EEC  supported. joint progranmes  - arrl arrong  the potentially 
rrost effective - have evolved. along the lines of prcxlucing 
teaching modules for use at either institution and eventually 
at any others.  Probably not least because administrative questions, 
at least initially, play a  lesser role,  the developnent of such 
prograrrmes appears to be relatively trouble-free,  involving 
a  comparatively srall number of judiciously ti.me:l  and located 
planning meetings  including,  where necessell)'l field visits 
(e.g.  76/2)  and,  naturally,  substantial acadanic  \'~rk in betv.een. 
Almost irrespective of the subject and type of the prograrrme 
concerned,  one carmon planning pattern anerges after initial 
contacts have given rise to a  decision in principle to prcxluce 
(or transfer)  such modules or courses  : 
- stage 1  :  meeting (s), often attended. by one senior and one 
junior manber of staff fran each participating 
institution, to discuss a:ims,  content,  level and 
structure  (or,  in the case of transfer of programnes, 
to discuss necessary m::x:lifications)  ;  · 
- stage 2  phase of acadanic w::>rk  on prcxlucing/m:::xiifying and 
often translating the courses  ;  correspondence  ; 
- stage 3  meeting (s)  to discuss and compare the results of 
stage 2  and to decide on any changes necessary  ; 
- stage 4  (where necessary)  alterations in the light of stage 3 
decisions  ; 
- stage 5  meeting (s)  to discuss implanentation  (correspondence 
28 is often sufficient,  thus obviating the necessity 
of meetings)  ; 
- stage 6  reports to international symposia/conferences on 
the project's progress in order to interest other 
institutions in utilizing the modules. 
Naturally -enough,  potentially least mrk is likely to be 
requirerl in the case of rrore or less straightforward "transfer" 
of courses  (76/9,  76/26),  though more  may  be  involved 
according to the degree of modification and technical production 
involverl  (76/27).  MJre still is irrlicaterl where the teaching 
materials have to be produced rrore or less fran scratch  (76/2, 
76/17),  and most of all where  there is the additional element 
of coordinating the modules producerl into one coherent joint 
teaching programme  (76/4) . 
(d)  EE29!~~-~Ye!y~g-~~~-~-~~~~~~-e~~~!s~~~ 
~~~!~~!:!2~~-~_jg~!:_:££!2i~~!~" 
During the course of the EEC  Scheme,  the "joint project" has 
anergerl as a  specific  (though varierl)  tYP=  of joint programme 
which in effect canbines elanents of all the other three.  The 
models developErl will be discusserl in Chapter III in rrore detail 
here vie  are concerne:l only with the planning of such projects. 
Because of the variety of projects involve:l,  the logistics of 
plarming may vary also.  Certainly,  they include the elements 
described with respect to the foregoing types,  viz.  the prior 
exchange of information,  holding of planning meetings,  production 
of teaching materials and so on.  Projects,  however,  often involve 
the establishment of more than usually intensive contacts with 
external bodies such as regional  (76/20)  or urban (76/7,  76/28) 
planning authorities, clients whose  buildings are to be 
re:lesigned  (76/14)  etc., and extensive gre-project site or 
field visits. 
Other specific aspects of plarming joint projects relate to the 
relatively short duration of such projects :  rrore  than any 
other type of joint programme,  these  lend  themselves  to 
learning fran  (hopefully not to::>  bitter)  experience,  and 
several of the projects whose planning phase was  funded by the 
EEC  in 1976/7  (76/14,  76/28)  have done just this,  the forward 
plarming meetings being at one and the same  time evaluation 
meetings on the projects just past,  t.vith the students involved 
often playing a  praninent role.  This seans a  logical model 
for the further developnent of fully integraterl 3-m:mth projects, 
many of which are emerging fran much  shorter joint enterprises 
between the institutions concerned.  There is, however,  a  latent 
danger in the very brevity of such projects,  namely that it 
29 may  lead than to appear  SCltlE!What  incidental arrl therefore 
not deperrl.ent on such careful planning.  On  the evidence 
available,  however,  the reverse appears to be the case. 
hl~hthea~con~tmoobe~s~farrls~en~ 
fran the participating instib.ltions may  be relatively short, 
the success or failure of the project will be directly 
proportional to the intensity of cooperation in pl.annin:J 
the project as minutely as possible beforeharrl.  Such pl.annin:J 
will not only need to carprise the on-site preparation arrl 
contac~ mention.e:i above,  l:ut also to take in the precise 
objectives of the project,  the coordination of saninars 
leading up to the "contact" phase itself, arrl the joint 
evaluation of the project's resul~. 
The  above analysis of planning practices adopted for the prrpose 
of establishing joint programnes of study has revealed both 
a  diversity of a:pproach when viewed overall arrl a  certain number 
of ccmron patterns related to the developnent of particular types 
of prograrrme.  The matters for discussion at the planning meetings 
concerned fonn the intrinsic content of the followin:J chapter 
dealing with the actual strucb.lres arrl content of the prograrrmes 
developed.  Nevertheless,  in conclusion to the present chapter 
on planning methOO.s  as such it  may  prove useful - perhaps for 
reference at fub.lre planning meetings as a  kirrl of tentative 
"aheak  list" - to identify sane of the major issues on the agerrla 
of such meetings in 1976/7  : 
30 preliminary 
academic 
administrative 
(49) 
follow-up 
- acquaintance with the academic strengths, 
structures,  teaching methods of the partner 
institution(s)  · 
- identification of precise field for cooperation 
- detailed ccrrparison of curriculum structure 
- agreanent on the contrih.ltion to be made  by 
each institution 
- content of the progranme 
- duration arrl structure of the progranme 
- teaching methods to be EII"ployerl 
-dovetailing with existing courses 
- language to be used 
- preparation of documentation arrl data 
(-+  p.lblication) 
- selection criteria arrl procedures 
- assessment,  examination,  recognition,  certification 
- questions of intake capacity of participating 
institutions, quotas etc  • 
...  tuition fees,  grants for students 
- secorihnent arrl fellowships for staff 
- preparation of students before departure 
- registration procedures 
- acccmrodation ani other logistic facilities  ; 
travel reductions,  social arrl accident insurance 
for students and  institutions 
- measures for social integration of students 
- rronitoring procedures 
- student counselling procedures 
- library facilities 
~·  tirretabling 
- contacts with external bodies involved,  e.g, 
goverrment,  furrling agencies,  irrlustry etc. on 
matters such as validation,  equivalence,  placanents 
arrl sponsorship 
- contacts with the EEC 
- p.lblicity measures 
- evaluation of progress to date 
- dissemination of results, p.lblicity 
- fonnulation of short, medium  arrl long-term 
objectives 
- nanination of staff manber (s)  as pennanent 
coordinator (s) 
- desirability arrl feasibility of extending the 
progranme to other departments and/or institutions. 
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III.1  CLASSIFICATION  OF  TYPES 
ThePe  aPe  so  many  diffePent appPoaches 
that a  single fPamewoPk  cannot  sePve~  and 
it is too  eaPly  to attempt a  classification'XSO). 
Since the  MA5CLEI'  Report,  which pre-dates the inception of the EEC  Sche:ne, 
was publishEd,  only tv.o  years have passEd.  That is oot a  long time in the 
developnent of higher Education.  Nonetheless,  the intervening experience 
with the EEC  Sche:ne  does now provide the basis for sane tentative clarification 
of the types of prograrrme evolving,  and this is the aim of the present chapter. 
It will be recallEd that the terms of reference of the Schane define the types 
of joint study prograrnne whose developnent the EEC  wished to prarote as 
follows  : 
"The  gPants  aPe  intended to  fosteP  the development of  programmes  which 
are  'joint ' in one  OP  more  of the  following  senses  : 
(a)  courses of study~  planned jointly and provided by  two  or more 
institutions in different Member  States~  whereby  students following 
the  course  spend a  recognized part of their period of study in each 
of the institutions concePned  ; 
(b)  courses of study~  planned jointly and provided by  two  oP  more 
institutions in different Member  States~  whereby  paPts of the 
course in each institution ape  provided by  members  of staff of 
the other institution(s)  ; 
(c)  courses of study~  planned jointly and  pPovided by  two  or more 
institutions in different Member  States,  which include an  element~ 
in the discipline  or area of study  concerned,  that is related to 
the development of the  European  Community. 
To  be  eligible for grant,  couPses  may  be  at any  level of higher education, 
but should have  a  minimum  duration of three months"(S1). 
This "specification" contains three basic elements,  namely 
- intensity of cooperation 
- type of cooperation 
- duration of course (52)r 
By  ar:rl  large, it may  be said that the progranmes which receivEd EEC  furrling 
in 1977/1977  have  evolvEd according to this pattern. This is particularly 
true of the first arrl third elements concernEd,  i.e. intensity of cooperation 
ar:rl duration of course to be developEd.  With regard to the type of "jointness" 
concernEd,  sane adjustments have arisen which will may  well be of interest 
\'·;hen  formulating the future directions the Sche:ne  is to take.  Thus whereas 
33 types  (a)  arrl  (b)  of the Schane specifications al:x:lve  have proven to be 
distinct categories as envisaged,  type  (c)  has presented certain difficulties 
of definition. For in fact,  alrrost every project supported has been able to 
make  a  rrore or less plausible claim to contain,  even by virtue of the 
discipline concerned,  an element related to the developnent of the European 
Ccmm.mity.  This is therefore an elanent running through all the other types 
of progranme rather than a  type in its own right, although,  since it a~e:l 
in the Schane specification,  a  separate section is devoted to it below. 
By  contrast,  tv.o additional types of joint p.rogranme have becane discernible, 
l:oth of which on the 1976/7 evidence available appear exciting arrl viable 
nodels for the p.rrsuance of the objectives un:lerlying the Schane 
1 s  inception. 
They have been briefly mentioned al:x:lve  with regard to the planning process 
involved in their developnent.  Firstly, there is the production of teaching 
nodules.  As their name  inplies,  these involve the joint production of whole 
courses or course-carponents which,  though they may  involve teaching exchanges 
(particularly in the early stages of implementation),  as for exarrq;>le  in the 
case of project 76/13,  are basically utilizable at a  variety of institutions 
inieperrlent of the staff concerned.  Secon:lly,  the joint project has emerged 
as a  fonn of European cooperation particularly suited to the needs of certain 
subjects such as architecture arrl regional studies.  Involving as it does both 
staff and  students of l:oth/all participating institutions on a  jointly 
conceived arrl prepared subject,  the joint project  (of at least three rronths 
1 
overall duration in order to canply with "EEC  fun:ling specifications" hitherto) 
in a  sense canbines elements of all the other types of joint study progranme. 
Both these emerging types will therefore be treated as separate categories 
below. 
In the light of the preceding carments,  the following matrix can therefore 
be identif  ieri for the J;X.1Ip)ses  of discussion  ; 
1.  progranmes based predaninantly on student nobility 
2.  progranmes based predaninantly on staff rrobility 
3.  production of teaching nodules 
4.  cooperation on joint projects 
5.  the European element of joint study progranmes  (53). 
In un:i~  this discussion,  the sheer quantity arrl variety of projects 
concerned presents s:xnething of a  methodological problan. It \to.Otlld  clearly 
be quite beyorrl.  the scope of the present report to describe arrl analyze each 
prograrrme fully.  On the other hanl,  IlUlCh  is to be said for letting the 
prograrrmes  speak for thanselves as canplete entities rather than disnanbering 
than~- recognition for the J;X.1Ip)se  of analyzing their constituent parts, 
though sane measure of this is unavoidable for p.rrely "diagnostic" reasons. 
SO  a  middle way  has been chosen. First of all, the "Swmzary  of Proojects" r 
attached to the report as Appen:li.x  I  for convenience of reference throughout, 
sb:>uld.  be regarded as an integral part of the present chapter, Against that 
general backgroun:i, sane characteristic projects have been singled out for 
closer attention, reflecting not only the various types arrl levels of progranme 
developing,  l:ut also the spectrum of institutions involved,  arrl covering the 
great majority of the M3nber States participating. Following this,  the attarpt 
will be made  in the next chapter -with reference to all the reports sul:rnitted -
to identify sane of the rrore  inp::>rtant arrl recurrent problans which have arisen 
with regard to the planning arrl inplementation of joint progranmes,.arrl to irrl.icate 
sane of the approaches adopted for their solution, 
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As -we  have seen al:ove with re:Jard to the plarming approaches involved,  the 
quantity and diversity of student mbility-based joint prograrrm.es are 
considerable and,  faced with such variety,  the choice of examples is bourrl 
to be sanewhat arpitrary. Nonetheless,  an attanpt has been made  to select 
sane of those \'lhich on the one harrl appear typical of certain IOC>dels  which 
have evolved,  and on the other are of particular interest in apparently 
having found solutions to sane of the mre recurrent problems.  Of  the first-
de:Jree level  (54)  prograrrm.es  chosen,  t\\0  (76/1,  76/22)  constitute full-
length joint courses,  and the third  (76/12)  a  jointly planned programne 
fonning  just a  part of de:Jree courses at both participating institutions. 
The postgraduate level programne  (76/8)  illustrates the flexibility with 
which institutions can establish such programmes,  and provides a  particularly 
striking example of a  progranme containing ~-related elements. 
Project 76/1  University of Lom.on,  King's Colle:Je -
Universite de Paris I  (Pantheon-Sorbonne) 
English  and  French  Law 
This is a  four-year first de:Jree course,  the first two years being SJ?Effit 
~  all students in LonJ.on,  the third and fourth in Paris, with half of 
each intake caning fran each country.  Full validation  (for example in 
London  :  "LL. B  in English and  French  Law")  has been granted Ly the 
appropriate authorities at both institutions in early 1977,  i.e, during 
the course of EEC  fuming,  and graduates of the course wili be entitled 
to proceed to the Solicitors' Final Examination or to the Bar Final 
Examination in England,  or to the French CAPA  Examination,  thus enaLling 
them to practice law in either country, 
At present,  the first batch of 14  students  (a figure which has sin::e 
been increased to 20  for the second intake in 1978/9)  are just carpleting 
their first year of study,  and the early indications are that results 
are proving most satisfactory. This may  -well  be at least partly due to 
the close tutoring which students receive fran the start : 
"At  the beginning of his course  each  student is assigned to a member 
of the Faculty staff,  who  acts as  personal tutor throughout  the 
period of his studies,  keeping  an  eye  on  his progress  and  advising 
him  on  academic  and  personal problems  and  on  questions concerning 
his future  career,  The  teaching is done  chiefly by  way  of lectures 
and  tutorials.  Under  the tutorial system,  on  which  the Faculty 
places particular emphasis,  small classes of students meet  a  tutor 
regularly  (usually  once  a  week  for  each  subject)  to discuss 
interesting or difficult aspects of the work  and  to obtain practice 
in applying  to actual problems  the general  legal principles with 
which  the  student will have  become  acquainted from  the  lectures and 
from  his own  reading.  These  classes,  along  with the  system of personal 
supervision already described,  ensure  that personal contact is 
maintained between staff and  students.  All the  teaching is done  at the 
CoUege,  and  an  examination is held at the  end of each  academic yeaP' (55). 
35 The first tv.o  years,  spent in Lorrlo:r:  as stated arove,  corresporrl 
fairly closely to the first arrl second years of the ordinary LL.B 
course at King's College,  the progr~e for which is as follaNS  (56) 
Courses leading 
to LL B degree 
courses in rectangles are compulsory 
others are optional  __  ,_  ____ _., 
Year 1:  Intermediate 
(four compulsory subjects) 
Constitutional and Administrative Law 
This course examines the structure and the basic 
theory of the constitution of Great Britain and 
the British Commonwealth, the fundamental 
rights of individual citizens and the rules 
governing the exercise of administrative powers 
in  England. 
The English Legal System and its History 
A general introduction to law in  England, 
outlining its sources and historical development 
end describing how the courts and legal 
profession are organized at the !)resent day. 
Elements of the Law of Contract  This 
comprises an elementary study of the law of 
contract which regulates ell commercial agree-
ments, whether made between businessmen or 
by ordinary individuals. 
Criminal L~w  The concept of crime and the 
general principles of criminal liability are con-
sidered, then the law relating to some of the 
major crimes in  English law, such as murder, 
manslau~hter and th.,ft. 
Year 2: Part One 
(three  compulsory subjects,  and one of the 
options marked*) 
Law of Tort  This is the law which deter-
mines whether and to what extent a man should 
be compensated by someone who injures him 
or his property, financial position or reputation. 
It covers situations ranging from  motor-car 
accidents to the publication of a libel. 
Law of Property  After providing a general 
introduction to the law governing all  types of 
property, this course concentrates on the law of 
land, covering both beneficial and commercial 
interests and taking account of the practical 
implications of moc'ern tax and planning legis-
lation. 
Law of Trusts  The trust, a vital commercial. 
family and public law device for regulating the 
ownership and beneficial enjoyment of all types 
of property, is dealt with in  all  its essential 
aspects. 
*The Roman Lew of Obligations  After a 
general introduction to the law of ancient Rome, 
which forms the basis of most Western European 
systems, this course proceeds to treat the Law of 
Obligations, i.e. the Roman equivalent of con!ract 
and tort, emphasizing Sale and Negligence. 
*French Civil Law  This course covers the French 
legal system in general outline. Its object is the 
study of the French Civil  Code as applied by the 
Courts. It covers the law of personal s•atus, family, 
pro!)erty, obliQetions and succession. 
*German Civil l..aw  A !)arallel coiJrse to that on 
French C!vil  Law. 
*History of English Law  This course is 
designed to increase the student's comprehension 
of present-day law by exploring English legal 
history in some detail, with particular reference 
to criminal law, contr:'lct, tort, property, trusts 
and procedure. 
36 Certain rrodifications have had to be made,  however,  arrl this is also 
the case in the second half of the course,  during which students will 
not merely continue in the nonnal third year of study at Paris I  rut 
will be  provided with a  specifically selected range of course segments 
taken frcm several years in order to canplement the studies tcken in 
London  into a  full ar:d viable degree course. 
SUch  a  programme requires close collaboration through all its stages, 
from origiPnl selection through to involvement of staff from both 
universities in the assessment of students'  examination v.ork.  Selection 
itself is carrioo out jointly, arrl on the London  side arrangements have 
been ItBde  via the UCCA  Scheme  for rejecterl students to be autcrnatically 
considererl for admission to the Nontl3.1  IL.B Honours Degree in I.aw 
offere:i at King' s. This is  rrost necessary,  for the Dual Degree has proven 
highly attractive  :  King's received no f~  than 200  applications for 
its 7  places in the first Lntake in 1977/8. 
Applicants are requirerl to prove a  high level of written arrl oral 
proficiency in both languages,  though  the first year's experience has 
shown  the neerl  for extra tuto:t::"ials to imorove this threshold level 
still furtb.er.  -
The problem of fees has also been pragmatically circumvented.  Paris I 
students re:na_in  enrollerl as students of Paris I, King's students as 
King's students throughout the four years.  Thus the British students 
pay fees throughout,  as they v.ould on a  normal Uniterl Kingdom degree 
course,  and their French counterparts are likewise subject to the 
same  finaYJ.cial  corrlitions as t.lJ.ey norrnallyv.uuld be in France. 
Project 76/22  Middlesex Polytechnic -
Ecole SUperieu.re de Ccmnerce et d 'AdTTiinistration 
des Entreprises,  Reims  (57) 
European  Business  Administration 
Graduates of this programne,  v..hlch  the Director of Middlesex Polytecnic 
in his coverLng letter to the EEC  application describes as bein;1  t.lJ.e 
first in this field to achieve official recognition,  are to receive 
both a  B.A.  Honours European Business Administration  (omA validation 
having been obtainErl in J\LYJ.e  1975)  arrl the Diplam of the Centre 
d'  Etudes SUperiePres Europeennes de M3.naganent  (CESEM) •  Unless otherwise 
stated,  the following description of the course is baserl - often 
verbatim - on the detailerl Middlesex su!:mission to the CNAA  which lerl 
to the valtdation of the course in the Uniterl Kingdom. 
The course lasts for four years with 24-week industrial placements at 
the start of the secorrl and the end of the third year  (see diagram below). 
The  structure enables the student to sperrl an equal crrount of time in 
Fral."!ce  arrl Brita_in.  At the errl of the second year, the mid-point of the 
37 course, all students nove fran one CO\llltry to the other. Durin] 
each of these "00 year periods the student will sperrl an iirlustrial 
placarent of 24  \\eeks in the country in 'Which  he is located,  tluls 
gaininJ an equal experience of working in both Frarx::e  an:1  Britain. 
The relationship between Irdustrial Placarents an:1  periods of study 
at the tw:>  institutions is set out in the diagram. 
c  0  u  n  t  r  y  1  C  o  u  n  t  r  y  2 
YEAR  1  YEAR  2  YEAR  3  YEAR  4 
3  tenns study  24  \\eel{  2  tenns  2  tenns  24  ~Jeek  3  tenns study 
irrlus- study  study  iirlus-
trial  trial 
placanent  placanent 
The  tw:>  institutions believe that the specific objectives of the course 
are best met by a  structure 'Which  provides a  camon course taught at 
both institutions sirrnlltaneously.  'Ib give the student the maxinum 
opportunity to achieve a  high level of cultural nobility, they l:.elieve 
that great advantages accrue fran students of both countries studying 
the same  course together in mixed groups.  The course con::lucted at 
Reims an:1  Middlesex is therefore identical except for the language of 
teaching 'Which  is French in France an:1  English in Britain. 
Provision is  made  for approximately half the British students CXInpleting 
their first two years in France and approximately half the French 
students carq;>leting their first tw:>  years in Britain. Not all students 
have reached an equal level of linguistic ability. The linguistically 
weaker  spend  the first tw:>  years of the course in their native 
country so that they can bJ.ild up their linguistic skill before being 
exp:>sed to v.orking an:1  studying in a  foreign country. 
Students are drawn in approximately equal numbers fran France an::1  Britain. 
In order to improve their knowledge of spoken French all British students 
after registration and iirluction at I-tiddlesex s:perrl  the first nonth of 
the course at Reims and all French students  spend  the  same  period 
at Middlesex Polyteclmic on an intensive language course .  The 
psychological  impact of  such  a  movement  of all students out 
of their familiar 1~  environment at the outset of the course is 
considered important,  for it gives those students wtn will stay in the 
foreign country for the first tw:>  years of the course an opportunity 
to acclimatize thanselves before the course teaching begins.  For the 
linguistically weaker students wh:>  will spen::1  the first tw:>  years of the 
course in their native country,  the introduction to the foreign 
institution an::1  staff gives them an appreciation of the stan:lard of 
fluency they nust achieve during the first tw:>  years, 
At the end of the initial language course half the English students 
remain at Reims  and half return to Middlesex Polyteclmic for the first 
38 tw:>  years of the course.  Their French counterparts are similarly 
divided so that a  mixed rut balanced group of students exists on 
roth sites to study a  camon course. 
In designing the course,  the pr.imary concern is said to have been 
with providing for students a  coherent educational experience which 
entails a  progressive treatment of subjects. Thus  the course can be 
viewerl as five progressive stages consisting of three acadanic phases 
ani tw:>  irrlustrial placements. 
The first year is a  foundation course and consists largely of basic 
discipline teaching,  together with a  large elanent of foreign language 
teaching.  In the next acadanic phase which spans Years 2  and 3,  the 
arphasis is on the analysis of functional areas of the finn.  The final 
acadanic phase in Year 4  provides the student with the opportunity to 
specialize in areas of his choice. 
The  i.rrlustrial placanent periods are positioned so that the student 
may :put  into practice what he has previously studied. At the same  time 
roth irrlustrial placements lead in naturally to the next stage,  thus 
providing a  framev.ork of experience on which the studies which follow 
are wilt.  In IOC>re  practical tenus,  the second irrlustrial placement 
provides the material for the final year individual project and may 
help in the student's choice of specialization. 
There are three major strands to the course as follows  : 
-Language 
- European Studies 
- Business Studies. 
The relationship between the three is that Language is seen as a  tool, 
fonnal teaching of which is phased out at the end of Year 2.  In the 
early stages European Studies provides an analysis of the European 
envirorunent a.rrl  the Business Studies elanent an analysis of Business 
Discipline and Functional areas.  In the final year these tw:>  strands 
are canbined to analyze European Business problans. 
Selection criteria have been carefully defined in terms of G.C.E.  and 
Baccalaureat results,  and provision is also made  for admitting candidates 
who  do not possess the minimum fonnal qualifications if it is judged 
that they will be able to complete the course successfully - a  measure 
designed in particular with mature students in view.  The specially 
designed selection procedure takes the fonn of attendance at a  full-day 
"selection conference"  carprising discussions with staff, written tests 
of various kinds,  IOC>nitored  group discussions and tests of linguistic 
canpetence. 
Currently aliOC>st  200  students are pursuing the course,  though ample 
provision has been made  for transfer to other related degree courses 
if a  student should feel ill at ease in the "trans-cultural environment". 
In order to ensure the necessary degree of ~ent  coordination,  a 
joint Board of Studies,  forme::1  of staff and students fran roth 
institutions,meets  alternately  at Reirns  and Middlesex at least once 
39 a  year to review problems of maintenance of course structure and 
starrlards,  arrl admission of students. Joint meetings of staff fran 
both institutions, representing all the major subjects of the course, 
continue on an ongoing basis.  Syllabuses and lx>oklists have also been 
prepared jointly. The  0..0 institutions have agreed on exchanges of 
staff between the two centres for teaching and research,  arrl secondment 
of staff has already begun,  though the administrative arrl particularly 
financial constraints are considerable. 
The  teaching itself is synchronised by the exchange arrl agreement of 
study plans arrl lecture outlines between British arrl French staff 
before the start of each subject,  arrl course leaders exchange timetables, 
thus ensuring that the same  arrount of time is devoted to each subject 
at both institutions,  that the topics within  it are balanced in the 
same  way  arrl that there is carpatibility of teaching methods.  :r.bnitoring 
arrl tutorin:; are given high priority. 
'I'he  Examinations Board for the course is chairaJ. by the Polytechnic 
course leader arrl includes staff fran Reims  arrl r1iddlesex arrl external 
examiners fran France and Britain. All fonnal examination pa.J?ers  consist 
of the same  questions in French and English used at both centres 
sirrul  taneously,  arrl students may  an~  the questions in either language. 
To ensure canparability of students'  .J?erformance at examinations, 
examination scripts are markaJ.  by both English arrl French staff to an 
agreed marking schane.  Scripts are then exchangaJ. arrl double markaJ. 
and a  final mark agreed. 
Close cooperation on all these matters is naturally expensive.  But, 
to use MERCEREAU 's expression,  this is the price which it is necessary 
to pay for building Europe(58)  ! 
The Middlesex-Reims progranme has been dealt with in sane detail here, 
but no apology is made  for this. Anyone  who has spent an evening with 
a  twenty strong group of the staff members  frcm both institutions 
("fresh"  fran a  ten-hour examiners'  meeting arrl with another such marathon 
ahead  the next day),  cannot fail to be ilrpressaJ. not only by the hard 
v.ork arrl enthusiasn of all concernaJ.,  but also by the high academic 
credibility of the progranme which has been evolvaJ.. 
Project 76/12  Liverpool Polytechnic -
Technische Universitat Hannover 
Contemporary  British/German Institutions 
The main elanent in this joint progranme' s  rationale is that,  in the 
view of its authors,  "although many  courses offer a theoretical or 
discurs1.:ve  study of foreign institutions,  students rarely  have  the 
opportunity  to test their theoretical  knowledge  against practical 
reality"  (59). 
The course has a  duration of two  sanesters.  In Liverpool it is taken 
40 by students in the third year of the B.A.  degree in M:xlern Language 
Studies and  fonns a  modified version of the present 3rd year course 
in the "Development of Moder>n  Ger>many".  In Hannover  the course is 
offered to students interested in British area studies and  earns 
study credits in the progress towards the Staatsexamen.  Liverpool 
students spend the first Semester in Liverpool and  the second in 
Hannover  ;  Hannover  students the first Semester in Hannover and the 
secon::i  in Liverpool. 
In the first semester,  using what is temed a ''ITacro" approach,  students 
are acquainted in theoretical tems at the hane institution with the 
developtEnt and  structure of selected contemporary institutions in 
their target country.  In the second tem,  spent at the institution 
abroad1  the so-called "micro"  approach is applied,  students now  being 
confronte:l with local case studies and invited to carp:rre and  contrast 
their empirical observations with the theoretical models established 
in the first semester  (60)  ;  these projects are supervised by staff 
members.  Students studying at the host institution are required to 
take part in the course being held for the students of the institution 
concerned,  (i.e. their first tem prograrrme as outlined al.ove),  who 
will,  in the following  sernestei; be studying abroad.  This is designed 
to afford students the opportunity to reflect on the institutions of 
their hane  country and  to bring in their knowledge and experience for 
the benefit of the students frcm the host country.  Examples of project 
titles at present under discussion are the education system in Britain 
followe:i by a  detailed analysis of the canprehensive system in Liverpool; 
the press,  trade unions,  local government and the legal system. 
Notwithstanding the wider national academic awards for which the 
students are v.orking,  the tv.o institutions are considering the feasibility 
of awarding a  joint diploma to mark students'  successful completion of 
the proposed courses in British/German institutions,  though full 
integration of entire degree courses does not at present appear feasible. 
The subject of this particular progranroe makes close connections with 
external l::xxlies  a  matter of paranount importance.  And  here,  too, 
significant progress has been made.  Thus the Lord Mayor  of Hannover 
participated in one of the prograrrme' s  recent planning meetings,  and 
agreement has already been reached in principle that the city will help 
in the following ways  : 
(a)  by offering Liverpool  students as a  group informational meetings 
on central aspects ofHannover life, e.g. visits to a  council meeting, 
to the town hall,  to the Law courts,  to people with responsibility 
for major p.lblic service operations  (transport, etc.)  ; 
(b)  by assisting individual students with contacts and  information 
relating to their chosen project theme  ; 
(c)  in the longer tem,  by allowing students  (particularly those with 
rosiness studies as one of their options)  to v.ork for brief periods 
in offices of the City administration. 
Finally,  the progranme is notable for having given rise to a  mnnber of 
"by products" in a  relatively short time.  As stated in the project 
41 dira:::tors'  report for 1976/7,  in the course of the prograrrme 
additional aspects in the co-operation be~  the tw:>  departments 
were also  opene::l  up by the plan for irrlividual manbers of staff to 
sperrl an exterrlerl pericd at the other institution arrl by the 
establislment of a  regular exchange of recorderl material.  The video-
tape exchange progranrne was begun in the winter of 1976  and has so 
far proverl very successful.  The video tapes exchangerl have oovererl 
a  wide range of subja:::ts, rut are mainly about cultural, p::>litical 
or social events. 
Progress on planning arrl irrplanenting the prograrrme has been irrpressively 
swift.  Discussions did not begin until the sunmer of 1975,  rut the first 
batch of students have already been taking the course in the 1977/8 
acadEmic year,  arrl the essay ~rk  which they have prcducerl,  on such 
topics as "The  Irish problem  in Liverpool",  "The  development of the 
theatre in Hannover  - state and  private  finance"  and  the "Education 
of migrant workers'  children"  has arouserl considerable civic interest 
in both cities. 
Proja:::t 76/8  University of Essex - Arhus Universitet 
Western  European  Politics 
This p::>stgraduate course  (61)  canprises one academic year of course-
~rk followed by a  soort dissertation,  the course year being dividerl 
into tw:>  Sanesters, of which students sperrl the Aub.mm  Semester at 
the University of .Aarhus  and the Spring Semester at the University 
of Essex  (62). After carpletion of the cour~rk, students are 
requirerl to canplete a  dissertation to be sul:rnitterl no later than 
15th Decanber in the following Autumn.  The Autumn  tenn thus carmences 
one rronth earlier than is usual at the University of Essex,  in order 
to bring the course scherlule into line with the academic year at the 
University of Aarhus,  to provide sufficient time for courses taught 
during the Autumn  arrl to canpensate for a  delay in studies that could 
be causerl by the fact that students  vdll have to adjust to t\-.x) 
different academic environments during the year. 
The  coursev.ork is to carq:>rise eight one sanester carq:>onents,  with four 
courses during each semester according to the following pattern  : 
Autumn  Semester 
1.  Western European Politics 
Core Course,  Part I 
2.  Supervised reading course on 
political  ir~titutions and 
national political developnent!: 
in Western Europe 
3.  The Scandinavian p::>litical 
systems 
4.  Methods and Methodology 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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Spring  Semester 
Western European Politics 
Core Course,  Part II 
Optional course on Western 
European Politics. 
- Party systan in Western Europe/ 
- Parliaments and Governments in 
Western Europe 
Political Theory  (several 
options offered) 
Dissertation Seminar One  essay will be required for each of the courses an:l,  in addition, 
the student·will  ·write a  ninth essay during the Spring senester in 
conjunction with any course of his choice. 
Essay an:l similar cours6M:>rk will be marked by the teacher in each 
course arrl,  as a  rule,  countennarked by a  staff manter of the other 
Department.  Students take written examinations at the errl. of the 
acadanic year.  Essay marks an:l examination marks will be aggregated 
to decide whether the students are qualified to pass to the dissertation 
phase of the Schane.  SUccessful students may  spend the dissertation 
writing period at either of the tw::>  Departments,  each student being 
assign€fl a  staff member  as supervisor for his or her dissertation YX:>rk. 
An interesting system for recognition an:l certification has been evolved, 
which is quoted at length as follows as an exarrple of flexibility in 
such matters  : 
For Essex students the Schane is offered as a  regular prograrrme for M.A. 
studies an:l leads to an l-l.A.  degree.  The admission requirenent for 
Danish students is a  carpleted Part One  of the carrl.  scient. pol. degree. 
Courses taken in the Schane are convertible into credits for Part TID 
of this degree,  and Danish students will,  furtherrrore,  be entitled either 
to have their Scheme dissertation counted as part of the course-.ork for 
the carrl.  scient. pol. or to expand the dissertation into the larger 
dissertation required for the Carrl.  scient. pol.  Danish students will 
also be allowed to study for an M.A.  degree at the University of Essex 
(in this case,  the Schane courses \\OUld  sirnul  taneously count as credits 
towards the earn..  scient. pol. \'lhich requires approximately tw::> 
additional years of study). For all categories of students who  successfully 
pass  Schane examinations as well as courS6M:>rk  an:l dissertation 
requirenents,  the tw::>  Departments envisage  awarding a  Joint Certificate 
of Study in addition to degrees awarded by the Universities.  This 
Certificate VOild state that the degree had been awarded after studies 
in the Joint Schane an:l describe the nature of the Schane. 
Though each department reserves the right to decide whether a  student has 
fulfilled  the cour~rk  re:,ruirenents for its own  degree,  the p:-..rrtner 
department will be consul  ted on a  non-voting basis. The Directors an:l 
equal number of representatives fran each Department are to form a  special 
Joint Scheme  Board which v'lill decide whether or not a  student  ~1as fulfilled 
the requiranents for a  Certificate of Study in the Joint Schane to be 
issued in conjunction with a  degree awarded by either university as 
outlined above. 
As in the case of recognition proca:iures,  flexibility is also much  in 
evidence with the marking scale envisaged.  Thus,  the model used in other 
.H.A.  prograrrmes will be usa:i at Essex,  while it is left to Aarhus to 
decide lxJw  such marks are to be converted into its own  marking scale for 
the p..rrpose of assessnent.  Simple conversion rates are to be establisha:i 
for this p..rrpose.  As a  rule, roth written examinations an::l  dissertations 
are to be marked and  countennarka:i by one staff manber fran each of the 
tw::>  Departments,  arrl procedures for the appointment of external examiners 
have also been discussed. 
43 Selection,  too,  though considered ultimately the resp:>nsibility of 
each of the participatin:J institutions singly, will be carried out 
in consultation with one another,  beginning with a  joint decision 
on the maximum  number of students  (if possible,  an equal number  fran 
each country)  to be admitted.  Successful carrlidates will be registered 
at the University of Aarhus for the Auturrm  semester arrl at the University 
of Essex for the Spring semester. 
The  language of instruction is English in courses taught at roth 
universities.  Danish students studying for a  University of Essex H.A. 
degree will be required to sul::mit essays,  undergo written examinations 
arrl write the dissertation in English.  Those who  follow the Joint Schane 
only as a  part of their studies towards Carrl.  scient. pol. will be 
encouraged to use English in written Y.Ork  arrl examinations  (for erlucational 
reasons)  but will be entitlerl to suhnit written WJrk and take examinations 
in Danish. 
The  schane will be administered by a  Prograrrme Director at roth 
Deparbnents,  with course teachers in roth departments meeting at an 
annual conference at the University of Essex in March or April.  Further 
staff visits are also deaned necessary for the management of the scheme 
and to provide students studying abroad with counselling by teachers 
fran their hone University. 
Finally,  this is clearly one project which can indeed lay cla~ to 
containing a  content-related element closely connected with the EEC. 
Not only is this evident fran the course segments mentioned al:ove,  but 
specific contacts with the EEC  are also envisagerl.  Thus students in the 
Joint Scheme of Study are to participate in a  one ~·s  excursion to 
EJX:  institutions during the Spring semester,  arrl the attenpt will also 
be made  to find students placanents as trainees in the EEC  administration. 
Furthenrore,  the course is to be planned with a  view to providing 
relevant preparation for students who may  later wish to take the civil 
service entrance examination of the EEC. 
44 It is perhaps surprising that so relatively few of the joint progranmes for 
whose developnent the  EEC  awarded grants in 1976/7 in fact fall 1.1Irler  this 
category.  The problems which starrl in the way  of their developnent will be 
analyzed in the next section.  Despite their disparity of subject matter, 
the examples chosen below show considerable s:imilari  ties of structure. The 
third of them  (76/13  :  Dublin-Salford) (63)  is additionally significant 
in exarplifying a  kind of transitional IOCdel  between "staff mobility-based" 
progranmes an:i those involving the prcx:luction of indeperrlent teaching 
IOCdules. 
Project 76/6  University of Edinburgh - K¢benhavns Universitet 
Educational  Studies 
The structure at which this prograrrme ultimately aims may  be characterizerl 
briefly as that of jointly planned academic courses involving integraterl 
ccmp:ments taught by members  of staff fran the other department.  The 
idea for its developnent arose fran an exchange of the Heads of Department 
made  p::>ssible in 1975  by a  grant under the British Council's Academic 
Links Scheme.  A trial run has already been executerl,  and  initial 
experience is rrost p::>sitive  :  the "academic  staff members  have  widened 
their  experience~  the  students  have  gained access  to a  ~uch wider range 
of expertise  than their own  departments  could offer alone~  and  courses 
have  been  considerably  enriched"  (64). 
Specialist areas of study in which the tw departments envisage 
contributing to each other's teaching have been identifierl as outlined 
below,  the contributions fran each institution having been definerl in 
terms of the subject and  staff member (s)  concerned in each case 
(a)  Conpa.rative arx1  international studies in education 
including such course units as carparative education,  cross-cultural 
studies,  arrl areas of special study - the United States,  the USSR, 
Western arrl Eastern Europe  ;  education an:i  national developnent in 
Africa an:1  Asia  ;  canparative study of education and wrk-training 
specifically Scan:iinavian aspects,  arrl European historical aspects 
of carparative studies  ;  adult education, 
{b)  Education of the 16-19 age--group,  adult an:1  continuing education 
including various aspects of ccmm.mity education,  refonns in senior 
high school an:1  vocational training  ;  refonns in teacher education 
for 16-19 age group  ;  psychology of adult learning  ;  arrl canpa.rative 
contributions relating to Africa,  Japan and Latin America. 
45 (c)  Assessnent and Examinations 
including contributions on pupil profiles, problems of interchange 
and equivalence, didactic Jrodels and their relation to assessnent, 
arrl various canparative aspects of these problems. 
(d)  Problems of identity, pluralisn and international harrronization 
in education 
taking in problems relating to linguistic minorities arrl interaction 
of systems in multi-national contexts  ;  education systems in 
developing countries  ;  inter-Scandinavian influences  ;  relations 
between teacher education and school developnent for minorities. 
OUt  of these elements,  the Edi.nb.lrgh group are to construct a  programne 
which could readily be planned into existing courses in the Copenhagen 
Institute, providing a  range of teaching in which much  interest has 
been expressed by students,  but which the Institute cannot provide with 
its own  snall staff. The Copenhagen contribution could be planne:i into 
several courses in the Edi.nb.lrgh department,  in particular the following 
(a}  !-1aster of Education  (.ME'd},  a  three-year part-time degree generally 
taken by serving teachers,  Relevant courses  :  one-year options in 
Ccrrrparative Education and .Adult Education. 
(b)  1-ia.ster of Science  (M.Sc}  in Educational Studies,  a  full-time 12-rronth 
post-graduate degree course.  Relevant courses  :  options in Adult 
Education Policies and Structures  ;  Ccmnunity Developnent  ;  Cmparative 
Adult Education  ;  canparative Education. 
(c)  Diplana in Ccmrunity Education  (Dip.  CE},  nonna.lly a  full-time one-year 
post-graduate course for interrling v.orkers in adult education and 
carmuni  ty developnent. 
Further advantages are also expected to accrue fran the prograrrme.  Thus 
those involved who  are corrlucting individual research v.ould gain fran 
British or Scandinavian experience of work in their fields. And  since 
many  of the staff concerned could offer lectures or seminars on topics 
of interest to all the students of either department,  and indeed to 
staff and students outside the departments,  this v.ould provide the 
opportunity for special seminars or lectures bringing together students 
and staff whose contacts are nonna.lly limited, Finally,  individual 
research students working in relevant fields could profitably consult 
with visiting academics fran the other institution. 
In the field of their experience so far,  the two institutions are 
convince:i that true institutionalization of the staff exchanges is now 
called for,  thus allowing the visiting teachers'  contributions to be 
planned as an integral part of the curriculum 'Well  in advance,  rather 
than as special once-off occasions  ;  and  this,  they feel,  could be done 
at a  fraction of the cost of nonna.l  staffing,  "Not  only would it be 
cheap,  it would also be  efficient ;  in a  field as diverse as  educational 
studies,  specialists in many  of the areas are  few  in number1  and could 
be  more  widely shared under  such a  scheme,  Even  large  departments  have 
difficulty in providing  the full range  of competence  in the  contributory 
discipline  ;  for  small departments,  this is an  effective and  economical 
way  of meeting  this problem,  and  on  an  international scale".  For this 
purpose,  however,  a  measure of ongoing financial support will be essential 
- a  major problem encountered by many of the joint ~arrmes  conceptually 
develope:i urrler the Scheme,  as we  shall see in the  'Problems"  section below. 
46 Project 76/23  University College Cardiff -
Katolieke Universiteit Leuven 
European  Social  Security  Law 
Both Leuven arrl Cardiff wish to develop the canpa.rati  ve study of arrl 
research into European Social Security law with an anphasis upon 
hanronization within the European Ccmm.mities.  To  this em they have 
agreed.,  subject to grants being made available,  to make  substantial 
contributions to each other's IDrk in this field.  The propose:l 
contributions are as follows  : 
(a)  Cardiff will contribute in the fields of social security law arrl 
provision of legal services to the following activities of Leuven 
(1)  The course in Cmparative Social Security law ; 
(2)  The undergraduate  saninar on Social Security law  ; 
(3)  Postgraduate colloquia on Social Security law ; 
all these activities involving provision of legal services. 
(b)  Leuven will contribute in the fields of social security la\'1  arrl 
~ovision of legal services to the following activities of Cardiff 
(1)  Courses in law and Welfare  (social security)  arrl Legal Services 
for the Diploma of Socio-Legal Studies  ; 
(2)  A specially arranged colloquium on social security law involving 
the three Welsh Law  Schools (Cardiff, Aberystwyth arrl UWIST)  • 
The integration of such contributions IDuld involve "far-reaching 
modification and  adaptation of existing projects"  (65).  This process 
involves careful planning,  for in the discussions funded by the EEC  grant 
it turned out that the exact meaning arrl contents of these subjects vary 
to sane extent.  Both social security arrl the legal services are organised 
in a  canpletely different vmy  in Britain arrl in Belgium. Their scope, 
arrl the ~oblans to be dealt with,  are in sane aspects very different. 
Nonetheless,  the planning group has agreed on sane camon subjects, which 
appeared to be of interest for l:x:>th  parties.  In social security this was 
for the first year  :  disability, unanployment,  arrl pensions  ;  for the 
second year it vms  to be  :  ten:iencies in the developnent of the systans, 
arrl special rules for particular groups  (civil servants(  teachers,  the 
military,  war victims,  etc.). As for legal services, it seaned rrost 
ap~o~iate that each department v.ould bring in descriptions of the 
organization of legal services and legal aid in its own part of the IDrld. 
Teaching methods vary,  too,  but in the pilot ~ograrrme carried out on 
the basis of the planning discussions mentioned al:x:>ve,  no substantial 
content  (- or meth:ld -)  oriented problems have appeare:i to arise  : 
"These  experiences were  very successful,  There  was  considerable interest 
and  attention on  the  side of the  students,  and of staff members  of the 
departments.  The  guest  lectures appeared  to fit in very well with  the 
subject of the  courses,  There  was  no  major difficulty with  language, 
with differences in teaching techniques,  or with differences in legal 
systems and  general background" • 
47 Against this backgrow'rl,  the rnedium-tenn  intention is to extend 
cooperation to other institutions  (discussions having already begun), 
arrl  the long-tenn one to develop jointly a  canpletely new  prograrrme 
involving student exchange  : 
" •.•  the most valuable  course of aU to  take  would be  for  the  students 
themselves  to  spend a  part of their studies in other jurisdictions. 
This  would  be  feasible bilaterally as  between Cardiff and  Leuven 
but is again warmly  supported by  the  experts in other jurisdictions 
with whom  we  have  had  discussions.  There  would  be  implications for 
the  teaching programmes  of all the  schools concerned,  since  few 
existing courses would be  suitable for  the purpose  and  new,  purpose-
designed,  ones  would  have  to be  made  available.  Were  the resources 
to be  made  available,  however,  it ought  to be  possible  (and,  if so, 
it would certainly be  valuable)  for  a  student  to  spend,  say  a  year 
reading for what  would  in effect be  a  European  post-graduate 
Diploma  in Social  Law,  consisting of the  study of Social Security, 
Labour,  Administrative and  Legal  Services  Law,  consisting of,  say 
four months at each of three universities selected according  to 
his needs,  interests,  language  skiUs,  etc." • 
In the nore i.nmaliate future,  however,  the plan is to cor.solidate and 
exterrl existing activities, i.e. bilateral exchanges of teachers beb.een 
cardiff arrl  Leuven on short visits. So far as cardiff is concernErl,  the 
extensions in mini are tw::>-fold  ;  · 
(a)  The  institution of an additional,  new,  course for the Diplam in 
Law  (Socio-Legal Studies)  in canparative social security.  This 
\to.Ould  consist of the study in depth of particular topics,  such 
as disablement,  retirement,  as treatErl by particular European 
countries,  but focussing primarily upon Belgium arrl  the UnitErl 
Kingdan. 
(b)  The  institution of a  similar but nore extensive course as part of 
a  new  schane for the degree of Master of Laws  by coursa..ork. 
Funding is again the main \to.Orry,  as lack of resources is terrling to 
rErluce  the length of stay by manbers of staff below what  \to.OUld  be 
pErlagogically desirable,  repeatErl visits of approximately one ~'  s 
duration at present being envisagErl. 
Project 76/13  Trinity College,  Dublin - University of Salford 
Manufacturing  and  System  Engineering 
With the help of the Ccrrmunities grant in the final stages of prcx:luction, 
the  tw::>  departments have developerl a  joint lecture prograrrme,  consisting 
of six teaching nodules to be integratErl  into establishErl courses in the 
area of manufacturing an:l  system engineering at each institution  ; 
(a)  The  Engineering Undergraduate course subject specializations in 
Prcx:luction  technology arrl manufacturing engineering,  for example 
48 the Manufacturing Engineering specialization in the Salford 
Course and the Manufacturing option at Trinity College. 
(b)  The  I'-1Sc  in Production Engineering Course subjects including 
Production Technology,  Production Managanent arrl Salford' s  MSc 
in Hanufacturing and Systans Engineering. 
(c)  Students enrolled for the MSc  by research,  Mhl  degrees an:l  the 
Salford Teaching Ccrnpany  Schane w:>uld  atterrl lectures provided 
by the joint lecture progranrne as appropriate. 
Altogether,  sane seven staff 1Tl€!'flbers  have been closely associated with 
the m::xiules'  production,  the first three of which have been developed 
by Salford,  the secorrl three by Trinity.  The specific subjects covered 
are as follows (  66)  : 
l1Jdule I  :  Cellular Manufacturing 
Group Technology  ~inciples, organization of design and manufacture 
through classification an:l  coding,  the total manufacturing systan, 
canpany appraisal, design of a  cellular manufacturing systan,  control 
systans,  organization for assembly in batch production. 
MJdule II  :  Canputer-aided Design 
Typical hardware,  design analysis, classification an:l coding as an aid 
to design rationalization and standardization,  simple computer systans 
for design,  software requiranents integration of design and manufacture, 
cost estimating,  economics of CAD. 
M:rlule III  :  cgnputer-Ba.sa:i Autanation of Hachine Tools 
Hurnerical control of processes,  GJC  an:l  DNC  manufacturing systans. 
Introduction to interactive computer progranming an:l graphics,  NC 
progranming languages,  surface definition,  econanics. 
~bdule IV  :  Mini Canpu.ter  an:l Hicroprocessor Systans for Manufacturing 
Engineering 
An examination of the hardware an:l  software features of a  range of mini 
camputers an:l  micro~ocessors including the PDP-11  family,  Nova  an:l 
Interdata mini canputers an:l  the DECMPS,  I.SI-11 an:ll·btorola microprocessors. 
An examination of systan elements for on-line applications in manufacturing 
irrlustry. Application cost an:l naintenance provisions.  case study reviews. 
M:rlule V  :  Production 1-bnitoring 
Purposes an:l  techniques of on-line production m:>nitoring.  Validity in 
different manufacturing envirorunents.  Management reporting alternatives 
and costs.  Interaction of production m:>nitoring systems with naintenance 
m:>nitoring,  stock control an:l production schErluling.  case study reviews. 
1-bdule VI  :  Interactive Industrial Software 
Review of factory information nea:is in areas of Production Control and 
Naterial requirements planning.  Bill of naterials explosion an:l  interaction 
with ~oducts costing analysis and stock control, 
49 Within the overall context of the degree prograrrmes concernoo,  the 
fonnal acadanic contact time envisaged for the six m::::dules  of this 
proposed acadanic link am:>unts  to 60  hours,  equally divided betv.-een 
the tiD institutions.  Each m::::dule  is allocated 10  hours of lecturing 
time to be covered in 4  staff visits, i.e. 24  visits in all. This 
means that 2112  oours of lecturing time will be allocated to each 
visit, the rema.inder of the visit time being devoted to seminars, 
group discussions,  deronstrations and practical v.ork as required. 
In addition it is proposed that there should be four  joint meetings 
during the year to be concerned with the planning,  rroni  taring and 
examination aspects of the project. 
An intrinsic element of the prograrrme is the developnent and preparation 
of audio-visual material for each of the lectures,  and it is hoped that 
the audio-visual material developed during the first year of the link 
will be made  available to all the Member States of the EOC. 
All the m:xiules  have since been presented,  both in the frarnev.ork of 
acadanic courses at the tiD institutions and for representatives of 
industry,  and the success of the prograrrme has encouraged those concerned 
to repeat it. 
The EEC  grant has also facilitated the developnent of a  number of other 
important elements in the acadanic links between the tiD universities. 
Thus agreement has been reached on a  42-hour Salford lecturing inp1t 
into a  Trinity Io.i.A.I.  course,  links with industry have been further 
intensified,  arrl the foundations for intensive research cooperation 
laid. 
50 Whereas sane of  the prograrrmes  supp::>rted,  while involving the prcrluction 
of m:rlules,  envisage the exchange of specific staff members to teach the 
units concerned,  an example of this being the Dublin-Salford schane 
described abJve,  others are concerned with the prcxluction of units which 
can };X)tentially be utilized by any institution in the field.  This clearly 
makes such progranmes ideally suited to "extension",  and all those supp::>rted 
have concrete plans for this. As can be seen fran tw:>  of the m:>st  successful 
of these projects outlined below,  relating to geology and medicine,  this 
fo:rm  of cooperation is not restricted to any irrlividual subject. Others 
which submitted successful applications related to areas such as sociology, 
graphic design and international m:>netary tx>licy, 
Project 76/2  University of I.Dndon,  Imperial College of Science and 
Technology - Teclmische Hogeschool Delft 
Engineering  Geology 
It is current practice in the field of engineering geology to use 
coursework projects based U};X)n  actual or slinulated engineering schemes 
in which specific geological or site investigation data is required to 
be interpreted in the light of particular engineering proposals  (67). 
Although this method.  proves successful in that a  graded series of 
tasks related to practical experience can be devised, it does not 
provide experience in the procedures of decision-making related to 
op};X)rtunities and method.s of acquiring data,  for the decision on type and 
quantity of infonnation required for a  correct solution,  has been made 
before the student receives  the problan.  Accordingly the student is 
deprived of training in that field of decision making which is essential 
in the practice of engineering geology.  To resolve this difficulty,  the 
intention of this project is to prcrluce a  graded series of coursework 
exercises which will simulate real-life conditions during the investigation, 
construction and operation of engineering projects. The project is thus 
analogous to the developnent of a  "business game"  but applied in this 
case  to engineering geology. 
The courseM:>rk rna.terial thus prcrluced is to be used in existing degree 
courses at Delft and Imperial College, with a  longer-te:rm intent of 
co-operation with other  institution~ of higher education.  At Imperial 
College,  an  H.Sc.  degree course in Engineering Geology has been in 
existence since 1964  and attracts students fran rna.ny  countries,  including 
those of the EOC.  A 3rd year option in the subject is also available to 
students taking their first  (B. Sc.)  degree.  At Delft,  this specialization 
was  intrcrluced in 1976  (the Imperial College Project Director being 
closely concerned in its ~lanentation) . 
At the present time approximately six hours per week are devoted to 
coursev.ork training at Imperial College and it is also intended that 
six hours per week  should fonn part of the curriculum at Delft,  The 
51 cour~rk  exercises produced under the EEC  Scheme are to occupy 
periods fran a.lxmt  three hours to a  canplete v.eek..  These exercises 
are being devised in such a  manner as to be of general applicability 
to training courses of carparable level in other institutions, as 
v.ell as in industry,  and it is interrled,  after appropriate trials, to 
make basic coursework sets generally available.  If the pilot projects 
prove successful it is hoped that ll'Dre  elaborate exercises will 
eventually be developed collaboratively with other institutions. 
In the first instance,  sane six m::xiules  are being or have been developed, 
relating to  : 
(a)  different types of engineering schemes such as dams,  reservoirs, 
tunnels,  slopes,  roads,  foundations and so forth  ; 
(b)  different stages of engineering development such as investigation, 
construction and operation  ' 
(c)  different techniques of investigation,  sarrpling,  testing and 
instrumentation ; 
(d)  different geological,  tq:x:lgraphical and climatic conditions. 
The chief elements in the preparation of the m::xiules  are as foll<JIIlS 
(  1)  design of the rules of the game  ; 
(2)  preparation of the data bank re:;JUired for play 
(3)  conducting and ll'Dnitoring pilot exercises  ; 
(4)  p.lblication of results of the pilot exercises 
(5)  dissemination of sets for the game. 
In order to test the units'  efficacy,  joint evaluation of exercise results 
will be required,  Units of measurement adopted in preparing the data bank 
will be acceptable throughout the EEC,  Initially data will be in English 
but presentations systems will be designed to allow for a  later multilingual 
facility. 
Approx.imately  tw:>  years v.ere expected to be rey_uired for the initial 
developnent of six such projectsr  and in fact this 
11timetable" has been 
fairly accurately adhered to. Full trials will then probably take a 
further year. It is intended to relate at least tv.o of them to actual 
areas within Europe so that aerial photographs,  and possibly published 
data,  can be used.  Other student v.ork v.ould be arranged to provide such 
data.  Once this initial tiD-year phase of project development has been 
canpleted,  a  further phase is to be related to the identification of one 
or ll'Dre  extended areas within Europe which could be used as m::xiels  for 
ll'Dre  elaborate projects,  thereby providing the possibility of increasing 
the coursework period up to a  "Week  and introducing the opportunity of 
field-based projects.  By this time, it is hoped that sane of joint choice 
of study areas could be encouraged between several institutions. 
Already,  I:n'q?erial College and Delft have laid plans for making the project 
known to other institutions which may  be interested in becaning involved. 
Thus results of the initial trials will be published in appropriate 
journals,  and a  report on the project is to be delivered at a  major 
forthcaning international conference. 
52 Project 76/27  University of Glasgow - Universitat Ulm  -
(Universitat DUsseldorf)  - (Universitat Mainz) 
Anaesthesia 
Originally conceived as a  quadri};artite venture,  this project (68) 
ha.s  so far proved highly successfully on a  bilateral basis between 
GlasgO'i.v  and.  Ulm.  It consists of the interchange of audio-visual teaching 
materials on the basis of appropriate adaptation and translation with a 
view to creating better unifonnity of teaching techniques and  stan::lards 
between the countries concerned.  This in turn is regarded as a  practical 
contribution towards facilitating rrovement of trained anaesthetists in 
the light of Ccmmmity policy on freedan of establishnent of doctors. 
The Glasgow audiotape-slide programne relates to Clinical Physics and 
.[v'l.easurernent  for anaesthetists. 'liD trials of the effectiveness of the 
materials have already been canpleted and a  third trial has been 
carmenced at Glasgow.  At Ulm,  also,  a  number of tape-slide progranmes 
have been canpleted over the last 4  years,  intended in particular for 
staff training purposes in anaesthesia,  but also for nurses, medical 
students,  emergency medical technicians etc. 
In his contribution to the original application,  the designated project 
director at DUsseldorf stressed both the rationale and the innovative 
nature of the proposed joint programne as follows  : 
"The  use of tape-slide series as  teaching aid for instruction of 
individuals  ar~ small groups  is an  important advantage  considering 
the rapidly increasing body  of knowledge  and  the  shortage  and  over-
burdening of the  teaching staff in medicine,  Especially in 
anaesthesiology,  the  basic principles of clinical management  and 
the cZinical application of the basic sciences physiology,  pharmacology 
and  particularly physics,  are  very well suited for  short tape-slide 
series, 
In  Germany  this valuable  teaching aid is practically not used for 
teaching physicians.  Only  the Department of Anaesthesiology at the 
University in Ulm  started tape-slide  teaching  for nurses in 
intensive care, 
The  planned co-operation between  the  Glasgow  Department of Anaesthesia 
which  has  a  considerable  experience in this new  field and  the Institut 
fur Anaesthesiologie at the  Universitat Dusseldorf,  Mainz  and  Ulm 
would give  the  essential starting impetus  to  improve  the  teaching 
in medicine  for  physicians,  students and  nurses"  (69). 
In the course of the planning discussions,  various differences in the 
teaching emphasis of the two  (GlasgCM,  Ulm)  departments were encountered, 
resulting mainly fran the predaninantly postgraduate orientation of the 
one  (Glasgow)  an::l  greater involvanent in undergraduate progranmes at the 
other.  Such differences in practice in the countries concerned meant tha.t 
simple direct translation was  foun::i  to be inappropriate. But although 
the overall v.urk of modifying and translating a  prograrrme  turnerl out to 
53 be considerable, it was not as great as that for preparing a  carpletely 
new  progranme,  arrl indee::l  the v.ork itself was felt to be valuable in 
helping to identify differences of practice. Studies of this type are 
seen as essential if canron starrla.rds of teaching are to be achieved 
between the EEC  countries. 
Progress on the project has,  in fact,  been extranely swift.  Concrete 
discussions began in February 1977,  arrl the following progranmes were 
agree::l u:pon  as being suitable for adaptation arrl translation 
g~Y§£~f~-Q~_Q!~~~ 
1.  Humidity I 
2.  Humidifiers 
3.  Blood pressure 
4.  Measurement I 
5.  Blood pressure measuranent II 
6.  Measuranent of PH  arrl ~ 
7.  Measurement of co2  in gas mixtures 
Q!!!~~!~!:-YY.!! 
8.  Kardiopulnonale Reanimation  (resuscitation)  I 
9.  Kardiopulnonale Reanimation  (resuscitation)  II. 
By  May  1978,  six of the nine prograrrrnes  had been processed arrl were ready 
for use,  at the partner institution,  arrl prcduction of the other 3 
(mnnbers  6,  7  arrl 9)  was well under way.  To  prove the :point,  the 
institutions even sul:mitted one of the impressive carpleted prograrrmes 
to the Ccmnission along with their re:port.  Was  it by coincidence that it 
~as concerned with blood pressure ? 
54 The "joint project",  on which students· fran each participating institution 
v.ork together urrler supervision  (and subject to assessment)  by a  similarly 
mixed group of staff, has emerged as a  type of joint progranme particularly 
suited to the needs of subjects in "Which  practical experience of problem-
solving,  preferably in at least one country,  plays an irrq;>ortant role.  The 
actual "contact  time"  on the projects suPtx>rted in 1976/7 varies considerably, 
but in nany cases it is longer than that in the case of,  say,  staff exchange-
basal progranmes.  Particularly when  the preparatory courses ani subsequent 
write-up pericxis are taken into consideration, as irrleed they Im.lst  be since 
they fonn an integral part of the project,  several schanes have already passerl 
or are approaching the 3-m::mth pericxi specified by the EEC  as the aim in view. 
Tv.o  such projects,  in interior design and regional studies, are cited below, 
and  tv.o  other "joint projects" whose developnent was  supported by the EEC  in 
1976/7 also belong to the same general damaine  (architecture,  urban planning) . 
Project 76/ 14  City of Binningham Polytechnic  ,....  Technische Hogeschool Delft 
Interior  Design 
At the time of application for EEC  support,  the two  institutions had 
been co-operating for tv.o  years in the presentation of joint projects 
for their students of interior design.  This co-operation is intended 
to establish a  better urrlerstarrling of the approach to design methods 
and  interior building techniques in the United Kingdan and Holland.  Joint 
projects to be studied by students in both countries are set alternately 
by each group of staff, and the "home"  students begin v.ork prior to 
arrival of their foreign counterparts in order to lay the foundations for 
the  ensuing  v.ork in binational pairs, Staff arrl students are brought 
together on CCIIlpletion of the project  for joint cri  ticisn of the VJOrk 
perfonned and the visiting students then take the opportunity to study the 
design of buildings of historic and  contemporary interest in the host 
country. 
Apart fran facilitating discussions on the possible inception of a  3-rronth 
student exchange schane,  the EEC  grant enabled finalization of details 
on a  specific 21/2 :rronth joint project to be carried out, during 6  weeks 
of which there was direct participation by 12  students fran Delft. For 
this project,  there was an actual "client", a  gentleman fran london 
vmo  had recently bought an old building in Charlotte Street 
to be converted into three Italian restaurants seating altogether 
600  people.  Close co-operation was  therefore necessary both with the 
client and his architect. 
The project  (70)  started with visits both to the specific building 
concerned and to other spaghetti restaurants owned  by the client,  followed 
by a  meeting with the architect,  the structural engineer and the quantity 
surveyor about the technical problens as well as the building regulations 
55 of the Greater l.Drrlon  Council.  The D..ltch  students then v.K)rkerl  side by 
side with 6  Binningham cormterparts to prepare interim prq:x:>sals,  which 
\'Jere criticized at the "half-way  stage" of the project by a  mixed panel 
carprising staff fran roth institutions,  the client arrl his architect. 
In the light of their ccmnents,  the students then developed their ideas 
further for final assessnent on termination of the project by the same 
panel.  The students'  results were nost satisfactory,  arrl sane quite 
outstarrling.  The  English students then went on a  study sketching visit 
to East Anglia arrl 3  students fran Delft accanpanierl them,  one of wh:rn 
stayerl on to v.K)rk  in the offices of an architect. 
A similar project was  carried out in the following term in Delft, with 
Dutch "future architects" an:i English "future interior designers" 
v.K)rking  in pairs to prepare design prq:x:>sals for converting old buildings 
into a  sl"nwroan an:i rrn.1seum  of :porcelain products. 
Project 76/20  Universitat Bochum -
Universite des Sciences et Techniques de Lille 
Geography  (Comparative  Regional  Studies) 
Students on this joint project  (71)  which will be a  recognized rmit 
of study at l:oth rmiversitiesf  will carry out canparative arrl practice-
oriented studies on selected aspects of applied geography in Northern 
France arrl in the  Rhine-Ruhr irrlustrial area in Gennany.  The first 
joint project is to take place in the autumn of 1978,  following intensive 
discussions over the past eighteen nonths made  :possible by the EEC  sup:port. 
Careful attention has been given to integrating the progranme roth in 
terms of content arrl teaching methods into the tw::>  institutions' courses, 
arrl  irrleed experimentation with the "project"  fonn of study is seen as 
an i.np)rtant objective in itself. Another is the inprovanent of anployment 
prospects of the students concernerl.  The discussions rrentioned arove, 
in which l:oth staff, students  (72)  arrl external tx:xiies  such as regional 
planning authorities in Northrhine-westphalia have been invol  verl,  arrl 
which in themselves are seen as having provided i.np)rtant perlagogical 
insights,  led to the selection of~  in the sectors of irrlustrial 
geography,  (e.g.  the reutilization of exhausted open-cast mining areas 
for irrlustrial or non-in:lustrial purposes),  the geography of tourisn 
arrl applied physical geography  (e.g.  examination of the ecological 
corrlitions for recreational areas close to urban centres)  as being the 
nost suitable for the joint projects envisaged. 
Excl'lar¥Je  and purchase of written arrl graphic documentation,  discussion 
of m:rlalities for the utilization of rocx:lern  media such as aerial 
pb:>tographs arrl films,  arrl detailed site visits followed,  these being 
considered vital corollaries of the basic agreanent to be reached on 
acadanic content,  pre-project preparation,  timetabling arrl logistics. 
Apart fran the lengthy theoretical studies preceding the "contact phase" 
itself, the follOW'ing  fonnula has been v.K)rked out for the first project 
56 which,  as will be seen,  in fact carprises several joint projects rolled 
into one  : 
1.  29.9-4.10.78  Excursion by students and.  stafffranl::oth institutions 
to Northern France to provide students with an 
overview of the region in practical tenns,  thereby 
substantiatin:J previous theoretical study  ; 
2.  5.10-10.10.78  excursion by staff arrl students fran l::oth  institutions 
to Rhine/Ruhr area  ;  7  stuients arrl  4 manbers of 
staff from Lille will participate.  3 of the 6  days 
will be devoterl to a  general overview of the area, 
tbree to a  detailed introduction to the topics for 
joint study  (see 3.  below)  ; 
3.  11.10-11.11.78  tbree Lille students ranain in the areas of the 
RhinejRuhr region chosen for detailed study, 
accxnp:mied by their Bochum  counterparts (73)  ; 
4.  11.11-11.12.78  0.0 Bochtnn  students accxnp:my their Lille counterparts 
to the areas in Northern France on which their 
detailed project -v.ork  is to be carried out ; 
5.  \vinter 78/79  one French student canes to the Sauerlarrl  (a winter 
sports area,  sane 90  krn.  away  from the industrial 
belt)  to -v.ork  with a  cOI.lllterpart from Bochumr  as 
soon as enough snow has fallen  ( ! )  ; 
6.  Sumner  79  one  (possibly tv.o)  Bochum  student(s)  cane(s)  to the 
cote d 'c)J;:Ble  to -v.ork  with a  French partner. 
The first phase of the project is to be evaluated at a  joint meeting 
towards the errl of Novanber  1978. 
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As remarked upon in the "classification" of prograrrme types at the beginning 
of the present chapter,  the criterion of including "an  element~ in the 
discipline or area of study concerned,  that is related to  the  development of 
the  European  Community"  (74),  might aJ.m:>st  be termed a  ccmron factor of the 
prograrrmes  supported under the tenns of the Scheme  in the 1976/7 year.  Many 
progranmes are concerned with studying ccmron problems of the carmunity as 
a  whole,  be it in the field of diseases apparently giving rise to 90%  of its 
citizens'  bad  teeth  (76/26),  of developing facilities in its problan regions 
(76/20),  or of the poor design of the produce which fills its shops  (76/9). 
Others,  as we  have seen, can make  a  good case for relevance to carmunity 
developnent in relation to praroting freedan of rrovanent of personnel  (76/27) 
or,  in rrore general tenns,  in producing graduates with professional 
qualifications making than ideally suited for v.ork in rrore than one country 
or in the services of the Ccmnission itself. A:rrl  another still (76/16)  seeks 
to daronstrate at length the ways  in 'Which its objectives correspond to 
those underlying the camumity' s  Action Programne for Education, 
But there are, of course,  prograrrmes which are rrore directly concerned than 
others with a  theoretical study of the process of European integration as such. 
One  striking example quoted at length al::ove  is that of the Essex-Aarhus 
course in Western European Politics, 'Which  not only makes political aspects 
of that process a  subject for analysis,  but also comprises study visits to 
(and trainee placanents within)  Ccmnunity organizations. Similar visits are 
included in other prograrrmes,  too,  notably a  joint saninar programne arranged 
by Kingston Polytechnic and the University of Grenoble II. The planning of 
such visits was in fact one of the points subjected to critical review in the 
evaluation of previous prograrrmes undertaken with the aid of their EEC  grant 
by the University of Exeter,  the Ecole Nationale de la Sante,  Rennes  and the 
Institut Inter-Universitaire Europeen in :r.tarcinelle  (76/17)  : 
"There  have  been short visits to  the visitors' section of the Commission 
in Brussels when  the  Exeter student group  was  at Marcinelle.  Whilst  the 
visits were  useful from  the point of view of general information  gained~ 
this provision needs  to be  critically reviewed in  future~  since it has 
so far  been pitched at too  low  a  level for  the visiting group,  It is 
important that those  engaged in University  studies of European  Social 
Policy  should have  the opportunity of discussing at a  fairly  high  level 
of abstraction,  the development of that policy on  the  occasion of a  visit 
to  the  Commission  in Brussels and  not simply  to be  the recipients of 
general  information suitable  for  people  unaware  of the work  of the 
Commission" (Exeter report). 
Political integration and social policy  (the cardiff,....Leuven courses in European 
Social Security Law  are another case in point)  are only two of the aspects of 
Ccmmmity developnent examined by the prograrrmes  supported,  Several of those 
in Business Administration  (notably 76/21,  76/22)  include canponents on 
European Ccmnercial Law  and the like ;  the proposed  "DIDSOL"  project  (76/16) 
had as one of its objectives the .imparting of "knowledge  and  understanding of 
the part played by  supranational and  international agencies in influencing 
the  nature of the  human  environment in Western  Europe"  (75)  ;  and one of the 
58 key elanents in the envisagerl Kiel-Paris IX  (Dauphine)  link 76/15 relates 
to nonetary integration within the Ccmnunity. 
All the programnes citerl in the precerling paragraph fulfil the discipline 
oriental 
11European  integration" criterion. But equally,  all of than v.ould 
have been eligible for selection on other counts too,  irrespective of their 
course content. 
If, therefore,  this  is to be retained as a  criterion in future years - arrl 
there are plausible political reasons for doing so - then the 1976/7 evidence 
is that flexibility arrl imagination are callerl for in interpreting the many 
different ways,  not all of them strictlycontent-relaterl, in which prograrrmes 
can be "relaterl" to Ccmnunity developnent. 
59 CHAPTER  IV  PROBLEMS  AND  SOLUTIONS 
For the purp:>ses of discussion,  the problems encountered by the institutions 
of higher education in building up the joint progranmas  funded by the EOC 
in 1976/7 may  be divided into six main groups: 
1.  academic problems  ; 
2.  administrative problems  (including nunerical limitations) 
3.  problems of social adjustment 
4.  linguistic problems  ; 
5.  problems of rroti  vation  ; 
6.  financial problems. 
'Ihis list is not arranged in descending order of importance.  As we  shall see, 
the sixth is ulti.rrately the greatest stumbling-block of all.  But as it relates 
to many  of the others, it will prove convenient to discuss these first. 
As  far as the solutions to these problems are concemed, it was  one of the 
purp:>ses of the examples  chosen for closer examination in the foregoing section 
to daronstrate in context sane of the liDSt successful approaches.  'Ihese will 
not be reiterated here,  but canplerrented by reference to other strategies which 
seem particularly "WOrthy  of nention. 
IV.l  ACADEMIC  PROBLEMS 
11Given  the very different procedures  adopted in the 
four countries for first-degree  course  planning~  the amount 
of 'overlap'  between existing courses and  course components 
was  quite  limited and  difficult to extend or modify  ex post 
facto.  The  will certainly exists to proceed on  the basis 
of extension of existing ad  hoc  arrangements  and concrete 
plans were  agreed for implementation within this  area~ but 
there is not~ with the best will in the  world~ a  great deal 
of room  for manoeuvre. 
11  (76/29). 
In order to establish any type of joint study progranma as defined 
by the EOC  SCherre,  sate reconciliation of oourses which differ 
as to their structure,  content and didactical approach is alliDst 
bound to be involved.  Sudl disparity of courses affects the different 
types of progranma in different ways.  For example, it may  pose 
problems as regards achieving the necessary degree of academic 
integration of stu::lents fran abroad,  make reciprocal staff exchanges 
difficult in view of the specializations concemed,  reduce the 
opportunities for building in teaching rrodules produced elsewhere, 
or present a  major obstacle to fonnulating ccmron objectives for 
joint projects.  But in one way  or another it is a  problan camon 
to them all. 
61 In sare cases,  the disparity may  be of a  "structural" nature. 
One  and the same  subject may,  for example,  fonn part of first 
degree studies in one departrrent and further degree programres 
in another  : 
"Differences of teaching  systems were  noted during  the 
preliminary visit.  In particular the University 
Anaesthetic Departments  in Germany  were  more  closely 
involved in undergraduate  teaching  than postgraduate 
teaching.  As  yet there is no  postgraduate  exam  for 
Anaesthesia in Germany  and  this could account  for  this 
difference in teaching emphasis."  (76/27). 
Here the prograrrne ooncerned involved the production/adaptation 
of teaching rrodels,  but the problem affects other types of joint 
prograrme also.  'Ihus Middlesex and  Reirns  (76/22)  make  rrention 
of "the difficulties students encounter in dealing with the  less 
structured learning  system such as  the British,  or a more  structured 
learning  system such as  the French",  and  a  similar structural 
dilerma presented itself in tenns of oourses in Britain and Italy: 
"The  difference in organisational structure of British and 
Italian universities,  at both the undergraduate  and graduate 
ZeveZ,  render any  simple and  straightforward exchange of 
either teachers or students impossible. 
At the undergraduate  level,  the methods,  requirement and 
periods of instruction differ profoundly.  The  undergraduate 
courses in social sciences at Essex are  designed as  an 
integrated whole  and  taught by  an  intensive method requiring 
fuZZ-time  attendance by  students ; whereas  at Florence  the 
teaching is structured around monographic  courses,  attendance 
is not obligatory and  no  fuZZ-time  requirement exists,  so 
that no  time  limit is set for  completing  the degree  scheme. 
( ...  )  Given  these differences,  it would be  difficult for 
either students or teachers  to fit easily within the normal 
teaching structure of the other university. 
At graduate  level  there are  even greater differences,  the 
major  one  being  the existence in British universities -
and at Essex in particular - of taught structured graduate 
courses  for M.A.  and  Ph.D  degrees  ; whereas  no  such  formal 
teaching structure or required attendance exists in Italian 
universities at the graduate  level."  (76/10). 
Ha-Jever,  such differences have not made  the institutions ooncerned 
desp:::mdent.  On  the contrary,  they consider that if properly 
identified and reoognized,  they can in fact provide actual opportunities 
for organized mobility and that consequently "considerable benefits 
are  to be  derived from  an  exchange  scheme".  'Ihus  "where  British 
undergraduate  students could not easily fit into Italian courses, 
graduates in the  social sciences are  finding an  increasing need to 
compare  their own  theory and  research with developments  on  the 
Continent.  Students in the  large graduate  social science courses 
at Essex are particularly concerned with such problems." 
62 And  at first degree  level the picture is not altogether bleak 
either  : 
"In Italian universities,  students in the final  stage of their 
undergraduate  career,  for which  they are required to write 
a  dissertation,  and  research students in their early years, 
have  regular need to acquire research  techniques,  as well as 
to pursue  substantive studies.  Both  these needs  are often 
more  easily met in foreign,  particularly British universities. 
This  applies in particular to  the social sciences  (including 
economic  and  social history).
11 
Another kind of structural problem is presented by the gro.ving 
interdisciplinarity of oourses _:  where  this applies to both 
institutions,  the precise  'mix'  is likely to differ sorrewhat  at 
each; and where it only applies to one participating institution, 
the problems  are scarcely less severe  : 
11Sheffield City Polytechnic had  severe problems  here  in that 
its courses are characteristically inter-disciplinary and 
multi-disciplinary.  It was  impossible  to insist on  all 
students on  a wide  variety of courses  having  to undertake 
foreign placement( ...  ).  In  these circumstances much  careful 
detailed planning and  negotiation would need to be  done. 
~ne vroqramme  of bilateral discussions which would be  followed 
immediately after the conclusion of this meeting would allow 
a  start to be made. 
11  (76/29). 
Differences in oourse-oontent also abound.  'nl.us  the study of 
11modern  institutions
11  may  be conpulsory at institution A but not 
at institution B  (76/12) ,  and  the subjects required to have been 
studied by future teachers may  vary oonsiderably  (76/16). 
And  even if there is a  broad harrrony  of oontent,  the didactic 
approach may  be quite different  : 
11Teaching  Techniques  vary  enormously  between British and 
Belgian universities.  Whereas  British universities put more 
stress on  personal contact with small groups  of students, 
Belgian universities tend to  follow  the traditional pattern 
of teaching  large  classes of students. 
11  (76/23). 
'Ib  overcone  such problems  as these demands  oonsiderable flexibility 
on the part of all ooncemed.  'Ihe  evidence is, however,  that whether 
they like it or not,  those desirous of establishing joint prograrmes 
often find their hands  finnly tied.  As MASCLEI'  puts it, 
11the  growing 
rigidity of university curricula creates  ( ...  )immediate and( ...  ) 
serious obstacles,  which  hinder the  development of mobility by 
narrowing  the choices open  to  the  student. 
11  (76) •  '!his view is borne 
· out by a  m:nnber  of EEC  project reports.  'Ib  quote ~  such exarrples, 
one fran the Federal Republic of Gennany,  one  from France  : 
63 "Considering  the way  our examination regulations are  hog-tied 
by  framework  regulations of the Standing Conference of 
Ministers of Education,  by  legislation enacted at Land  level 
and  various other governmental  decrees,  there is no  point 
trying to  plan joint fuZZ-length  degree  courses of the  kind 
mentioned in 3(a)  (of the  EEC  Scheme  description)  between 
universities in Germany  and  elsewhere,  at least in the 
area of engineering ...  "  (76/5)  (77). 
"Professor  ( ...  )  and  his coUeagues,  while endorsing unreservedly 
the principle of such  exchanges  and accepting that considerable 
benefits would be  derived from  them  by  the  students,  pointed 
out a  number  of features of the French  system of Higher 
Education which might make  any  large-scale application of the 
principle a  matter of considerable difficulty.  The  features 
most  likely to prove  troublesome  were  those related to the 
legal requirements on  French  universities to  ensure  that their 
students passed through  the 3  cycle system according  to a 
rigid timetable and  with specific examinations  to be  passed 
at a  number  of fixed points.  It seemed  very unlikely that 
the  system as it operates at prese~t can  develop  sufficient 
flexibility  to permit students,other than  those  enrol-Zed  for 
language  degrees,  to  spend time at other institutions outside 
France  during  the first 2 cycles of the degree  (DEUG,  Licence). 
Only  the  2nd  part of the  2nd  cycle  (i.e.  the year of Maitrise, 
the  4th year after enroZmentj  would allow students  the necessary 
latitude to undertake a  semester or academic  year of study 
abroad.  There  might however  be  enough  flexibility in the 
system in the earlier cycles  to permit students  to  go  on  short 
attachments  (4-6  weeks)  in some  cases.  Such  short attachments 
might also be  possible for IUT  students."  (76/29). 
Another specific manifestation of such rigidity is that of the 
introduction of "standard durations of study" at Gennan  institutions 
in the wake  of the 1976  Frarrework  Act for Higher Education.  'Ihis 
is giving rise to considerable anxiety in Cermany  that unless an 
adequate period of time for sttrly spent abroad  can be considered as 
outside the scope of such  ~lstuclienzeiten  (73) ,  students 
1 
willingness to gain acadanic exper1ence abroad may  decrease still 
further,  though  the sane goal could in fact in the longer tenn be 
achieved by  developing fully integrated joint progrartll'es  (  7~). 
Within this overall context of initial disparity of courses,  we 
must now  glance at sare of the more  important elarents in establishing 
a  joint prograrme  which may  give rise to problems of an  academic 
nature.  For this purpose  the logical course "WOuld  appear to be a 
chronological one,  beginning with selection and  admissions and  taking 
in the preparation of students,  acadanic counselling and  the ITOni toring 
of students 
1  progress,  assessrrent and  examination procedures, 
certification, validation and  equivalence. 
64 With regard to selection of students for joint rourses, problems 
of tw::>  kinds present themselves,  the first purely educational, 
the serond to a  large extent institutional.  'Ihe educational one 
referred to is that of the disparity of serondary educational 
systems in the rountries involved,  which are bound to give rise 
to a  difference in the type  (not necessarily overall level)  of 
qualification which students possess at the outset of a  joint 
programre.  G.  W.  EARLS,  project director at Middlesex Polytechnic 
in that institution's link with the E.S.C.A.E. of Reirns,  describes 
this difficulty as follows: 
"The  difficulties of incompatibility between  educational 
systems are  not solved with the  choice of final qualification 
offered by  the  course.  Differing school systems may  offer 
school children very different possibilities of specialisation 
at different ages ; the  British school child,  for example, 
may  opt out of mathematics,  a  key  subject,  at a  much  earlier 
age  than his French  or GeY'111an  counterpart; a  very different 
stress is laid upon  oral proficiency in the  study of foreign 
languages  in the differing systems.  Most  courses need to 
devote  a  certain initial period to bringing the different 
sets of students  to  the same  level of proficiency in the 
basic subjects before  the  course  proper  can  get underway. 
If the  final  standards of joint programmes  are  to be 
comparable  to other courses being offered in these countries, 
the  implications are  that the  joint courses are  liable  to 
be  far more  demanding. 
11  (80) • 
'Ihe Middlesex-Reims  fonm.lla  for solving the problem has been described 
in detail in Chapter III above.  Suffice it here to say that several 
project directors mention this as a  practical problem  (at least at 
first degree entrance level), despite the agreements on fonnal 
equivalence of admissions qualifications  (81). 
Before  .. remedial action'' can be taken,  however,  the students nrust 
first have been  finally  selected fran arrong eligible applicants. 
Here we  encounter the m:>re  institutional problem.  For in many  higher 
education systens,  selection of students is one of the m:>st  cherished 
rights of institutional autoncrny.  And even in systems which 
"guarantee"  all eligible l1one  country nationals the constitutional 
right of admission,  selection of foreign students may  still, as in 
the Federal Republic of Gennany,  be tl'le  responsibility of the 
individual institution.  Understandably, it is a  privilege which 
institutions are loath to renounce,  particularly as doing so may, 
under certain cirCL1llStances,  exacerbate the already oonsiderable 
problems of having a  prograrme fully validated.  Policies adopted 
to circumvent this problem vary.  For example,  Dijon and Pforzheim 
accept the students suggested by the partner institution, but 
reluctance of the Polytechnic of the South Bank.  to accept a  similar 
arrangarent without itself at least intexviewing the students caused 
a  m:>re  flexible paragraph to be included in the quadripartite agree-
ment under project 76/21  : 
65 "Each  sending institution shall determine  the eligibility 
of applicants  from  the  sending country in accordance  with 
the criteria laid down  in the respective Bilateral Agreements." 
Scare  kind of joint selection procedure appears in rrost cases to be 
the formula eventually adopted,  as in all three full-length first 
and postgraduate degree prograrrmes  (76/1,  76/8,  76/22)  described 
in the previous chapter. 
Once  selection procedures have been agreed upon,  many  project 
reports  (notably 76/12)  stress the need for careful preparation of 
students before they leave for their stay abroad,  including such 
elements as supplementary language-teaching,  introduction to the 
study-methods of the host institution, preliminary reading-lists 
and so on.  One  method suggested by the institutions participating 
in project 76/29  (Sheffield-Aachen-Turin-Bordeaux)  was  that provision 
should be made  for "enabling students to sample  the course  corrponen ts 
offered at host institutions by  means  of audio  or audio-visual 
(video)  recordings of lectures and  seminars and  invitation of teaching 
staff from  these institutions" who  should be invited to give guest 
lectures/seminars of an appropriate kind in or arom1d  the courses 
the future exchange students are following at their parent instib.ltions. 
Such suggestions,  of course,  are not without their financial 
implications,  as-will be discussed later in this section. 
'!he  sarre applies to the various measures suggested for ensuring 
adequate rronitoring and com1selling of students during their stay 
abroad.  Despite their trust in the host institution 
1 s  arrangem:mts, 
rrost hare institutions consider it part of their obligation to their 
students  (quite apart fran fonnal involverrent in their continuous 
assessment)  to keep close contact.  '!he precise structures adopted 
usually consist of visits by hone  institution staff, one specific 
staff nanber often being pennanently ncmi.na.ted  for the execution of 
this task, and/or appoinbrent of host institution tutors with 
special responsibility for the sb.ldents concerned.  Conversely, 
Hannover  and Liverpool  (76/12)  also involve senior visiting students 
in the com1selling of their host institution com1terparts. 
Like selection,  assessrrent and examinations are again one of the 
key prerogatives of the individual institution in many  systems  (82), 
and it is significant that EARlS  sees this as one of the touchstones 
in the establishment of fully integrated joint prograrmes. 
Distinguishing between ''loose",  "symbiotic''  and "synergistic" 
relationships between institutions involved in such prograrrmes,  he 
sees the "loose"  relationship as being characterized inter alia by 
retention of assessrrent responsibility by the student 
1 s  horre 
institution  (in the case of student rrobility)  and non-involverrent 
of visiting staff in assessrrent rratters (83).  Where  the relationship 
66 is "symbiotic",  resfOnsibility for assessing the visiting students 
is delegated to the host institution, while in the case of 
"synergistic" patterns,examinations and assessnent,  in cx:xmon  with 
all other aspects of academic plarming,  are a  matter for joint 
restx>nsibility of both or all institutions participating  (84). 
Consequently,  one of the uses to which Middlesex and  Reiros  (76/22), 
a  paradigm of the synergistic relationship, put their EEC  grant 
was  to overcaning "the difficulties of harmonising  the  British and 
French  approaches  to continuous assessment and  the problems  in 
arriving at a  common  understanding of what is required"; and the 
necessity for arriving at a  coordinated marking system is stressed 
by many  other retx>rts also,  notably 76/1,  76/8,  76/12,  76/21,76/30, 
76/31.  '!he solution arrived at by sane of these have been described 
in the  "Exanples" section above.  As  in the case of selection, 
cooperative structures have in many  cases been evolved. 
'!his is also true of examinations themselves,  though the degree to 
which examiners from the partner institution are involved varies. 
In sc::rce  instances their role is oonsultative.  Thus  the "Agreement" 
between the Fadmochschule Pforzheim and leeds Polytechnic, pursuant 
to the quadripartite oonvention involving,  in addition,  the E.S.C.A.E. 
in Dijon and the Polytechnic of the South Bank  (76/21) ,  provides 
that 
"each  receiving institution shall be  responsible  for  the 
testing and evaluation of the  students and  shall arrange 
for  the students  to  take  the  examination papers  as  laid 
down  in the relevant appendices.  As  part of the final 
examination,  each  student shall be  given an  oral examination 
on  the whole  course.  The  sending institution shall be 
invited to nominate  a  representative  to sit on  the oral 
examination board and  the board shall give due  consideration 
to  the  comments  made  by  the representative before final marks 
are  awarded." 
'!he corresfOnding "Accord"  concluded by the University of Paris I 
and King's College London  (76/1)  prescribes participation of two 
staff rrembers  from the visiting students'  hc::rce  institution in the 
evaluation of examination papers,  and MiddlesexjReims  (76/22)  and 
Essex/Aarhus  (76/8),  as we  have seen in the previous section,  have 
also adopted joint procedures,  though for the purfOses of awarding 
the CNAA  - validated B.A.Hons.Degree - a  Middlesex staff rrember 
fonnally chairs the Examiners'  Board. 
Specific elenents in the examination systems of the participating 
institutions may  also give rise to problems,  though seerningl  y  not 
insuperable ones,  a  case in tx>int being the need to reooncile the 
Danish "censor"  and British "external examiner"  patterns in the 
case of the Essex/Aarhus prograrme rrentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. If study in the o:::>ntext of a  joint programre is not to be oonsidered 
a  nere luxury but to have sate tangible  "reward"  in academic and 
occupational tenns  - arrl there is clear evidence as we  shall see 
in the "motivations" section belCM  that students are becani.ng 
increasingly tmWilling to study abroad unless they see sate such 
advantage in doing so - then the problem of certification assures 
oonsiderable significance.  Indeed,  a  recent O:&D  study cx::.m:!S  to 
the oonclusion that certification is likely to becx::.m:!  even rrore 
rather than less i.nportant in the years to cx::.m:!  (85). 
'Ihe need to find a  viable solution is clearly appreciated by the 
depa.rt::rrents  concerned in establishing joint programres,  as evidenced 
inter alia by the reports on projects 76/1,  76/8,  76/12,  76/16, 
76/21,  76/22,  76/29 and 76/31.  'Ihe problem facing them is really 
two-fold: 
1.  to what extent can the joint prograrme lead to the award of an 
officially recogni~ national qualification  (or even the award 
of a  qualification from roth/all oountries participating)? 
2.  should joint certification be envisaged,  by neans of creating 
a  new  qualification? 
Of the joint programres inplerrented or alxmt to be inplerrented 
at tine of writing,  no single c:x:mron  pattern of solutions e.nerges. 
'Ihus  the four institutions participating in project 21 have opted 
for a  new  joint certificate only,  whereas lDndon-Paris  (76/1)  and 
Middlesex-Reims  (76/22)  have roth preferred to award their respective 
national  (86)  qualifications without an additional international 
one.  The  "DIDSOL"  project directors  (76/16)  had also decided that 
this was,  at least in the short tenn,  the only feasible solution 
(despite the original aim of creating a  joint Anglo-Dutch award) 
when  the project was  placed in cold storage,  and Liverpool-Hannover 
(76/12)  seem to be coming to similar conclusions.  Essex-Aarhus 
(76/8),  on the other hand,  are actively considering awarding roth 
a  national and international qualification,  and this is, incidentally, 
the solution already implerrented by the Fachhochschule des Saarlandes-
IUT  Sarreguemines project being developed - so far - outside the 
EEC  Sche.ne.  Despite this disparity, however,  one solution is 
conspiruous by its absence :in not a  single instance has the decision 
been taken to award only an international qualification in the case 
of a  first degree prograrme - a  clear reflection of the recogni~ 
need to provide a  tangible reward,  particularly in employrrent  tenns  1 
as nentioned above. 
Clear  1  y  the problems encountered by institutions with regard to 
questions of certification are closely intertwined with what one 
project calls the "the intricacies of mutual  (87)  validation 
procedures"  (76/29) 1  the conclusions reached by this particular 
project being decidedly gloomy  : 
68 "CNAA  validation procedures.,  from  the British side, 
create a  real obstacle  (though  not utterly impenetrable  (88)  ), 
but even among  the other partners,  with their 
relatively greater academic  autonomy,  student exchange 
is severely inhibited by  existing procedures." 
And  Didsbury-Utrecht had the same  problems: 
"Such  an  aim  of establishing an  international or bi-national 
qualification always  depended  on  the ability and  willingness 
of the  two  validating bodies  (CNAA  and Rijksuniversiteit 
Utrecht)  to issue joint validation of an  award.  Technical 
difficulties were  known  to exist,  but the differing concepts 
of what  constitutes a  degree  programme  now  appear  to rule 
any  joint validation out of court."  (76/16). 
'Ihe validation elerrent involved in the establisl:'ment of joint 
programrres  serves to highlight once again the overall oontext, 
i.e.  the attempt to reooncile different educational systems for 
the purposes of joint enterprise.  'Ihus where authority for 
validation lies with the individual institution, as in the case of 
the university sector in the United Kingdan,  fewer problems are 
likely to be enoountered than in the situation where external l:x:xlies, 
be it academic peers of ministerial authorities, are involved in the 
validation process.  Another  i.m[:x::>rtant  factor is the degree to which 
the titles of qualifications are "protected" by law : where such 
regulations are tight, validation may  well be rrore difficult to 
cx:xre  by  (or,  at best,  a  lengthier business}.  Since the United 
Kingdan,  at least as far as the university sector is ooncemed,  is 
flexible on both oounts,  this may  be another of the factors acoounting 
for the relatively large number of British institutions participating 
in the EEC  Scheme  (  cf. Chapter I  above} • 
Problems of validation should not be minimized.  In practice,  they 
may  be a  significant deterrent fran anbarking on the task of setting 
up joint prograrmes.  However,  experience shows  that they are far 
from insuperable,  provided that the prograrme is presented as 
cogently as possible. 
Over the past dozen or so years, it would probably be a  fair 
asstnnption that rrore eloquence and printer's ink have been expended 
on questions of reoognition and equivalence than on any other single 
aspect of international cooperation at the tertiary education level, 
not to rrention the expense incurred in building up extensive 
administrative units to deal with the practical problems to which 
they give rise.  Whatever view one holds as regards the active 
rrotivational impact of equivalence arrangenents,  and opinion arrong 
those who  have stulied the problen in depth n.cM  ten:1s to be 
sceptical on this point, at least in the present set of circumstances (89}, 
the absence of such arrangements may  reduce the attractiveness of 
stooy abroad in cases where this is not canpulsory,  and in certain 
69 individual cases,  even cause intense personal hardship  (90) • 
It is therefore important to assess the efficacy of joint study 
prograrmes in solving the recognition problem. 
One  may,  in fact,  doubt whether in itself equivalence has ever 
been a  truly active rroti  vating force,  since in t:ines where such 
spectres as standard durations of study,  Nurterus  Clausus  (and -
vid.infra - early marriage~) had not yet raised their ugly heads 
the absence of such equivalence did not seem to deter students 
unduly fran studying abroad. 
'Ihe rrethods  for establishing mutual recognition may  best be 
considered with reference to a  sliding scale, with intergover:nrrental 
international agree.m:mts at one end and departmental arrangements 
within the individual institutions of higher education at the other. 
'Ihe efficacy of the fonrer in solving the ca:rplex questions involved 
has been increasingly called into question of late.  'lhus in 
carrying out preliminary research for his EEC  Report,  OOX  encountered 
"a  surprising degree  of agreement  that in practical  terms  the 
existence of European  Cnnventions  ( ...  )  had had  no  great effect 
on  student mobility"  (91)?  and with specific regard to the pertinent 
Council of Europe Conventions,  Recteur CAPELLE  in his final report 
in the context of the Council's  "Special Project Mobility"  corres  to 
similar conclusions  : 
"Though  undeniably useful,  these  conventions are  limited in 
their effects,  particularly at a  time when  university reforms 
lead to  changes  in diplomas  and  to new  diplomas  which 
renders  the  comparison of academic  qualifications more  and 
more  difficult." (92). 
Much  the same  drawbacks  apply in the case of bilateral inter-
governrrental agreements,  for the problem still remains that 
"change  in the  organization of courses or in the nomenclature of 
diplomas  automatically puts an  end  to  the previously established 
equivalence  "  ( 93).  'Ihus the P!dagogische Hochschule Westfalen-
Lippe,  MOnster  1  and Trinity and All Saints  •  Colleges, leeds, in 
making their application to the EEC  in 1976  (76/11) ,  stated that 
although student exchange had already taken place over a  number of 
years  1  both institutions had now  been subject to far-reaching further 
develo:pn:mts.  'Ihus Mfinster would in future be orienting its training 
of teachers towards specific levels rather than specific types of 
institution, and had therefore mtroduced new  regulations~ 
curricula and examinations.  leeds,  too,  had introduced new  courses  1 
and this rreant that in order to ensure mutual recogni  tion1  fresh 
intensive discussions would be necessary.  In this instance  1  no 
equivalence arrangements at national level apply.  In c:onparable 
cases where they do,  the Gennan response has been to aim at greater 
flexibility by attempting to arrive at unilaterally i.rrplemented 
convergent national texts based on bilateral negotiations, but 
here again opinions differ on the practical results. 
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as the frarrework  for a  p:::>tential  solution.  'lWo  approaches may 
be  identified here.  The  first,  apparently favoured by CAPElLE 
in oonclusion to the Special- Project MobiUty  (94),  involves 
the atterrpt to create greater hanronization,  in the sense of 
h.cm:>geneity,  of curricula.  The  objective of the seoond,  as defined 
by OOX  (95)1  is 
11to preserve  the  degree  of heterogeneity between 
curricuZa  .(96)  but to devise machinery_,  which of necessity wouZd 
be  enabling_,  rather than prescriptive machinery_,  whereby  the probZems 
could be  reduced  to manageabZe_,  and  therefore  soZubZe,  proportions." 
In essence,  the concept of the "joint study programne"  unites the 
p:::>sitive  qualities of roth approaches,  arrl it is therefore highly 
significant that OOX  (97)  rrentions  them  specifically in his 
unequivocal conclusions to the C;tUestions  of governmental/institutional 
solutions to the proLlem of equivalence  : 
"It woul-d  seem  that the  corrrpZexities  of deaUng with curricul-ar 
equivalences in higher education,  even in a  national, context 
let aZone  an  international, one,  can  best be  approached at an 
institutional leveZ. 
Whil-st it is the  case in some  countries  that individual-
institutions are  free  to amend  their curricuZa onZy  within 
narrow  "limits,  and  the major degree  of control is external_, 
in many  institutions the ultimate control rests squareZy 
with  the institution_,  and in particuZar with its senior 
academic members.  However  the  case_,  the responsibil-ity for 
teaching and research is always  internal,  often even at a 
sub-institutional, 'level,  and  there appears  in principZe  to 
be  a  good  sense in aZlowing  and  indeed encouraging  those with 
the  knowledge  and  expertise,  the direct responsibility and 
motivation,  and  continuing interest in the problems,  to deal 
with  the  question.  It is in any  case  a  sound principle of 
management  that decisions are best taken at the  leveZ at 
which  they are  to be  impZemented,  provided that objectives 
are  cZear"ly  defined.  There  is indeed considerable evidence 
of the effectiveness of such  a mode  of operation.  There  are 
a  number  of recent exarrrp"les  of joint degree  courses_,  created 
largely on  departmental,  initiative  ( ...  ). 
The  effect of such  a  poZicy may  be  expected to be  that those 
with  the  enthusiasm and motivation to  do  so will be  more 
ZikeZy  to institute mutual arrangements  for  the  transfer of 
students  than  those without such  characteristics,  a  fact which 
shoul-d  go  far  to enhance  the operational reality of mobility 
and  the quality of experience  for  the  students who  are  thereby 
mobil-e.  Such  an  approach  seems  feasible,  and  suffers from 
few  of the difficulties associated with  the monolithic approach 
adopted in relation to  the mutual recognition of qualifications." 
If we  na.v  check the validity of these oonclusions by  reference to 
the joint prograrmes  supported by  the EOC  in 1976/7,  the ove.rwhelming 
evidence is that pragmatic solutions to reoogni  tion problems  can 
indeed be  found at depart:Irental  level.  Examples  involving Germany, 
Britain,  Italy,  France  and  D:mmark  may  suffice.  Thus  Frankfurt and 
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political science: 
"As  regards  students of the Department  in Edinburgh  who 
wish to  spend a  year in Frankfurt,  it is proposed that the 
Department  in Edinburgh  grant undergraduates  the possibiZity 
of spending  their Junior Honours  year at the University 
of Frankfurt.  In  such  cases,  the  students  should obtain 
graded certificates certifying successful compZetion of at 
least five  courses  during  the  two  semesters spent in 
Frankfurt  :  these  courses would be  specified by  the 
Department  in Edinburgh,  in accordance  with information 
suppZied by  Frankfurt.  ( ...  )  In return,  the Department 
of Edinburgh  would welcome  any  student from  the Fachbereich 
in Frankfurt who  wishes  to  spend a  year in Edinburgh.  In 
such  cases  course certificates or examination results would 
be  recognised by  the Fachbereich  in Frankfurt as valid 
equivaZents of their own  course certificates." 
Q.ladrilateral negotiations between 'fur  in, Sheffield, Aachen  and 
Bordeaux  (76/29)  revealed that,  as already practised by Sheffield 
and Aachen,  recognition 'WOuld  "present relatively few  problems" 
in Turin  : 
"normaUy,  departments  were  aUowed  to decide what  elements 
in the  courses of another institution were  of acceptabZe 
standard in terms of the  Faculty  requirements of the 
University of Turin", 
and Cranfield and 'Ibulouse  (76/19)  cane to similar a:mclusions 
in the field of aeronautics,  ronsidering that 
"the  complementarity  and  simiUtude of areas of activity 
would mean  that recognition of studies carried out at one 
institution as  part of a  course  leading  to qualification 
at the other wouZd  present no  difficulty" (~8). 
As we  saw in the  "Examples"  section of Chapter  III  above,  Essex 
and Aarhus also evolved detailed recognition arrangerrents,  and 
this even appears to be feasible in the case of rourses subject 
to a  high degree of public rontrol.  'Ihus  the universities of 
Rennes  and Erlangen  (76/18),  not least by involving the German 
governmental authorities in appropriate fashion in their deliberations, 
have managed to establish inter-institutional equivalence 
arrangerrents at various levels of their rourses in rredicine. 
Nor  need there be a  dichotol't¥ between the institutional and  global 
approaches to recognition problems.  Indeed,  the Erlangen-Rennes 
project mentioned i.Imediately above has itself proven to be a 
viable prototype as the basis for nore widely applicable Franco-
German  equivalence arrangerrents in rredicine,  and in this way 
counteracts one of the major theoretical objections to the 
institutional approach,  viz.  that only those students fortunate 
enough to be enrolled at  an institutionr;:ossessing such arrangerrents 
can in fact benefit from their provisions (99) . 
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can overoone equivalence problems has still to be rrentioned 
in those instances where the programrres  have been fully integrated 
(notably 76/1,  76/22)  and national validation acquired,  the 
problem of reoogni  tion has,  by very definition, evaporated too. 
In the present section,  a  ronsiderable number  and variety of academic 
problems arising with respect to establishrrent of joint study prograrmes 
have been identified.  Nonetheless,  given the closest staff 
rollaboration possible (100),  none of them appears insuperable. 
This point is made  explicitly in a  number of reports,  and indeed 
the very process of examining them is felt by rrost to be a  profitable 
enterprise in its own  right,  as exenplified by the following two 
projects in the fields of law and urban studies respectively : 
"In fact_,  the difficulties in this respect were  at the  same  time 
points of interest_,  as  they  showed  both the  need for and  the 
interesting aspects of a  comparative  ( ...  )approach to  the  subjects 
being  taught 
11  (76/23). 
"Obviously_,  differences of approach  were  to be  expected_,  but 
the differences  that were  identified Zed  to debate of the 
question whether  innovations could be  successfully  transferred 
from  one  country  to another.  Indeed_,  this  formed  a major  topic 
of discussion at the  APUS  symposium  between English  teachers_, 
French  teachers_,  and  English planning practitioners. 
11 (76/28). 
IV.2  ADMINISTRATIVE  AND  NUMERICAL  PROBLEMS 
Varicms  types of administrative problems may  present thernsel  ves 
depending on the type of prograrme roncerned.  'lhe five rrentioned here 
are those which appear to recur rrost frequently. 
In the "free circulation" situation, numerical restrictions on 
sttrlent intake, applied by whatever methods,  figure arrong  the 
rrost inportant obstacles to rrobili  ty within the Ccmmmi ties, at 
least in high demand  subjects  (101). Not sw:prisingly,  therefore, 
initial steps have been taken within the frarrework of the Action 
Prograrme for Education to alleviate this situation, in the shape 
of a  Consultative Docurrent  rontaining rea:>rrmendations  for a 
camon Ccmmmity policy in this matter (102).  One  of these is for 
''part-course"  students to be excluded fran the restrictions 
roncemed,  and the CAPELLE  Report makes  a  similar plea for post-
graduates  (103).  COX  states the objective in rrore general tenns, 
recx:mrending that "restrictions on  the  numbers  of students  aUowed 
in each  faculty  should take into account the desirability of 
improving  the  flow of students within Community  countries  "  (104). 
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programres, it seems appropriate to examine the extent ,to which 
they can in practice overo:::xre  problems of limited capacity and 
restrictions on intake. 
In one case,  such problems have been a  major factor in precluding 
the implerrentation of a  programre which had already reached an 
advanced stage of planning,  viz.  that between Didsbury and Utrecht 
(76/16}  - a  victim of the strident cut-backs in teacher training 
intake in the United Kingdan: 
"When  planning commenced,  it was  recognised that the  course, 
if mounted,  would  need to recruit its student intake within 
the total intake of intending teachers allowed to  the 
institution in any  one  year.  As  that total intake was  of 
the order of 420  students,  and as  the anticipated annual 
recruitment to  the Didsol  course  was  set,  notionally,  at 
15  per institution, it was  felt that recruitment would not 
be  a major difficulty.  Since  the beginning of planning, 
however,  this situation has  been affected seriously and  in 
an  unforeseeable manner,  by  drastic changes  in teacher 
recruitment targets in the  UK.  For Didsbury,  ( ..•  )  these 
factors  have  the effect of reducing recruitment to  the 
three- and  four-year initial training courses  to  145  ( ...  ) 
with severe consequences  for  the existing courses and  the 
range  of options available within such  courses.  This 
development makes  it extremely difficult for  the institution 
to accommodate  an  added  constraint by  introducing a  totally 
new  course,  which would account  for approximately  10%  of 
the student target available to it.  Investigation into 
this situation and its implications is continuing 1 the 
Department of Education and  Science  has  been  asked to  allow 
a  Didsol  recruitment over and above  the recruitment target 
( ... ) ,  but to date  this request has  not been allowed "  (105) • 
Another context in which capacity problems arise is that in which 
the numbers enrolled in the course on which cooperation is to 
take place differ markedly fran one institution to another.  This 
is potentially ~rrying, for it may  involve the pedagogically 
indefensible necessity of selecting a  sma.ller group for study 
abroad fran those enrolled on the sane course,  a  problem encountered 
by Bristol Polytechnic and the IUT  Villeurbanne  (II}  in their 
desire to involve the Gesamthochschule Kassel in a  tripartite 
programre on business managerrent  (76/24}.  One  way  of alleviating 
this problem is that adopted by Dijon/Pforzheim  (76/21}  in 
extending their bilateral programre into a  quadripartite one.  As 
mentioned with regard to ,.,planning  strategies  ..  above,  the need to 
create rrore capacity for the British corrp:>nent  in the joint programre 
was  one of the cardinal reasons for involving tv.u polytechnics 
instead of just one. 
For this reason,  the four institutions participating in project 
76/21 have adopted a  flexible system whereby  (as formally agreed 
in the bilateral conventions concerned}  prior carm:itnent is not 
to accept an equal number  from each of the foreign partner 
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31st December of the preceding year)  on the numbers to be 
accepted by each.  Middlesex/Reims  {76/22)  and King's College 
IDndon/Paris I  (76/1),  on the other hand,  where the course 
involves work in binational student cohorts throughout the first 
degree course,  are pledged to admit equal numbers  fran each,  and 
Essex/Aarhus  {76/8)  have also tabled a  statement of intent to this 
effect.  Where  students are not engaged on the sane joint degree 
oourse,  however,  the feeling  (as  ~ressed inter alia by projects 
76/29 and 76/30)  is that it is pedagogically  (and,  above all, 
linguistically) urrlesirable  to send too many  students from the 
hare institution to one and the sane institution abroad, even 
in the cases where the intake capacity of the host institutions 
would in fact be sufficient. 
Finally,  reference rrust be made  to one further cype of "capacity" 
problem affecting joint programres where a  period of industrial 
training is involved.  Such programres,  relating in particular to 
subjects such as business m:magerrent  and various types of engineering, 
are becaning increasingly nurrerous  (106).  But there is oonsiderable 
evidence that the present economic situation,  characterized in this 
sector on the one hand by a  decrease in the mnnber of traineeships 
available due to stagnation or contraction of industry,  and on the 
other hand by a  high level of youth unenployrrent,  is beginning to 
have a  negative effect  (107)  on the placement situation for foreign 
students: 
"There  is some  evidence of increased resistance  to  the 
provision of industrial training places,  particularly in 
Germany  (108).  We  have  examples  of the works  council 
(Betriebsrat)  objecting to  the acceptance of overseas students 
particularly in situations where  unemployment is a  local 
problem." (76/  /5). 
One  of the elerrents in the  (often elaborate)  equation used for 
calculating capacity is invariably that of available resou::ces in 
terms of staff man-power.  Even at the planning stage of joint 
programres heavy teaching loads may  make  themselves felt in 
appreciably reducing the tine at staff members'  disposal for such 
activities - a  point made  by project directors from a  broad spectrum 
of countries,  intitutional types and subject areas.  And  when it 
oo.rnes  to implerrenting the programres by rreans of staff availability 
and/or exchanges the problem may  becorre really acute.  Naturally 
enough, it is at its rrost critical in relatively small deparbnents 
with cx::xrparatively  feN possibilities, administrative or financial, 
for substirutions, as the Edinburgh and Copenhagen deparbnents of 
education  (76/6)  pointed out: 
"As  both departments  are relatively smaU,  it sometimes 
proved difficult for  teachers involved in the  exchange 
to be  spared from  their corrunitments  in their own  departments." 
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science depart:rrent in Frankfurt in its link with Edinburgh  (76/3), 
notably  (as here)  where the overall capacity situation prevailing 
is already tending to place a  relatively heavy burden on the staff 
concerned. 
It may  also be se.rere in newly established insti'b.ltions,  as 
evidenced by the case of the project involving the then Didsbury 
College of Education and the Stichting Opleiding I.eraren of 
Utrecht  (SOL)  (76/16),  where such staffing problems proved a  major 
obstacle to the prograrme's implem::mtation: 
"SOL  is a  reZativeZy recentZy-estabZished institution.,  and 
has  onZy  just seen its first students  compZete  their courses. 
ConsequentZy,  SOL  is stiZZ in a  phase  of rapid expansion 
and deveZopment  which  makes  very  heavy  demands  upon  staff 
time  and  commitment.  The  situation is exacerbated by  a 
very  Zimited provision  (reZative  to Didsbury)  of administrative 
support staff,  so  that the  time of academic  staff is under 
further  pressure.  Thus,  whiZe  the  SOL  members  of the Joint 
PZanning  Group  are whoZe-hearted in their commitment  to 
DidsoZ,  and whiZe  their DepartmentaZ  coZZeagues  support  the 
project in principZe,  the consensus of feeZing within the 
subject-teams is that activation of DidsoZ  cannot become  a 
priority unZess it brings with it its own  resources_of 
staffing and  finance." 
On  the other hand,  since the staff visits envisaged by nost of the 
joint program:res based on this type of nobility are of relatively 
short duration,  the frequently voiced recamendations  (109) . 
concerning safeguarding of pensions and other rights are less of 
an administrative obstacle in our present context. 
In several cases, e.g. projects 76/7,  76/8,  76/20 and 76/23,  the 
necessity for dovetailing different academic struc'b.lres gave 
rise to considerable problems of t.irretabling.  Naturally enough, 
such problems are likely to be least troublesorre in the case of 
integrating jointly produced but non-staff-related teaching modules, 
and at their nost acute where the factor of interdisciplinarity 
and/or multilateral partnership are involved.  Nonetheless,  they 
have not proven insunrountable,  as shown  by several of the projects 
chosen for description in detail above. 
'!he accornrodation problems encountered may  be discussed with 
reference to two  factors,  viz.  availability and cost.  '!he second 
of these will be discussed in the context of the financial problems 
below.  Scarcity of accamodation,  though occasionally  (e.g. 76/30) 
76 rrentioned in the context of staff exchange also1  is  predominantly 
a  problem related to prograrmes based on student nobility. 
In sane cases, it may  result from differing social patterns. 
'Ihus  Bristol/Villeurbanne  (76/24)  write that: 
"The  major  problems  to be  recognised is the fact  that nearly 
90%  of I.U.T.  Lyon  students  tend to  live with their parents 
which  is the  reverse of the situation in Bristol." 
'Ihe solution fmmd sounds  si.rrple and viable, at least for this 
particular type of exchange progra:rtnE: 
" ...  the  French  students travelling  to Bristol wiU occupy 
the  accommodation  which  has  been booked by  the British 
students who  are  travelling to France.  The  British students 
will be  found  homes  with French  families  or in suitable hostel 
accommodation( ...  ).  When  the British students return  they 
will be  accommodated  in the rooms  with families  where  their 
French  counterparts  have  been  living for  the previous  three 
months." 
Here,  however,  there at least appears to have been  sufficient 
acconm:xlation available.  Unfortunately,  this does not always 
appear to be so.  'Ihus  'furin and Aachen  (76/29),  as host institutions, 
both have difficulties in this respect,  and this has sc:metimes 
posed problems for the visiting students from Sheffield : 
"It was  not easy  to provide  lodgings3  the university having 
no  direct access  to residential haUs : this problem 
appeared  to be  worsening  "  (relating to 'furin in this instanCE). 
And  these particular institutions are nore sCEptical about the 
feasibility of 1:  1  exchange of accamoda.tion than Bristol/Villeurbanne: 
"One  solution  to  the problem might be  the al'Y'angement  of 'one-
to-one  exchanges'3 With  a  reciprocal vacating of student 
residences although this was  not suitable for arrangements 
involving a  stay abroad of less  than  six months". 
In addition,  the point is also well made  that a  high degree of accuracy 
in timing is required for such arrangerrents if rcx::ll1S  are not to 
rerrain errpty for long periods.  However,  as we  have seen in the 
"timetabZing
11  section above,  academic calendars in different countries 
seldom coincide,  and  though private landladies may  have no objections 
to errpty  rcx::ll1S  provided that the rent is paid, this is less true 
of those responsible for the administration of student halls of 
residenCE,  particularly in times of high demand  for acccmrodation 
(and accomtability) . 
'Ihe extent to which the acadanic departnents can in any case impose 
their wishes on halls of residenCE  (110),  e.g.  as regards regular 
reservation of a  quota of roc.ms  for students fran a  specific partner 
institution, varies considerably depending on the administrative 
structure conCErned.  Such questions are frequently the subject of 
a  clause in the inter-institutional agreerrents rrentioned in Chapter II 
above.  Formulae adopted usually involve a  rreasure of exchange 
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institution) ,  as in the case of 76/21 and 76/30,  and even where 
the arrangement is an infonnal one,  sare fonn of n moral  obligation" 
to help is generally felt to be incumbent on the host institution. 
In one case encountered during research for the present report, 
this social conscience on the part of the receiving institution 
extended to the professor concerned driving frantically round 
the city looking for rooms,  placating the landlords or -ladies 
concerned where the options -were  not subsequently taken up,. and 
placing advertiserre:nts in the local press at his own  personal 
expense.  Such actions are undoubtedly laudable, but it is doubtful 
whether they constitute the rrost efficient way  of spending what 
is in all senses valuable professorial tllue. 
Of  the various other minor problems of an administrative nature 
which may  arise,  such as registration procedures,  insurance scherres 
and the like,  one seems 'WOrthy  of special rrention here,  namely 
the inflexibility sareti.nes encountered in the administration of 
funds  for joint progrannes on the part of the central registry 
departrrent concerned.  Since the budgetary regulations thernsel  ves 
may  already be extrarely rigid in specifying down to minute details 
the uses to which funds may  be put,  a  restrictive attitude at 
institutional level may  exacerbate the situation to an extent where 
it becorres  a  real obstacle. 
Taken collectively,  the administrative problems described above may 
appear daunting.  In fact,  h<Mever,  they never occur in this degree 
of concentration,  and in only one case,  that of Didsbury-Utrecht 
(76/16)  have they had a  drastically prohibitive effect on the 
developnent of the projects concerned. 
IV.3  PROBLEMS  OF  SOCIAL  ADJUSTMENT 
'Ihough  "adjustment  to  an  alien cultural environment  ..  may  be viewed 
askance by certain sociologists today as having its derivation too 
close to the 
11ideology of conformity  ..  for cx::rnfort  (111), it is difficult 
to appreciate  hc:J~N  a  "maladjusted"  and unhappy foreign student is likely 
to benefit for his or her stay abroad,  h<:Mever  (and for whanever)  such 
benefit is defined.  Several reports make  rrention of the initial problems 
of this kind facing students,  the one sul:mitted by Kingston Polytechnic 
and the University of Grenoble II surrming  them up succinctly as 
follCJ~NS: 
..... there are  a  variety of 'socio-cultural' difficulties which 
confront students transferring between  academic  institutions in 
different countries; whilst it is in part the objective of the 
transfer that students  should confront and resolve  these  obstacles~ 
it is nevertheless necessary  to ensure  that there is adequate 
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exchange of  accorrunodation)  are  taken  to facilitate  social integration, 
and  that particular staff be  responsible  for and willing to, 
coordinate  the integration of students."  (76/30). 
'3.  w.  EARLS,  too, project director  (76/.22)  at  "1iddlesex Polytechnic, 
regards what he calls "inexperience in operating in other social 
systems"  a  problem cormon  to all the three types of joint programre 
which he distinguishes  : 
"The  problems  to be  overcome  in creating an  integrated Zink  also 
include  that of accommodating  foreign value  systems which  impinge 
upon  the course.  Students who  have  to pay  for  their education are 
likely to have  different expectations and motivations regarding 
the course  from  those who  have  their education provided free. 
Students who  receive grants  to help  towards  their living expenses 
will follow  the  same  course  as  those who  do  not.  The  difference in 
Uwomebetween  the staff of the various institutions teaching on 
the  same  course may  be  enoP~mous,  as  also may  be  the security of 
tenure of their jobs.  Student  living,  recreation and  study 
facilities vary  tremendously  from  country  to country,  yet a  joint 
programme  must provide  some  means  of hap,monising  the  learning 
environments between which  the  student moves"  (112). 
As we  have seen in the context of "academic  problems"  above,  part of 
the key to this problem would appear to lie in as careful preparation 
of the student as possible before departure.  Kingston and Grenoble  (76 /30), 
for exanple,  have had considerable success with bringing students in 
the academic year before they go abroad into cx:mtact with those fran 
the other institution studying there  (even  though they are in different 
"years"),  and Liverpool/ Hannover  (76 /1.2)  have adopted a  similar procedure. 
In the longer nm,  the Sheffieldfoachen/Bordeaux/l'urin  (76 ;29)  idea of 
pre-videotaping classes at the student's future institution might 
profitably be tried out. 
On  the whole,  however,  the problems of social adjusbrent appear in the 
great majority of cases to be short-lived, and- provided that the 
period to be spent abroad is long enough and has been soundly enough 
prepared - they are unlikely to detract significantly fran the benefits 
for the students concerned. 
IV.4  LINGUISTIC  PROBLEMS 
"One  of the most  important variables of readiness  to adjust is that 
of readiness  to  learn  the  language  of the host country.  This  variable 
( ... )is not a  homogeneous  entity,  but is composed of a multiplicity 
of intellectual and emotional  factors,  notable  among  them  an 
inductive mode  of thought,  adeptness in utilising one's own  language, 
ability to distinguish between different phonetic units,  power  of 
association and  a whole  host of motivational factors,  particularly 
one's attitude  towards  the host population"  (113). 
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however positive the basic attitude of students and staff towards the 
"host population" may be, their lack of linguistic proficiency at the 
outset retrains a  significant .inpedi.Irent to the irrplementation of joint 
programrres.  This applies least to teaching rrodule programrres not 
dependent on staff visits, since in this case translation will, after 
appropriate adaptations have been made,  suffice.  It is also often a 
fairly lo.v hurdle for prograi'CIIEs  based. on teaching of integrated course 
segnents by small numbers of visiting staff, at least until the 
staff members  envisaged change  jobs.  (For exanple,  Cardiff and  I.euven, 
(76/23),  specifically state that language was  not a  problem.)  But 
as soon as a  broader cross-section of staff and,  a  fortiori,  large 
numbers of non-language oriented students becorre  involved,  the problem 
assurres very significant proportions indeed.  A few sanples may  serve 
to illustrate the point,  covering a  wide range of countries,  subjects, 
levels of course,  and institutional types  : 
"Both  as regarods  the interchange of students and  cooperation between 
members  of staff,  there are  two  general problems  which  we  face  in 
fostering  closer relations.  The  first is the problem of language  : 
relatively few  of the  students and staff in Edinburgh  have  a 
working  knowledge  of German.  In order to make  the possibility of 
spending a  year in Frankfurt a  more  genuine  option for most under-
graduates,  we  are  encouraging  students who  might be  interested in 
the  scheme  to  take  German  courses in their first and  second years 
of study.  As  far as more  advanced students and members  of staff 
aroe  concerned,  we  can  at this stage only hope  that the existence 
of the  scheme  may  provide sufficient motivation to undertake 
intensive courses in the  German  language"(16/3)  ; 
"One  problem  which is apparent and  which is likely  to arise in all 
projects of this  type is the  language  difficulty encountered with 
technological subjects" (76/25) ; 
" ...  not all students  had  the basic  language  ability to profit from 
such  an  arrangement"(16/29). 
This situation is scarcely surprising, firstly because the developrrent 
of interdisciplinary courses involving a  language corrponent and  an 
additional academic specialization is still in its early stages in 
rrost M=rnber  States,  secondly because the number of potential intra-
Conmuni ty relationships based on identity of rrother tongue is 
relatively small  (GB-IRL;  F-B-LUX;  NL-B) (114),  and thirdly because 
of the seemingly irresistible rise of English as the modern  lingua 
franca in scientific circles. 
Such factors,  and particularly the dominance of English,  are clearly 
reflected in the "fZ.ows"referred to in the Chapter on quantitative 
evaluation of the Scheme's progress above.  They  pose particular problems 
for Member  States whose  languages are not spoken outside the cormtry' s 
own  frontiers  and/or only by a  small proportion  of the total 
Carmmity population altogether, i.e. Danish, Dutch,  GerTnan  and Italian(llS). 
Thus  Edinburgh report  that one of the main obstacles to developing 
sttrlent exchanges at sorre  future  time with their Danish partners is 
"the unlikelihood that any  Edinburgh  students will be  sufficiently 
familiar with  the  Danish  language  to benefit from  attending  taught 
courses in Copenhagen "  (76/3). 
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- as we  saw in the description of this project above - only by 
l:x:Ming  to the primacy of English.  Arrl to a  large extent the sarre 
approach was  adopted by those responsible for planning the so-called 
"DIDSOL"  project  (76/16}  between Didsbury and Utrecht  : 
"It has  been  agreed f:mm  the outset that the major  language  of 
instruction shall be  English~  and  Dutch  students will need to 
be  proficient in that  language  when  embarking  upon  the  course." 
Trt:e,  this particular project envisaged a  certain degree of reciprocity: 
"Additionally  however~  British students will be  required to attain 
proficiency in  Dutch~  to enable  them  to benefit more  fully  from 
studying in the  Netherlands~  to  enable  them  to read source material 
in the Dutch  language~  and  to  enable  them  to work  with  their 
Dutch  partners in the Dutch  school  situation.  Members  of the 
Joint Planning  Group  emphasise  the importance of a  development 
which  calls for British to  learn a  language  not nonnally studied 
in schools in the UK." 
Laudable  though this attitude is, hCMeVer,  the fact that this project 
has not yet got off the grol.IDd :rreans  that the feasibility of rroti  vating 
sufficient mmbers of British teacher training stl.rlents to learn Dutch 
nn.lSt  for the rrorrent remain a  matter for conjecture. 
'Ihe  solution rrost usual!  y  proposed is that of supplerrentary language 
training prior to cc:mrencanent of the pericxi of study abroad,  in the 
fo:rm  of courses provided either at the hare institution before 
departure or the host institution on arrival (116}.  The  need for such 
tuition is particularly evident in the case of British students  (and 
to sare extent staff}, as stressed inter alia by those involved in 
projects 76/3,  76/5 and  76/29.  Courses of the kind rrentioned are already 
being provided in a  nunber of instances,  notably those like Aachen  (76/29} 
with a  specialist section for teaching the language of the host countcy 
as a  secorrl language (117), but the irrpression gained fran 1976/7 
projects is that rruch rrore could still be done,  notably through the 
:rredium of the Ccmnunities thanselves (118). 
IV.S  PROBLEMS  OF  MOTIVATION 
In discussions on questions of nobility,  the view is frequently expressed 
that a  major problem is that of apparently decreasing "motivation" , 
particularly on the part of students  (and arrong  these notably students 
taking first degree courses) ,  to go abroad.  Viewed nore closely, 
what is usually :rreant is not lack of rrotivation as such, but rather lack 
of willin91JE:SS,  and  this situation was  encountered by a  nunber of project 
directors lllVOl  ved in scherres of a  non-obligatory nature in non-language 
disciplines, particularly in their attenpts to interest other depa.rtrrents 
at their own  institutions in joining the sch.erre. 
Sone of the reasons for such reluctance  (e.g.  standard duration of study, 
absence of reo::>gni tion arrangerrents,  insufficient linguistic proficiency) 
have been mentioned above ; others are of a  financial nature and will be 
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the apparently gra..;ring  tendency tc:Mards  errotional or even matrim:mial 
attachrrent at an even rrore tender age and mistrust of the adage that 
absenre makes  the heart gra..;r  fonder.  And  this problem assumes even 
larger proportions where,  as in the case of the Uni  'Versi  ty of Turin 
(76/29) ,  for exarrple,  a  particularly high proportion of students are in 
full-time errploynent and follow courses in the e'Vening.  Such students 
are also very often married and ha'Ve  children to look after.  For them, 
therefore,  a  period of study abroad would entail leave from work, 
al  ternati  'Ve  financing arrl often the organization of schooling for the 
children, who  will not in general have yet learnt a  foreign language. 
Irrportant though they are,  however,  such hindranres do not tell us 
anything about whether, if such barriers did not exist, the students 
conrerned would be rroti  vated in the true sense of the word to go abroad 
anyway,  i.e. whether they would perrei  'Ve  sorre  genuine advantage in 
such an enterprise.  In the student's eyes,  such an "advantage"  may  be 
of different kinds,  closely related to the "aims"  of joint study 
prograrmes as  fonnulated in Chapter II  abo'Ve  and varying from a  vague 
notion of building a  united Europe or of the personali  ty-fo.rming proress 
invol'Ved to 'Ve:ry  specific goals related to the academic and enploynent-
related aspects of the prograrmes conrerned.  All the evidenre is 
that,  in the present social and economic situation,  the latter is the 
rrotivation on which the student nobility question hinges.  Its absenre 
will indure srudents to stay at home  even where all ancillary problems 
ha'Ve  been  sol'Ved.  For instanre, as was noted on project 76/29, "social 
studies students do  not normally  see  a  European  perspective as  a  valuable 
element in their course. "  And, con'Versely, it is towards this rroti  vation 
- by de'Veloping an awareness of the course and career-oriented 
relevanre of study abroad in an e'Ver increasing range of subjects -
that the efforts of those who  wish to p.l"Cm)te  greater intra-ccmm.mity 
sttrlent nobility should be directed (119). 
Clearly,  joint prograrmes of study ha'Ve  potentially a  crucial role 
to play here,  for they are in the mrlque position of making stl.rly abroad 
not only a  recognised but a  mandato:ry elenent of the course conrerned. 
And,  as we  have seen above,  there is anple evidenre that where the 
prograrme is well-conrei  'Ved  there will be no shortage of applicants. 
and further de  levels, despite the 
t  ~nternat~ona  stu  nts' mobility is 
most fruitful at the  graduate  level"  (120).  For quite apart from the 
social policy inplications of restricting nobility to such a  small 
section of the student body  (and ipso facto to an even smaller one of 
the entire population) ,  the considerable number of first degree-related 
joint prograrmes de'Veloping under the EOC  Schene provides rrore  than 
anple evidenre of the academic and professional credibility of 
:rreasures at this le'Vel. 
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'!he function of the EEX::  Sch.ene  has often been  referred to as one of 
pmp-pn.nung.  Purrp-priming,  however,  is likely to be a  futile 
exercise if there is no water at the bottom of the well  : 
"To  arrange  a  satisfactory  Zink  on  the basis of non-existent 
financial provisions is frustrating  to aZZ  parties concerned"  (121) • 
Conversely, . the availability of ftmds may  be an added stinnllus for 
departnents envisaging the establislment of such links.  Provision of 
adequate resources is crucial,  therefore,  and it  was  for this reason 
that at the tine of awlication to the EEX::,  institutions were requested 
to outline the extent of on-going financial support which they \\Uuld 
be willing to provide once the prograrmes were established. 
Although there are differences in the degree of penury to which 
institutions as a  whole and individual depart:Irents are currently 
subjected (122),  (and in cases 'Vbere  one partner is significantly poorer 
than the other, this may  place oonsiderable strain on the marriage 
ooncerned) (123),  the clarion call of all without exception is that in 
sare way or other,  financial oonstraints are causing problems in the 
inplerrentation,  extension and evaluation of their joint programrres 
"In considering almost every aspect of the  development of the 
proposals agreed in principle as  a result of the visit,  the 
question of cost  Zooms  large"  {76/5)  .. 
It \\Uuld be too easy to put this down  to nere human  nature or, less 
charitably,  to academics' insatiate desire for an unfair cut of the 
social cake.  For not only the dauntless enthusiasm shown by so many 
of the depart:Irents  ooncemed in carrying on despite their financial 
straits, but also the cogency  {and unanimity)  with which they put their 
case,  prove the contracy {124).  In nominal te:J:JIS,  oonsiderable sums 
of m::mey  are spent on furthering international cx:x:Jperation in higher 
education each year,  but the picture to errerge from the EEX::  Sch.ene 
in 1976/7 is that rore will need to be done if current nobility figures 
are to be substantially increased.  The  funds  involved would not, it 
is generally felt,  need to be dramatic,  and certain proposals for 
possible Connnmi ty action in this respect are included in Chapter V 
below.  In the present context, we  are nerely ooncemed with the 
problems which financial restraints are causing. 
In order to irrplenent a  joint prograrme of study fully,  financial resources 
are required for ~  main categories of activity : 
1.  funds to enable staff and/or students to spend a  period abroad 
2.  support funds  for production of teaching materials, evaluating 
the prograrme and so on. 
It will therefore be oonvenient to discuss the participating institutions' 
problems with reference to these ~  groups of activity. 
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regulations precltrle use of student grants  (or even,  in sc:::ne 
isolated instances (125), staff salaries)  for a  period abroad. 
But even where  such possiliilities do exist, there is still the 
problem of the quite substantial differences in the level of such 
grants  (and salaries)  and in the oost of living in 1-enl::ler  States, 
these often being exacerbated by unfavourable rates of currency 
exchange: 
" ...  the disparity in the  cost of living~  in lecturers' 
salaries and  in student;:;'  grants between  the Federal 
Republic of Germany  and  the U.K.  is such  that in practice 
it will be  difficult to promote  visits from  Edinburgh  to 
the University of Frankfurt unless  some  way  is found of 
supplementing  the British salaries or student grants,  as 
the  case  may  be" ((76/3) ;  a  view supported inter alia by 
76/51  76/61  76/25). 
In particular,  the high cost of aC<X>ITIIDdation  in big tmi  versi  ty 
cities can cause oonsiderable hardship  (76/3,  76/5,  76/12) .  For 
this reason,  and there are others besides, it is erroneous to 
suggest that "in order to resolve the problem of financing  study 
abroad~ it would be  sufficient to ensure  transferability of grants~ 
i.e.  to  allow  them  to be  used at the  foreign institution"  (126), 
and the sane applies ITD.ltatis  ITD.ltandis  to the Special Project 
Mobi U ty recamendation on the necessity for staff sabbaticals 
on paid leave  (127). 
Financial aspects of student rrobili  ty can be analyzed 
with regard to two main elerrents,  viz. grits and fees. 
While  joint prograrrrres have been relative y  successful in 
solving the problem of fees,  these being general!  y  at 
least to sorre extent a  matter falling under the coopetence 
of the individual institution (vid.infra),  the grants 
situation presents very oonsiderable difficulties.  Alrrost 
inevitably,  the prevailing eoonomic situation is tending 
to have a  restrictive effect on the generosity of grant-
awarding bodies, both at the national and local authority 
level in rrany  l-Ember  States  (128).  In addition,  the labour 
market situation and eoonomic stagnation are making it 
increasingly difficult to find alternative sources of 
finance,  for exarrple by rreans of part-tirre errployment, 
which can,  in any case,  have a  detrirrental effect on a 
student' s  perfonnance  (or at least prolong the tirre needed 
to corrplete the oourse) •  Thus  an analysis of the 1976/7 
projects has revealed many  instances in which - despite 
the Cotmcil of Europe Convention to the contrary  (  129)  -
students enootmter oonsiderable problerrs in obtaining 
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In sorre  cases,  this is ruled out altogether ; in others, 
strict conditions regarding the organization of the course 
for which stooent grants are to be provided,  may  be 
inposed on the institution concerned  (130).  This situation 
applies lx>th  at undergraduate and  p::>stgraduate  level,  and 
is particularly in evidence in the case of courses not 
fo:rnall  y  concerned with the teaching and  study of 
languages  (131).  This is even true of Britain,  traditionally 
one of the countries with a  p::>si ti  ve record concerning 
grant transferability p::>licies,  as soon as the field of 
"language  and  literature"  courses in the traditional sense 
is forsaken.  Thus  projects 76/1  (law) ,  76/7  (urban  studies) 
76/22  (business studies) ,  76/29  and  76/30  (lx>th  in languages 
and  p::>litics/econanics/sociology)  all rep::>rt  differences 
of attitude be~  various local education authorities, 
such L.E.A.  grants not yet being mandatory.  And  students 
from  other countries seem to be in a  worse p::>si tion still, 
particularly those from  France  : 
"In respect of French  students  themselves  going  abroad 
for periods of study  there were  major resource problems. 
Money  from  state bursaries could not be  used for purposes 
of tuition outside France.  The  University  Department 
was  capable of meeting modest  fees  in this area,  but 
the  students  themselves  had  to pay  for travel, .lodgings 
and meals" (76/29)  ; 
and  Deruna.rk  : 
"In addition a  student representative pointed out that 
though  a  comparative practically orientated programme 
would be  a  valuable  input to their seven year degree 
course and would be  likely to attract many  students,  a 
real difficulty would arise,  from  the  students' point 
of view,  in meeting the costs of travel and  subsistence 
which would be  involved " (76/32). 
In the latter case,  indeed,  failure to resolve the problem 
has caused the programre,  though fully plarmed,  to be shelved 
pending a  tum for the better. 
Though  this appears to be the only case where  the grant problem 
has caused a  corrplete standstill, its effects on other 
programres  are scarcely less odious,  lx>th  frClTi  an  educational 
and a  social p::>int  of view.  Project 76/7 may  serve as one 
exanple typical of several : 
"Finance  is non-existent.  Apart from  the names  already 
allocated for  the  development of these initial ideas and 
the  first experimental phase,  the remaining monies 
necessary  have  come  from  the staff and  the  students 
themselves.  Educationally this is not desirable, 
suggesting,  as  did the Sophists,  that only  those with 
money  could afford such opportunities.  Whilst each 
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and  staff,  there was  still travel expenses and 
subsistence  to be  coped with.  It was  agreed hy  the 
schools that if a  limited amount  of financial  backing 
was  not to be  available  for  the reimbursement of at 
least staff/student travel expenses,  then  the Europroject, 
as.outlined,  would have  to abandoned.  It would be  both 
undesirable and  pointless  to operate  the  scheme  unless 
every  student in the particular groups  involved could 
afford to participate.  And  of course many  cannot 
without financial  assistance,  financial assistance 
which  the  schools  concerned,  in the present economic 
climate,  cannot give." 
'Ihis particular instance is of further significance in 
highlighting the financial dilerrma faced by "joint projects". 
For not only are grants often nntenable for such short 
periods as three rronths  (here even the Gennan  system falls 
short of the mark) ,  but also the other necessary operational 
resources for such ventures are generally in short  (and 
decreasing)  supply,  field-work often being one of the sectors 
to suffer rrost severely from budgetary cutbacks.  Edinburgh 
-Frankfurt  (76/3)  and Kingston-Grenoble  (76/30)  ran into 
similar problems with regard to joint seminars planned  : 
"The  second form  in which  the  financial  problem  occurs 
relates to our plan  to hold regular joint seminars 
between members  of the  two  institutions.  For  these 
seminars  to become  a reality, it will be  necessary  to 
find some  way  of financing  the  travel and incidental 
expenses of those  taking part.  In  the present financial 
crisis, it does  not seem  possible to obtain the 
necessary  funds  through  the  two  universities." (76/3). 
Where  rroney  for grants is scarce,  and  for travel expenses 
still rrore  so,  the irrposi  tion of high tuition fees may 
constitute a  ronsiderable obstacle to stllderit riObili  ty. 
Much  has been written of late on the "pernic-~ous  ''  practice 
of inposing such fees on students frooi other Member  States 
which have no such system,  and various recornrendations have 
been made  for aneliorating the  situation  {  132) • In the 
present report we  are concerned only with the way  in which 
fees  irrpinge on joint study programres.  The  evidence from 
1976/7 is that although fees were on the agenda of planning 
rreetings of rrost projects  (not surprisingly in view of the 
number of British institutions participating), various 
ways  around the problem were eventually found.  Thus  the 
bilateral agreerrent between leeds and Pforzheim in the 
franework of the project 76/21 states  : 
"Arrangements  may  be  made  whereby  a  fee  paid on  behalf 
of a British student may  be  used by  LEEDS  POLYTECHNIC 
to allow a  student from  a  sending institution to attend 
the Course  in Leeds." 
86 In essence,  this is also the solution adopt:Erl by projects 
76/1 and 76/2,  though it is generally oontingent on there 
being a  ceiling on the nl.ll'lber  of foreign students for whom 
the fees are to be waived  (76/29).  Waiving of fees,  which 
is also a  characteristic of project 76/25,  may  sareti.nes, 
however,  be brought only at a  high price.  For exanple, 
one British polyteclmic, after eighteen nonths 
1  negotiations 
in oormection with the EEX:::  scheme,  finally succeeded in 
obtaining tacit agreerrent from the local authority that 
fees will be waived for foreign sttrlents on projects 
which the Polyteclmic will offer in the oontext of the 
joint prograrme,  since for a  period not exceeding 3 nonths 
such students need not be fully registered, only to find that 
institutional liability in case of accident to such students 
is seen as being of such dinensions that full registration 
is really the only solution anyway.  (In other instances, 
such full registration may  also be vital in order for the 
students to gain full certification for their studies). 
A second case is exenplified by project 76/30.  Grenoble 
\«rul.d  like to increase the numbers  sent to Kingston,  and 
Kingston ~uld like to accept them.  However,  thus far 
the Grenoble sttrlents have been exenpted fran fees,  and this 
in turn neans that these students are left out of acoount 
when calculating the staff-sttdent ratio, on which staffing 
and provision of other resources are based.  Thus  the 
Kingston depa.rtnents are being ''punished"  for their 
positive attitude tc:Mards  international cx:::operation. 
Furthernore, it seems  that fees are only likely to be waived 
where  sone reciprocal benefit is involved.  Thus  in the 
case of project 76/32,  involving a  joint programre for 
students of the universities of Manchester and Aarhus in 
Manchester,  fees,  though reduced,  were not to be waived-
a!  together. 
The btdgetary squeeze is tending to affect staff rrobili  ty-
based joint study prograrmes in at least two ways.  Firstly, 
there is a  distinct shortage of funds  for travel and 
maintenance grants fran the staff rrerrbers 
1  hare oountry. 
Anong  the projects affected, Edinburgh/Copenhagen  (76/6) 
managed 
" ...  to attract funding  from  other  sources~ but only enough 
to sustain a minimum  exchange. 
Suah  funds  as were  available were  rarely guaranteed for 
enough  in advance  to plan the contributions as  far ahead 
as we  would have  wished~ which  made  some  improvisation 
necessary." 
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academic planning which fonns the essenoo of the Scherre 
1 s 
objectives.  Cardiff/Ieuven  (76/23)  were similarly affected, 
finding that they had to reduoo the length of stay below 
what would have been pedagogically desirable.  Seoondly, 
many  institutions have insufficient funds  for inviting 
foreign visitors to lecture there on the scale envisaged 
in te:rns  of the EEC  Schene. 
It is a  sad but probably unalterable fact of life that the support 
oosts incurred in running rrost types of joint progrannes are 
relatively high (133).  For the rrore  ''jointly" they are organised, 
the JOC)re  coordination is required,  and this not only in their 
early stages.  FurtheiiYOre,  the prograrmes must, if they are to 
be effective, be subjected to ongoing critical evaluation  (a need 
stressed, inter alia, by projects 76/1,  76/5,  76/12,  76/22,  76/23). 
Ideally,  therefore,  funds would need to be earmarked specifically 
for the joint programnes  themselves  (76/22) .  But unfortunately, 
we  do not live in an ideal world,  and as a  carmission staff rrerrber 
reported back after visiting the Liverpool/Hannover project  (76/12) 
last year  : 
"Financial  support for this kind of development is  (at worst) 
non-existent - both at Liverpool and  Hannover  - or  (at best) 
is very difficult to obtain. " 
FurtheiiYOre,  as london/Paris  (76/1)  pointed out during ley'  aYI1  reoont 
visit to King 
1 s  College  1  in tines of severe budgetary oonstraints 
internecine ri  valr:y between depa.rtrrents tends to increase rather 
than decline. 
The production,  translation and updating of teaching materials is 
another cruc1.al elenent rn manyJOl.nt prograrmes,  and here,  too, 
the resouroos necessary for engaging on rrore  than subsistence 
level activities are often lacking.  For teaching nodule-based 
prograrmes this can potentially plaoo the whole programne in jeopardy. 
Finally,  three further activities identified at various  junctures 
in the present report as being essential for the srrooth functioning 
of several types of joint programne,  n.anel  y  provision of supplenentary 
language oourses,  tutorial systems and staff visits for rroni  toring 
students abroad,  are also rn many  cases underfinanced. 
From  a  close reading of project reports and from supplenentary discussions 
with project leaders,  there seems little doubt that of all the types of 
problem identified above,  the ones rrost likely to affect the real inpact 
of the EEC  Schene are those of a  financial nature.  Happily,  rrost project 
directors are agreed,  havever  1  that with only a  small volurre of 
88 judiciously applied infusions,  the circulatory blockages at present 
encountered could be significantly reduced.  sare of the nore 
:irrportant suggestions put fonvard in this respect therefore for:m  an 
integral part of the Chapter on the Schene' s  future perspectives with 
which the present report concludes. 
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OF  THE  EEC  SCHEME  IN  1976/77,  AND  PERSPECTIVES 
FOR  ITS  FUTURE  DEVELOPMENT 
In the foregoing chapters of this report,  the joint study progranmes in process 
of developnent in the frane\\Ork of the EEC  su.pportScheme in 1976/77 have been 
treata:l fran a  number of different arlCJles  :  firstly,  the origins of such progranmes 
have been traced,  their aims identified arrl the strategies adopted in their 
developnent outlined  ;  secon:lly,  exarrples of the various types of progranme to 
evolve have been described in rrore detail  ;  and finally,  sane of  the rrore recurrent 
problems encountered  (arrl solutions found}  have been analyzed.  In the course of 
this detailed process of analysis, it is hoped that sane of the nore i.mp::>rtant 
aspects of joint study progranmes will have becane apparent. Against this backgrourrl, 
the attanpt must rJ:M be made in conclusion to assess the efficacy of the 
Ccmnunities'  action in supporting the developnent of such progranmes,  as evidenced 
by the 1976/77 academic year. 
'1'\\0 main questions are inplied here  : 
1- How effective are joint study progranmes as an instrument for international 
cooperation between instib.ltions of higher education ? 
2- How  effective is the EEC  Scheme  proving to be as an instrument for prcnoting 
such progranmes  ? 
V.1  JOINT  STUDY  PROGRAMMES  AS  AN  INSTRUMENT  FOR 
INTEID~ATIONAL  COOPERATION 
"It was  generally agreed that the  links 
already  formed,  both on  a  ;ormal and  a 
personal  level had  brough~ considerable 
benefit to both institutions and promised 
well for  the future"  (76112). 
The preceding chapter identified a  variety of problems encountered with 
regard to the establisbnent of joint progranmes.  In each instance,  however, 
it was notal that they \\ere not insuperable.  Given the provision of adequate 
resources,  therefore,  the clear evidence on the basis of 76/77 year is that 
such progranmes could becane - arrl indeed are already becaning - a  viable 
nOOel.  for praroting cooperation in general arrl the nobility of staff, students 
arrl infonnation in particular. 
The qootation fran the Liverpool/Hannover report above is one of many which 
could have been chosen to illustrate this general .impression,  arrl many reports 
are quite precise about the benefits which have accrued. 
Firstly, arrl quite apart fran the nore strictly academic benefits thanselves, 
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had benefited greatly fran the "cross-fertilization of ideas"  (thus 76/14) 
which they facilitate. This was  seen to have had a  significant mpact on 
their intellectual developnent - oot to mention the i.nprovanent in linguistic 
proficiency ooted in a.l.m:>st  every case,  roth in language  and non-language 
oriented courses. 
Secorrlly,  and despite the often substantial coordination costs involverl, 
frequent reference is rra.de  to the potential of joint progranmes as a  means 
for increasing rationalization and efficiency through the pooling of expertise 
and resources. 
Thirdly,  and rrost importantly for the future of higher erlucation in Europe, 
cooperation on joint progranmes is seen as opening up al.nost infinite 
possibilities in the enlarganent and enrichment of courses thenselves.  Tluls 
mention of the fact that intensive contact with the structures and content 
of study at institutions in other countries and with the teaching and 
learning methods adopted there is already having a  noticeable mpact, is a 
cCIIIIDn  factor of a.l.m:>st  all reports suhnitted.  Discussions with staff and 
students at the prrtner institution and direct access to otherwise inaccessible 
d0Cl.Ul1el1tation  have in nany cases lerl to the incorporation of new course 
material,  to experimentation v.rith alternative didactic methods,  and to a 
general strengthening of the carq;arative approach in many disciplines. In this 
way,  there can be little doubt that,  given time to develop and mature,  joint 
progranmes could make  substantial inroads into the traditionally rrooolithic 
systans which characterize higher erlucation in Western Europe.  Irrleerl,  the 
view was  frequently expresserl by project directors - in a  wide variety of 
countries and disciplines - that in the present adverse conditions,  such 
progranmes may  vJell be the only way  of preventing further stagnation of nobility. 
V.2  THE  EFFICACY  OF  THE  EEC  SCHEME 
If we  accept the verdict arriverl at arove,  and hence the necessity for praroting 
the developrent of joint progranmes,  the next question is to be askerl is that 
as to the efficacy of the EEC  Schane as an instrument for fulfilling this 
prarotional task.  In seeking an answer,  it v.uuld  sean appropriate to take oot 
only the subjective views of the project directors concernerl into consideration, 
but also to supplanent these by reference to other criteria besides. 
As far as those directly involverl in the v.ork  on developing the joint progranmes 
are concerned,  there is al.nost total unanimity in praising the EEC  Scheme  - as 
far as it goes (134). One  or tw::>  extracts fran the project reports may  suffice 
to illustrate this,  th:>ugh many  rrore could have been quoterl in the same vein. 
"The  grant from  the  EEC  Commission  has  been  invaluable in enabling personal 
contacts to be  built up  between  the centres concerned and  facilitating 
a  better understanding of teaching differences between Germany  and  Britain" 
(76/27). 
"The  enabling role of the Commission  was  fuZZy  recognized  :  without its 
support  the  Study  could not have  been undertaken so  effectively,.  (76/29). 
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EEC  the development  of the course during  1976/77  could have  been 
seriously curtailed.  In  1978,  students will graduate  from  the  course 
for  the first  time.  The  harmonization of teaching and  administration 
had  therefore  to be  achieved before the  start of the  final  year in 
September  1977  and  this has  now  been made  possible"  (76/22). 
The precise nature of the grants'  usefulness,  as reflected in the reports, 
naturally varied fran prograrrme to progranrne.  In detailed terms, it consisted 
in the  (usually in sane measure sucessful)  search for solutions to the sort 
of problans discussed in the previous c'hapter.  In rrore general tenns,  the 
directors see the .i.rrp::>rtance  of the EEX::  grant as having been a.x:>-fold,  i.e. 
practical and  Symbolic  :  practical,  in the sense that it allowed certain 
activities to be pursued for which resources muld not otherwise have been 
available  ;  syml:olic,  in that the fact of being able to :point to active EEX:: 
interest in the prograrrme' s  developnent was often an .i.rrp::>rtant  factor in 
negotiating operational fuming fran both public and private sources. 
While it  rray  be argued that the project directors, after all, had a  vested 
interest in patting the EEX::' s  back and that their opinion could therefore 
scarcely be considered impartial, it is nonetheless significant that their 
verdict on the Scheme' s  :irnp::>rtance  should be so una.nim:>us  - and so vvell 
argued. 
This positive irrpression is further substantiated if vve  try to assess the 
Scheme's success or failure from a  rrore objective viewpoint,  as a  Commission 
representative was able to judge for himself on visiting one of the 
projects  (76/7)  : 
"The  striking thing about  this project,  as  with the other few  joint study 
programme  projects I  have  visited,  is the  way  in which  the relatively 
small injections of funds  in the  way  of grants  under  this scheme  have 
enabled very considerable progress  to be  made  in the  development of 
cooperation between institutions in different Member  States". 
In seeking to ascertain the Schane' s  efficacy in objective terms, it is not 
enough sirrply to count the number of fully operational joint prograrrmes at 
the end of the fuming period.  Irrleed,  one of the rrajor firrlings of the 
section of the present report which deals with origins and plan"ling of 
such prograrrmes has been to highlight the considerable time which they 
take to re  developej if they are to be ultimately successful. It muld 
therefore have been very surprising if 32  fully integrated full length degree 
courses had  sprung up like mushrooms  during the course of the 1976/77 acadanic 
year.  And  they did not.  A just appraisal must take into account the precise 
stage of planning which a  prograrrme had reached at the time  of the injection 
of EEC  funds,  and relate the progress made  to this initial situation, 
Viev.a:l  in these terms,  a  close study of Appendix  1  reveals that in the great 
majority of cases substantial  progress was made,  Deperrling on the various 
developnent stages at the outset the grants appear to have been instrumental 
in one of the following four ways  : 
1)  in facilitating the detailed planning of a  new  joint venture,  often 
entailing the modification of oriqinallv envisaqed models  : 
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into a  viable,  institutionally  ba.se:l venture  ; 
3)  in transforming hitherto one-side:l contacts into a  genuinely reciprocal 
partnership ; 
4)  in enabling the evaluation and hence the further i.rrprovement of existing 
progranmes (135). 
And  in fact the point is often rrade  in the reports that EEX:  support came at 
just the right time. 
The  .irnnense  time and energy devoted by many project directors to presenting 
a  convincing sul:mission to the EEC  may  of itself, considering the relatively 
small arrounts of rroney  involve:l,  be taken as an indication of the .importance 
which they attache:l to EEC  support.  And,  having receive:l it, the same 
responsible attitude prevailed. Firstly,  the activities for which the grant 
was requeste:l "V.ere  in the great majority of cases carrie:l out in a  way  and to 
an extent very close to what had been envisage:l,  for exarrple with regard to 
the mnnber of and participation in planning meetings.  Secorrlly,  the tarptation 
to use the grant for equally deserving activities closely relate:l to but 
outside the specific scope of the EEC  Schane,  notably in the area of operational 
furrling,  was  al.rrost exclusively resisted.  Thirdly, rrost institutions went to 
great pains to use the grant as judiciously and thriftily as possible  :  in 
crudely financial terms,  they "V.ere  good value for rroney.  An::1  finally,  the 
careful presentation of rrost of the reports, often supporte:l by voluminous 
dOClmlentation,  not only suggests that the authors "V.ere  convince:l that what 
they had been engage:l upon was  ~rthwhile rut also that they were grateful 
for the EEC  support receive:l. 
The  same goes for the efforts rrade  by several project directors to give their 
joint progranmes as wide a  p.lblicity as possible.  Reports have appeare:l oot 
only in the institutions'  own  newspapers and bulletins,  rut also in other 
p.lblications with  much wider readership; project 76/4 was  specifically rnentione:l 
in the forey,urd to a  recent lxJok  by the Munich project director, and the 
Universite des Sciences et Teclmiques de Lille  (76/20),  even rranage:l to have 
its joint project with Bochurn  reporte:l on French television  ! 
A sllnilar desire to involve others in the joint progranme is reflected in 
several institutions'  success in interesting external lxxiies in its developnent. 
The  Hannover-Liverpool programne  (76/12) ,  describe:i in detail above,  with its 
close involvement of municipal and diplanatic authorities, is a  good case in 
point,  but there are others,  too,  such as Bochurn' s  liaison with regional 
plarming authorities on its link with Lille  (76/20),  cooperation of urban 
planning lxxiies in parts of the Paris XII  .... Aston project  (76/28)  and so on. 
However,  it may  be held that this is all merely circumstantial evidence of 
the Schane' s success, and that 'What  ultmately matters are such considerations 
as whether  institutional support is forth::!aning,  how many  students are 
becaning rrobile thanks to the prarotion of joint progranmes,  and so on.  To 
take the secorrl point first, it has already been noted a00ve that once they 
are fully  operational,  joint progranmes are often highly attractive  for the 
students concerne:l.  Even  DI:M,  in fact,  over 400  students and considerable 
numbers of staff are rooving  in the context of those supported in 76/77,  and 
this figure will rise substantially if and when the progranmes becxrne fully 
operational. 
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this has been plerlgerl by aJ..rrost all the institutions ooncerned,  i.e. by 
their readiness to provide adequate resources in tenns of staff time,  use 
of facilities and so on.  Once again, an excellent exarrple of this are 
Reims and Middlesex,  the latter stating in its validation sul:mission to the 
CNAA: 
"The  Polytechnic and  the  ESCAE  recognise  the importance  of the provision 
of an  appropriate  level of resources for  the  success of an  innovative 
course of this kind which  seeks  to establish an  important  link between 
two  major  European  countries.  A high priority has  been assigned to 
provision of funds  and  suitably qualified staff by  both institutions 
and  these resources  have  been  set aside  to ensure  that the  structure 
and  programme  will be  achieved"  (136). 
But although basic support is generally available,  the picture looks much 
bleaker when it canes to such matters as travel and subsistence grants for 
staff, resources for field-mrk abroad and so on.  The truth of the matter 
is that there are,  as we  have seen in the previous chapter,  richer and 
poorer institutions. But very few, and fev.-er  still in the non-university 
sector,  have the resources requirerl for ITOU.Ilting  international progranmes 
on a  large scale,  the situation having deterioraterl markerlly over recent 
years.  This means that external furrling agencies are becaning increasingly 
irrp:>rtant,  and there are several exarrples of progranmes planned in 1976/77 
which have since succeerlerl in acquiring sufficient external resources to 
execute them in scme  -way.  However,  since it is often difficult for such 
agencies,  who are irrleerl often thanselves the victims of cutbacks in plblic 
arrl private spem:ling,  to make  finn guarantees of ongoing support in the fonn 
of reserverl quotas for specific institutions,  the question of operational 
furrling in whatever fonn  and in vlhatever quantities is one which is likely 
to pose itself repeaterlly in the caning years of the EEX:::  Schane. 
Despite this question-mark,  however,  the overall balance as regards the 
efficacy of the Schane is without doubt a  m::>st  positive one.  Not only did it 
enable progress on developing the joint progranmes thenselves to be made,  as 
we  have seen above,  rut there is also the high incidence of what might be 
tennerl "academic  by-products"  to be oonsidererl,  the so-callerl "spin-off" 
which frequently seans to occur during the planning and developnent of the 
programnes.  Such by-products may  take several fonns.  For exarrple,  there is 
the fairly frequent case where a  joint progranme prerlanina.ntly baserl on 
student m::>bility gives rises to staff exchange and vice versa. Again,  many 
participating institutions are now planning or have already carrierl out joint 
saninars and  symiX?Sia.  Indeerl,  there are numerous  instances where advantage 
-was  taken of planning meeting visits thenselves to organize  such ventures, 
and/or to initiate,  renew  or intensify contacts with other institutions of 
higher erlucation,  with irrlustry and so on.  Several progranmes have given rise 
to an extensive exchange of documents and other types of teaching materials, 
e.g. video-tape reoordings,  In one instance  (76/30)  an inter-library link 
betv.een the institutions is developing  ;  in another  (76/32) ,  cooperation on 
planning the joint progranme  involverl cx:x:>rdination betv.een the t:\\0 universities' 
data processing units. Finally,  several reports make mention of the fact that 
joint research projects are now  being pl.annai. 
As a  final point in assessing the efficacy of the Schane, mention must be made 
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inception that in supp:>rting bilateral links it was  not a  genuinely 
camunity-oriente::i measure.  The evidence fran the 1976/77 acadanic year 
is that such criticisrn is plainly unfounded.  In the first place,  even if 
all the projects funded had been bilateral links,  which they were not, 
their total effect w::>uld  still have constituted de facto a  major advance 
in cooperation in multilateral tenns.  Secorrlly,  the Schane w::>uld  still 
have made  a  further contribution towards "putting  the  EEC  on  the  map" 
as a  genuine partner in the eyes of the institutions of higher education. 
But over and alx>ve  such theoretical considerations, many  of the projects 
furrled have sane multilateralorientation  (in the sense of the involvement 
of institutions fran at least three Nanber States). Five of than were 
already actively multilateral in this sense by the errl of the 1976/7 
pericx:l,  six others had nore or less concrete plans for becaning so in the 
foreseeable future,  arrl many nore besides state:i a  nore general desire in 
this direction.  Others again,  while preferring to remain bilateral 
thanselves,  were readily forthcaning with advice to others wishing to set 
up joint prograrrmes in similar fields. 
The "bilateral-multilateral" relationship is, of course,  also to a  certain 
extent deperrlent on the stage of developnent at which projects are furrled, 
for it  may  ~11 prove a  sound  planning principle to begin with a 
bilateral partnership and consolidate this before exterrling it to include 
other institutions.  Irrleed,  two projects  (76/21,  76/29)  received their 
grants specifically with this extension exercise in view.  Taking into 
account the fact that in addition to those mentioned alx>ve  there were also 
several others which exterrled their link to further departments  arrl/or 
institutions in their ovm  countries, it  may  be said that on the whole the 
projects have more than satisfactorily fulfilled the expectations placed 
in them as "multipliers" or ''catalysts"  (137)  - an intention explicitly 
stated by many of them in their original applications. 
V.3  PERSPECTIVES  FOR  FUTURE  DEVELOPMENT 
The verdict to emerge fran the foregoing assessrnent of the efficacy of the 
EEC  Schene is, therefore,  highly favourable,  But as with all new ventures, 
this one,  too,  is lx>urrl  to pass through an ear  1  y  phase of learning fran 
experience before it can attain full maturity.  The present report is 
interrled as a  contribution to that process,  and it therefore seems 
appropriate to close with a  number of suggestions,  many of them proposed by 
the project directors themselves,  for improving the Scheme still further. 
In doing so,  the distinction should be drawn between carments on the future 
develo:pnent of the Schane in its existing fonn as an instrument for planning 
arrl evaluation,  arrl a  second group of suggestions related to the possible 
extension of the Scheme. 
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basic form,  the initial point to be made  is the need for continuing 
flexibility in the interpretation of the SchEme's terms of reference. 
This relates firstly to the type of joint progranme to be praroted. For, 
as MASCLEI'  (13A)  rightly points out, 
"Exchange  is in its earZy  days  and  is stiU on  a  very  smaU  scaZe. 
Great  care must  be  taken not to reject initiatives because  they 
faiZ  to conform  with previousZy defined criteria.  There  have  been 
successfuZ exchanges  which fit into no  potentiaZ category and 
others,  pZanned  in accordance  with arbitrariZy defined ideas 
which  have  faiZed." 
As  'We  have seen in the present rep::lrt,  a  m.nnber  of joint study programnes 
have evolved vhlch,  while corresponding  unreservedly with the a.irns  of 
the Schane,  v.ould  not necessarily carply with the precise wrding of its 
specifications if this vJere  to be too rigidly applied. This is due not 
least to the differing requiranents of different subjects.  For exarrple, 
in a  discipline as subject to public control as medicine,  the institutions' 
latitude for joint academic plarming may  be greatly curtailed ;  but this 
should not preclude the prarotion of prograrrmes  such as 76/18 which are 
seeking ways,  notably by means of mutual recognition procedures,  for 
exploiting such latitude to the full. Another instance is that of the 
"joint project", which has anerged as a  fonn of programne particularly 
v.ell suited to certain disciplines. Actual contact time on such projects 
may  be relatively short,  l::ut  provided that the project includes jointly 
planned phases of preparation an:l  subsequent write-up which extend its 
overall duration to three months,  such a  progranme should certainly be 
allowed to benefit fran the Scheme.  Thirdly,  support should continue to 
be given to prograrrmes  involving the joint production  (or mutual adaptation 
and translation)  of teaching m:::xiules,  even where these do not necessarily 
involve mobility of persons. 
The  second major reccmnendation on interpretation of the Scheme's present 
terms of reference concerns the duration of EEC  funding.  The present 
report has shown beyond doubt that a  joint prograrrme  takes a  considerable 
arrount of time,  usually between tw and three years,  to establish. Depending 
on the stage of developnent at the tjme of initial EEC  funding,  therefore, 
more than one year' s  supp::lrt will in most cases be necessary if maximum 
benefit is to be derived.  This does not necessarily mean  that the full 
ceiling arrount needs to be repeated each year.  Several institutions have 
indicated that a  s:raller arrount,  repeated over a  longer period, wuld be 
sufficient and  the progress made  by projects which have enjoyed such grant 
renev;als to date  (76/7,  8,  10,  12,  20,  28)  all lend "Weight  to this view-. 
This naturally raises the question as to the overall duration of EEC 
planning support.  On this p::lint,  project directors'  opinions differ.  Sane 
subscribe to the view that by the end of,  say,  a  three year developnent 
period,  the institutions thanselves should take over canpletely, while 
others argue that even a  low level of  ongoing  EEC  support for evaluation, 
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invaluable  : 
"With  present nationaZ  constraints on  the  budgets of our 
institutions,  the  ZogisticaZ  support and  psychoZogicaZ  cZimate 
essentiaZ for  such detaiZed and proZonged  contact is highZy 
unZikeZy  to be  forthcoming  from  the nationaZ governments 
concerned and it is feZt very  strongZy  that  the  Commission  must 
continue to concern itseZf with this matter as  a  priority,  since 
what  is at stake is preciseZy the creation of a  European 
dimension  in higher education"  (76/29). 
In many cases cooperation on a  joint study programne leads to one or 
IIDre of the following extension plans  : 
- exterrling the existing progranme to other fonns of cooperation within 
the tenns of the Scheme  ; 
- exterrli.ng the existing progranme to other institutions ; 
- developing a  similar programne with other institutions ; 
- developing a  different  (additional)  programne with the same 
institution(s)  ; 
- developing a  different progranme with different institutions. 
Each of these IIDdels  involves the use of expertise obtained in the 
developnent of joint programnes for the production of IIDre of these.  Not 
only is this likely to constitute a  good basis for the success of the 
new programnes,  rut it also shows  that the "snowball effect" to which 
the Scheme  was  hoped to give rise is in:ieed occurring,  Subject to the 
availability of fwrls,  therefore,  there should be oo  objection in 
principle to the awarding of grants for the above.-mentioned purposes. 
With regard to the administration of the Scheme,  the IIDst apparent neai 
for :ing;>rovanent lies in the IIDdalities for dissanination of infonnation 
on its very existence an:l its precise nature.  Though warnings to the 
effect that too much  infonnation can be just as detr.imental as too 
little (139), it is plain fran talking to project directors that in a 
large percentage,  possibly even in a  majority of cases,  they learned of 
the Scherne  IIDre  by good luck than good managanent.  The  answer does oot 
a~  to lie in developing a  unified strategy. Since the "structuraZ 
heterogeneity of the information channeZs"  (140)  in .Manber  States is 
likely to continue at least in the mediun term,  the approach rrust be 
dovetailed to the situation in each. Ministries of Education an:l Rectors 
Conferences are only twJ of the many  channels available,  an:l  irrleed one 
project director suggested that rectors may  in sane cases even be 
actively unwilling to pass such infonnation on for fear of incurring 
operational costs at a  later date  !  Advice slx>uld be taken on this matter 
of infonnation fran project directors thanselves an:l fran national 
IIDbility agencies,  both as active partners in the pililicity drive an:l as 
regards the general an:l specialized pililications  (newspapers,  periodicals, 
journals, etc.)  which 'WOUld  be suitable as dissanination media,  Arrl IDVel 
ideas slx>uld oot be sp.rrned  :  at a  recent DAAD  meeting to discuss that 
organization's above.-mentioned "Integrated Study Abroad"  schare,  the 
view was  expressed that lifts often make the best noticelxxlrds  ! 
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1 s  administration 
sean ~rthy of brief mention. Firstly, the lack of contact between 
central administration and dep:rrtmental levels has on occasion given 
rise to problans regardinJ the nanagerent of the EEC  grant. For this 
reason,  project directors reccmnerrl that they receive copies of all 
corresporrlence between Ccmnission arrl registrar.  Secorrlly,  the view 
has been p.1t forward that :rrore  help fran the Ccmnission on the 
presentation of sul:missions ~uld have been appreciated,  though the 
author is not aware of any instances where such assistance, if requested, 
has been denied.  Thirdly,  there has been a  terrlency to rely on infonnal 
requests for further furrlinJ,  included in the previous year 
1 s  report. 
Since a  fonnal application for such renewals is required,  project 
directors should be notified of this in good time. 
Neither the Ccmnission nor the institutions participatinJ in the Scheme 
regard cooperation between the tw:>  as 'being tenninated as soon as the 
cheque chan3"es  harrls.  Both see the need for sane kirrl of continuing 
contact. Furthe:more,  the Report has  shJwn that there is considerable 
need  for an improved cross-flow of infonnation betv.een the institutions 
engaged in the joint prograrrmes.  The following are am:::mg  the measures 
which might be adopted to facilitate such contacts  : 
- regular  (or at least repeated)  visits to the projects by th::>se 
responsible for nanagement of the Scheme,  if possible at the time 
of joint planning meetings,  in order to enable disoussions with 
lx>th/all partners to take place  ; 
- p.lblication of a  Newsletter as a  cannunication forum  for factual 
arrl conceptual developnents in the field of joint programnes  (arrl 
for announcing offers of grants,  scholarships arrl the like), the 
main i.rJt:ut to cane fran project directors thanselves  ; 
- distribltion to all project directors of any evaluation reports 
produced on the Scheme  ; 
- provision of EEC  resources for mutual visits of directors of 
different projects  ; 
- armual meeting of project directors with the Ccmnission  ;  this 
appears to be an irrlispensable measure for several reasons  : 
regular feed-back for the Ccmnission on the efficacy of the 
Scheme  ; 
opportunity for the Ccmnission to infonn project directors of 
other relevant developnents in the ~rk  programne of rx:;  XII  ; 
cross-flow of infonnation between projects  ; 
dissanination of infonnation on relevant ~1anber State level 
programnes  (arrl on other joint progranmes outside the fr~rk 
of the EEC  Scheme)  through involverent of representatives of 
national organizations concerned with the prarotion of nobility ; 
instnnnent for inproving p.lblicity on the Scheme  by ensurinJ full 
coverage in the media. 
After the specific recarmerrlations made  alx>ve,  reference must also be 
made  to sane of the :rrore general aspects of EEC  policy with reaard to 
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Firstly,  the distribution of participating institutions according to 
.Menl:er  State is still scmewhat unbalanced.  Measures should therefore 
be taken to redress this situation by concentrating the plblicity 
drive on the umerrepresented countries arrl holding intensive 
discussions with all bodies vmo  may  be able to help diagnose and cure 
the problan. 
Secondly,  in the interests of a  canprehensive arrl coherent Ccmnuni.ty 
policy,  the Joint Study Prograrrmes  Schane should be integrated as 
closely as possible with other Ccmnunity actions.  This is particularly 
true of any measures which may  eventually be introduced to SUPIX>rt  the 
operational stage of prograrrmes,  such as student grants  (vid.  infra) 
but it also applies to those in the area of suPIX>rt  for language 
instruction courses and,  in particular, to the Ccmnunity schane of 
"Grants  for  the  Support of Short Study  Visits by  Teaching  and 
Administrative Staff and Researchers",  For the objectives of this 
latter schane,  as expressed in paragraphs 3  arrl 4 of its specifications, 
appear ideally suited to facilitating the contacts which may 
subsequently lead to the establishment of joint study progranmes  : 
"3.  The  grants are intended to foster  the development  of 
co-operation in the field of higher education by  increasing 
contacts between  higher education institutions. 
4.  The  underlying aim  of the  scheme  is to extend knowledge 
and  experience  so  as  to multiply in the  longer  term 
opportunities for  collaboration between institutions of 
higher education in the  European  Community.  The  selection 
of applications by  the  Commission  will accordingly  be  based 
on  the  extent to which  the proposed visit has  a  specific 
and  clearly defined purpose  and may  be  expected to contribute 
to  this Community  objective"  (141). 
But coordination with other EEC  schanes is in itself not enough,  In 
addition,  close cooperation should be sought with the various mobility 
agencies at .r."Ianber  State level who  sponsor s:imilar schanes and/or 
provide the subsequent funding to make  joint progranmes fully operational. 
Urrler the general heading of "complementarity  and  overlap",  the questions 
to be discussed might include the following  : 
- priority areas  (142)  in tenns of subject,  type of prograrrme,  type 
of institution ; 
- pros arrl cons of double fuming and.  "stocking up"  (national arrl 
EEC)  and.  measures to ensure exchange of infonnation on projects 
(to be)  fundErl  ; 
- role of EEC  Scheme  in facilitating reciprocity where only one 
participating institution can receive national planning support 
fuming. 
Whether or not the establishment of a  permanent  (143)  carmittee of such 
agencies at EEC  level is called for,  regular joint consultations with 
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national curl  EEC  schanes as outlined al:ove,  but could also prove 
invaluable in advising the Ccmnission on the develop:nent of  its 
policy for higher education nobility in general. 
The above-mentioned reccmnerrlations relate to measures for the further 
:improvement of the Scheme  on the basis of its present terms of reference. 
If \oJe  now turn to possible extensions of its scope,  tiD frequent 
pror:.osals are to be heard  : 
- extension to include the prarotion of initial contacts  ; 
- extension to include operational support after the prograrnne has 
been planned. 
As far as the first of these possible extensions is concerned,  i.e. into 
prarotin3" the initial process of establishing contacts between 
institutions desirous of developing their relations vJith partners abroad 
l:ut without the personal contacts for doing so,  opinions vary as to 
the advisability of EEC  invol  vanent,  or irrleed ~  involvement by an 
"outside"  lxxiy.  'l'hus  r.1ASCLEI'  suggests that the EEC  should "provide  a 
technical  service for universities establishing  links especially for 
purposes of student exchange,  who  find existing procedures unsuitable"  (144}, 
whereas the British Oouncil  (145}  takes the opposite view  : 
"The  experience of the past  few  years  suggests  that  links  should 
be  allowed to grow  like plants rather than  to arrive with the 
force  of meteorites from  outer space  - outer space  being  the 
habitat of link-brokers.  The  demand  most comfortably arises 
within the department itself,  even if certain useful intermediary 
functions  can  be  performed by  outside bodies.  This  point seems 
to be  of critical importance  these days  with the  very rapid 
increase in  links  shown  by  new  institutions and  new  departments, 
both in this country and  overseas". 
Valid though the latter position may  be in theory, it does however militate 
against institutions which do not possess the resources for providing 
their staff with the opportunities for international contacts of the 
kirrl which ccmronly lay the basis for  joint prograrnnes  (cf.  Chapter II 
ab:Jve} .  There can be no doubt that the demand  for cooperation is far 
fran exhausted,  arrl at the least the question of possible EEC  involvement 
in satisfying  that demand  should be borne in mirrl for discussion with 
project directors arrl national nobility agencies at the meetings suggested 
above. 
But if opinions differ on the extension of EEC  activities into the 
prarotion of initial contacts,  those of project directors at least are 
unanilrous in reccmnerrling sane form of carmunity involvement in the 
provision of operational funds after completion of the planning phase, 
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"Without  some  form  of assurance as  to  the  form  and  extent of 
funding  in the phase  of operationalisation  itself~  planning 
of such  joint programmes  of study is impossible - unless of 
course  the  EEC  is merely interested in the planning process 
itself without regard for realisation in the  foreseeable 
future of the projects  thus planned"  (146). 
Arrl right th:>ugh  IYIASCLEI'  and .MEIOREAU  are in stressing that the 
"EEC  should not give  the  impression that it has  a  bottomless purse 
which  can  solve aU problems"  (147)  and that institutions of higher 
education should beware of "a  blind enthusiasm which  transfers  to  the 
Community  the  hopes  and  expectations disappointed by  national 
authorities"  (148),  there is clear evidence that with:>ut sane fonn of 
EEx:::  backing the impact of its Joint Study Programnes Schane in boosting 
intra-crnmunity rrobility will be at mrst insignificant and at best 
ranain far below its true potential. 
The t,n;es of carmunity backing which project directors see as being 
required,  are relate:i to the sectors liste:i in the section on 
"Financial  Problems"  in Chapter IV al:x:>ve. 
The rrost important single area for action appears to be that of students' 
travel and maintenance grants, which are mentioned as a  significant 
problan in alm:>st all reports on student rrobility based programnes. 
Three mutually canplanentary types of Ccmnunity action are seen as being 
required  : 
-vigorous initiatives for a  radical refonn of national grant-
awarding procedures to make  hare-country grants at all levels and 
in all subjects tenable abroad  ; 
- measures to carpensate students for differences in the cost of 
living  (and books  ! )  between r.1anber  States in cases where grants 
are tenable rut inadequate  ("topping up")  ; 
- introduction of a  schare of Ccmnunity grants,  with an adequate 
quota of such grants to be reserved for students going abroad in 
the fr~rk  of joint study progranmes developed under the auspices 
of the EEx:::. 
Secondly,  similar Ccmnunity funding is required for manbers of staff 
engaged in teaching integrate:i course segments of joint study progranmes, 
with provision for travel costs and carpensation for differences in 
salary  (149).  Alternatively,  the financial suwort might be provided at 
the host institution  (150). 
As note:i in the "Problems"  chapter al:x:>ve,  increasin;J difficulty is 
currently being encountered with regard to finding adequate numbers of 
industrial placanent slots. This has led to the suggestion that the EEx::: 
consider subsidizing anployers willing to accept foreign students for 
industrial training. 
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resources for providing intensive language courses for visiting 
staff and students,  and it is felt that CCmnunity action in this 
respect could do much  to equalize the linguistic .imbalance which 
so rnarkally affects the nobility flows within the Nine. 
Clearly, it IDuld be :i.np:>ssible for such measures to be introducal 
across the board for an unlllnital m.nnber  of projects "at one  feU 
swoop".  Participating institutions appreciate this,  knowing that 
CCmnunity fwrls for this sector are far fran inexhaustible,  and this 
has given rise to the idea that as a  first step,  a  certain number of 
pilot pDDjects be selectal for receipt of operational funding on a 
trial basis  (151). 
The actual arrount of CCmnunity  support requiral is generally not 
consideral to be very substantial. It is felt that even a  lllnital level 
of such ongoing support 'WOUld  have roth a  significant syml::xJlic  effect 
in encouraging goverments and institutions alike to p.1t rrore weight 
behirrl solving the other problems involval  (and quite r:ossibly in 
attracting matching funds fran private fowrlations) ,  and practical 
effect in enabling the joint prograrrmes plannerl with EEX:  help to 
leave the drawing-OOard stage.  As the project 76/6 rer:ort p..1t  it, 
"even with modest  support,  then,  the  two  departments  could enrich 
each  other's work  far beyond what  has  been  achieved already,  We 
would  therefore suggest that the Commission  give serious 
consideration to supporting such  links on  a  longer-term basis 
in order to maximize  the benefits to the individual institutions 
and  the Community  at  large" . 
As  befitting  an evaluation report,  the concluding reccmnendation for 
the Schane' s  future developnent relates to the necessity for its ongoing 
evaluation  (152) .  For whatever the relative merits or shortcanings of 
the present report,  "continuous  assessment"  should be consideral an 
integral part of the Schene' s  structure.  SUch  an assessnent process 
might consist of four elements  : 
- minor annual cross-sectional rer:ort tracing statistical trerrls and 
i.rrlicating :i.np:>rtant  na-1  developnents  ; 
- major biennial cross-sectional evaluation report of the same  dimensions 
as the present one  ; 
- short-term longitudinal study on student and staff expectation and 
experience  ; 
- long-term longitudinal study to measure the eventual relevance of 
joint study prograrrmes in academic and  al:x:we  all arplcyment terms 
for the students concernal. 
The present rer:ort is rut an initial link in this hopefully continuing 
chain.  Basal as it is merely on one full year's progranme,  with 
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preliminary nature.  Nonetheless, it has revealed that the "joint 
study programne"  is a  viable rrodel for praroting international 
cooperation in higher education "at  the grass-roots".  This may  sean 
a  rrodest a:pproa.ch to a  problan of such magnitude,  but in the long 
nm it pranises to be nore effective than high-flown phrases 
"Europe,  too,  will be  a  community  to  the extent 
to which  the nations succeed in having  hundreds 
of close contacts at a  number  of lower  levels"  (153). 
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48)  Much  greater implementation problems are encountered as  S<X>n  as 
the duration of stay is exterrled,  as we  shall see under the heading 
of "problems"  in Chapter IV below. 
49)  In  his article referred to al::ove,  G.W.  EARLS  draws attention to 
the imfX)rtance of finding appropriate foll11Ulae  for the solutions 
to this type of question.  For EARLS,  "inexperience in administering 
courses"  can be one of the major hindrances in planning arrl 
implementing  joint progranmes  : 
"there are marked differences in the structures of the na--1 
institutions of technology concerned with tertiary education 
in different countries.  In sane,  the administration is 
urrlertaken partly by academics,  in others it is delegated 
entirely to administrators,  yet sane camon foll11Ula  has 
to be found  in operating a  joint prograrnne.  This leads to 
a  marked difference in the relationships between staff arrl 
students in the different institutions arrl students have 
to be equipped to cope with such differences as they 
proceed  through the course,  indeed one of the important 
criteria for the selection of students is their ability 
to tolerate such differences"  (op.cit., p,  33). 
50)  MASCLEI',  op.cit., p.  45, 
51)  cannission of the European Crnmunities  ;  Grants for the Developnent 
of Joint Prograrrmes of Study between Institutions of Higher 
Education in MEmber States of the European Crnmuni  ty. 
EEC  Document  XII/482/76,  §  3. 
52)  A fairly similar taxonany is used by EARLS  (op,cit., p. 30),  who 
"distinguishes between two variables ,..  the intensity of cooperation 
arrl the level of the course". 
53)  Strictly speaking,  these categories are not of course altogether 
mutually exclusive.  As will beccrne evident fran the exarrples chosen, 
this is particularly true of types 3  arrl 4,  the lx>rder-line between 
which may  well be fairly fluid,  notably in the initial stages of a 
m::xlule' s  implementation.  And  there are other prograrrmes,  too,  which 
canbine a  certain degree of various different forms of nobility. 
For example,  not only stu:ient exchange but also a  number of staff 
visits are planned by projects 76/3,  arrl 76/11.  However,  these are 
isolated cases which do not affect the classification's basic 
validity.  In fact it is a  characteristic of almost all the programmes 
supported that they have given rise to what might be tenned originally 
unintentional but beneficial by-products,  arrl these will be taken 
briefly into consideration when  assessing the Schane' s  overall 
efficacy in Chapter V below, 
54)  Cf.  ref,  42  above, 
112 55)  Prospe:::tus of the King's College London Law  Faculty 1977/8,  p.  9. 
56)  Ibid. 
57)  The Ecoles SUperieures de cannerce sean to be particularly 
adaptable to joint prograrrmes as a  glance at Appendix I  will show. 
Particularly :ootet.orthy is the fully integrated prograrrme  76/21 
which was referrerl to at length in the previous chapter on 
planning methods. 
58)  Op.cit.,  pp.  249-250. 
59)  As in the case of this quotation,  the following description is 
mainly ba.serl  on the application and reports sul::mitterl by the tiD 
institutions,  sanetimes verba.  tim. 
60)  This rrodel  (theoretical studies at the student's heme  institution 
placerl in perspective by arq;>irical observation abroad)  is a 
characteristic of a  number of other projects also,  e,g.  76/20 
(regional studies) 1  76/32  (youth studies) • 
61)  The following description is ba.serl  extensively and often verba.tim 
on the report submitterl at the conclusion of the 1976/77 period. 
Certain changes may,  therefore,  have arisen in the final implanentation 
phase leading up to initial student intake, projected for 1978/9. 
62)  It will be noted that in the four student roobility-ba.serl prograrrmes 
described in the present chapter,  the period of stay abroad for 
the students involverl ranges fran six roonths to tv.D  years.  This 
reflects the opinion voiced by many  project directors that in view 
of the adjustment to a  new academic,  social and  (usually)  linguistic 
environment,  half an academic year is the absolute minimum period 
if genuine benefit in academic tenns is to accrue. 
63)  Another  such case in IX>int is the joint prograrrme  in international 
roonetary policy be~  the universities of Kiel and Paris IX  (76/15), 
but this project is :oot yet operational,  for reasons to be discusserl 
below in due course. 
64)  As in the case of this quotation,  the following description is ba.sed 
extensively and often verbatim on the project report/application 
1976/77. 
65)  The present text has in many cases been taken verba.  tim fran the tiD 
institutions' reports  ;  correspondence with one of the project 
directors has also been used. 
66)  The contents of the rrodules as described in this section have been 
quoted. directly fran the project report. 
113 67)  As in the case of the preca:iing programne,  the description of 
project 76/2 below makes extensive use o:l:  direct quotations 
fran the project applications ani reports. 
68)  Verbatim quotations have again been taken fran project docunents 
for the p.rrposes of this description. 
69)  Ibid. 
70)  Much of the present text is again taken directly fran project 
documents  sul:mitta:i. 
71)  The present description includes verbatim quotations fran project 
documents,  translata:i fran the original Gennan ani French. 
72)  The necessity for involving students in the planning of joint 
progranmes is stressa:i by a  number of project directors,  ootably 
those responsible for 76/32  (youth studies). 
73)  The principle of ":pairing"  students fran the different :partici:pating 
institutions is a  c:amon factor of nost of the "joint projects" 
developa:i urrler the EEC  Schane  (see also 76/14  al:ove) ,  ani oonstitutes 
a  feature of same of the other programmes also  (e.g.  76/16). 
74)  Scheme details  (EEC  Document XII/482/76),  §3  (c). 
75)  As state:i in the "Interim Rep:>rt". 
76)  Op.cit., p.  41. 
77)  Transposa:i fran the original Gennan.  The operative words are "full-
length",  hov.ever,  for the professor putting forward this view goes 
on to make  a  proposal for a  coordinata:i four-nonth joint project 
with a  :partner institution in the Unita:i Kingdan. 
78)  MASCLET,  op.cit., pp.  41-42,  72,  follows this argument ani includes 
it in his "Reccmnerrlations" as relating to all Member States. MAScrEI' 
errs,  h:Jwever,  in suggesting that it is the actual brevity of courses 
itself which causes .irrm:>bility.  British first degree courses,  as he 
himself mentions,  are am:mg  the shortest in the whole of the EEC, 
yet British students are arrong  the nost nobile, mainly because so 
many  British courses actually prescribe a  pericxi of study abroad 
as an obligatory course requiranent. 
79)  None  of the fully integrata:i,  full degree-length joint progranmes 
supporta:i by the EEC  in 1976/7  involves a  Gennan institution.  Hov.erer, 
outside this context,  ne:;otiations have recently been oanpleta:i 
between the Fachhochschule des Saar  landes  (SaarbrUcken)  ani the 
University of Metz  to provide a  joint degree programme  between the 
Fachhochschule ani the University's IUI'  for Business .Managanent, 
leading oot only to the award of both institutions' qualifications, 
blt also to a  jointly awarda:i certificate ;  the first student intake 
is schedula:i for the 1978/79 academic year. 
114 80)  Op.cit., p.  32. 
81)  Cf.  <X>X  :  Acadanic Recognition of Diplanas,  loc. cit., which lists 
arrl assesses these agreanents. 
82)  In sane, of course,  there are sane courses for which govenmental 
authorities have fonnal  jurisdiction, for example the StaatsprUfung 
examinations leading to various plblic service careers in the 
Federal R.ep..lblic  of Genrany. 
83)  Here the report on the Cardiff-I.euven prograrnne basai on staff 
rrobility sprinjs to mind  :  "It seemed  not appropriate to let 
visiting teachers participate in the supervision of papers"  (76/23). 
84)  FARIS,  op.cit., pp.  30-32. 
85)  OEX:D  jiorotea FURI'H  et al.J: Selection an:1  Certification in Education 
and Emplgyment,  Paris,  OECD,  1977. 
86)  It slx:>uld  be notal that this tenn is usai here in the general sense 
as the antonym of "international",  not with its teclmical connotation, 
as for example in the French antithesis "diplente national/universit.aire". 
87)  The difficulties may,  of course,  concern one side of the partnership 
only.  Thus the implementation of the Kiel-Paris IX project in 
international nonetary policy  (76/15)  has had to be postponed because 
the overall course of study at Kiel into which the joint prograrnne 
was  to be integratai has taken longer than expectai to pass through 
the various stages of approval necessary. 
88)  As the 76/22 C.N.A.A.-validatai progranme smws. 
89)  Thus MASCIEr  (op.cit,, p.  53  ;  cf. also pp.  36,  38,  55)  considers 
that in the current  (1975)  situation,  "arrangements for equivalence 
are less likely than ever to becane a  driving force.  They do not 
a:J?Pea.r  capable of arousing an extensive rrovement of exchange on their 
own",  a.rrl  Edwin  <X>X  in his recent major study on equivalences carriai 
out on behalf of the European cannission canes to similar conclusions 
"The solution of equivalence problans will not of itself ensure free 
rrovement"  (<X>X  :  Acadanic Recognition,  p.  3). This study is both the 
nost recent arrl nost carprehensive of its kirrl on equivalences within 
the EEX::,  arrl - especially as it may  well have an influence on 
C<mnunity policies in this sector of activity - it will be referrai 
to extensively in the present section.  One may,  in fact,  doubt whether 
in itself equivalence has ever been a  truly notivating force,  since 
in times where such spectres as sta.rrlard durations of study,  nmnerus 
clausus  (arrl  - vid.  infra - early marriage  ! )  had not yet raisai 
their ugly heads,  the absence of such equivalence did not sean to 
deter students urrluly fran studying abroad. 
90)  Thus Edwin  <X>X,  in his report for the EEx:::  citai al:x:Jve  (cf.  reference 
87), while questioning the ability of equivalence to solve nobility 
problans on its own,  nonetheless believes that the "importance for 
student nobility within the CCJmunity,  of the mutual recognition of 
acadanic qualifications,  can hardly be overstressed"  (ibid,)  ;  a.rrl 
Hansgerd SCHULTE,  President of the Genran Acadanic Exchange Service, 
similarly sees equivalence arrangements as being "the sine qua oon of 
free rrovement"  (op.cit., p.  23) ,  -
ll5 91)  cnx  : Acadanic Recognition,  loc. cit.' p.  31. 
92)  Loc.  cit., p.  6.  MASCLEI',  op.cit., p.  37,  is of the same opinion 
with re:Jard to these Conventions. 
93)  MASCLEl',  op.cit., p.  37. 
94)  On page 6 of his a.OOve-mentione:i  final report,  Recteur CAPELLE 
expresses the view that a  "great step forward will have been 
taken in favour of rrobility for postgraduate students when  a 
corresporrlence of the structures of higher e:iucation has been 
achieve:i" . 
95)  Acadanic Recognition,  p.  38.  cnx  favours the secorrl approach, 
"on the ground that it is l:oth feasible,  given goodwill,  arrl 
desirable for e:iucational reasons"  (ibid. ) ,  though as he himself 
points out there are a  number of approaches in between. 
96)  LOBKCWICZ,  op.cit., p.  51,  makes an .impassione:i plea for preservation 
of diversity as follows  : 
"There is virtually nothing, it seans to me,  that could be 
rrore hannful to European culture than any att.arq;>t  to wipe 
out differences between the nations. If we  consider 
international cooperation arrl rrobili  ty to be a  meaningful 
errl,  we  should fight all terrlencies to erase national 
differences.  For why  should we  encourage students to go 
abroad if they will firrl the other country to be only a 
duplicate of their own  ?". 
97)  Acadanic Recognition,  pp.  40-41  (my italics). 
98)  Translate:i fran the original French, 
99)  This is to sane extent a  facile argument in any case,  akin ,..  as a 
speaker at a  recent EEC  meeting put it - to rejecting marriage on 
the grourrls that  (at least in m:>I10CJamous  social systans)  it implies 
discrimination against all those whan  one does not marry  ! 
100)  A recurrent theme  of many  reports,  the need for such close staff 
cooperation was  stresse:i with particular force by project 76/29  : 
"it was clear that if the long-tenn objective of  'canpatiLle 
course-planning'  (which we  identifie:i as the only way  to 
overcane the  'structural' obstacles in the path of the 
camdssion'  s  state:i policy of encouraging a  much wider arrl 
nore readily available student-exchange progranme)  was  to 
be achieve:i,  then a  sine qua non was wider arrl rrore intensive 
joint consultation between course-planners arrl that,  in turn, 
depen;le:i on the creation of entente not only at administrative 
levels rut also,  arrl crucially, at the level of acadanic 
concept arrl methodology  ( ••• ) • 
The representatives of the four institutions became convinced 
in the course of their discussions that the issue of the 
creation arrl managanent of student-exchanges is organically 
ll6 linked to the issue of reciprocal influence between the 
teaching staffs responsible for the educational process. 
Student-exchange arrangements can only flourish in the 
context of the creation of an international and  specifically 
inter-institutional camnmity of scholars \\hich can develop 
a  new  type of educational philosophy specifically relevant 
to  student~bility within the institutions of Higher 
Education of the Community  :  such a  philosophy depends 
absolutely on the active involvement of teaching staff in 
shared fonns of professional activity roth in tenns of 
acadanic teaching and  research and in those of the fo:rmulation 
and  ilrplementation of educational objectives closely related 
to the needs of their students" . 
101)  MASCIEI',  op.cit., p.  41,  warns that "the practical effect of such 
measures  should not be exaggerated.  The m.nnber  of foreign students 
has still rocm to increase considerably before the set limit is 
reached  ;  the quota is larger than the current capacity for 
'exportation'" , but this is not true of medicine and allied subjects 
which are oversubscribed in all Menber States. 
102)  Admission to Institutions of Higher Education  (cf.  Bibliography 
no.  5). 
103)  Lac. cit., p.  11,  Recammendation  9, 
104)  Acadanic Reccqnition,  loc, cit., p.  42.  Cf.  also pp.  4,  29. 
105)  Trinity and All Saints'  Colleges,  Leeds  (76/11)  "ttJere  nore fortunate 
in that for their link with the Pada.gogische Hochschule Westfalen-
Lippe they "ttJere  able to involve students on courses  (e.g.  on media 
arrl camnunication)  other than teacher training p.rre and silrple. 
106)  Cf.  British Council,  op.cit., p.  xi.x.  MASCIEI',  op.cit., pp.  48-49, 
describes the various national and international lx>dies \\hich have 
been established to channel placements by aligning supply with 
deman:i. 
107)  In addition to this problem of capacity,  there are also other 
difficulties to be overcane with regard to such placements. 
Middlesex/Reims refer to these as 
"the problems of placing students in the tv.o countries 
concerned when  employers in the tv.o countries have widely 
different constraints upon the kind of contract they can 
offer students as well as the sharp division between the 
expectations of the British and French employers"  (76/22). 
108)  NEAVE,  op.cit., p.  43,  confi.nns this ilrpression as far as France 
is concerned, 
109)  Cf.  in particular the final report of the Council of Europe's 
Special Project M:>bility,  loc. cit., p.  11,  Recannendations 4-7. 
117 110)  In fact,  there is considerable difference of opinion as to whether 
it is preferable for visiting students to live in a  hall or in 
private lodgings. This difference in view may  even apply within 
one  joint programne.  Thus Dijon an:1  Fforzheim appear to favour 
halls,  Leeds an:1  the South Bank private roans  (76/21). 
111)  Tl'nls  BREITENBACH,  op.cit., p.  25  (translaterl fran the original 
Gennan) ,  for wh:m  "adjustment"  (Anpa.ssung)  is characterizerl by the 
suspa::t trias of  ''maximized perfonnance, material well-being an:1 
confonnity" • 
112)  Op.cit., p.  33. 
113)  BREITENBACH,  op.cit., p.  27  (translated fran the original Gennan). 
The need to praoote language study has,  of course,  been stresserl 
on countless occasions.  Thus I..OBK.C:WICZ,  op.cit., p.  50,  states that 
"if we  wish to praoote students' :rcobility we  cannot avoid forcing 
our students to master foreign languages".  Arrl I..OBK.C:WICZ  goes on 
to point out that this is likely to be all the :rcore difficult at 
a  time when it is easier than it has ever been,  thanks to the vast 
anount of translation work which D:JW goes on,  to familiarize oneself 
with foreign scholarship without actually knowing the languages 
concerned. 
114)  leaving aside linguistic minorities in the countries concernerl,  such 
as the Gennan-speaking Eastern regions of Belgium. 
115)  However,  since Genrany is well representerl on the Scheme,  there must 
also be other reasons than those of a  linguistic nature to account 
for the small number of Italian institutions involverl. 
116)  The  "Consultative ~t"  on admissions mentionerl al::ove,  in the 
light of opinions voicerl at a  major E.EX::  meeting of acadenic an:1 
goverrment representatives in Septanber 1977,  also canes out strongly 
in favour of adequate linguistic training before rather than during 
the students'  studies abroad, 
117)  Though  (with the notable exception of 76/22  ;  vid.  supra)  there 
seems to be a  conspiruous lack of than at British institutions. 
Thus at all events Edwin  H.  COX  in his contribution on "Britain" in 
Higher Education  Refonn,  op,cit., pp,  67  ff.  (here  ;  pp.  82-83), 
118)  Fortunately,  this need  has apparently been recognizerl by the Ccmnunities. 
As early as 1973,  ME:oc:ERFAU  (op.cit,,  p.  247)  expresserl the view that 
"it w::>Uld  be pointless to prarote a  vast movement of contacts, 
connections an:1  joint ventures without backing this up by an appropriate 
linguistic policy"  (translaterl fran the original French).  MJre 
recently, of course,  the Ministers of Education have  includerl such 
measures in the Action Programne for Education voted in February 1976. 
119)  This view is sharerl by the directors of project 76/29 quoterl al::ove, 
who  recognizerl the 
118 "neai to develop arrl evolve specific progranmes with well-
define:l content as the basis of advertisanent arrl recruibnent. 
An evolving Faculty exqhange 'VtOUld  have a  halo effect in the 
developnent of student exchanges  ... 
On this point I  find myself at variance with the generally excellent 
report by MASCLET  - one of the relatively few ccmnentators to use 
the tenn "notivation  ..  in its precise meaning.  Reflecting that "for 
the great majority of disciplines" the 
11urrlergraduate
11  student  (vid. 
infra) 
11does not acquire knowledge abroad which cannot be obtainea--
in his own country"  (op.cit., p.  14),  arrl therefore acquiescinJ -
seemingly against his better convictions - to the view that 
whatever the drawbacks of this situation, nost progress is likely 
to be at postgraduate level, MASCLEI'  resigns himself to the sort 
of exhortation wh:>se  efficacy he himself has earlier calle:l into 
question  : 
.. Nonetheless it is our feelinJ that exchange should be 
develope:l,  in an appropriate manner  1  in all disciplines, 
not for acadanic arrl pe:lagogic reasons but for others, 
broader arrl less imnediate"  (ibid). 
120)  Tlrus  LOBKCMICZ,  op.cit., p.  51. 
121)  British Council,  op.cit., p. xvii. 
122)  This should not be inferred to mean  that all the institutions in 
country A are poor arrl all in country B poorer still, but rather 
that in any given country there are both poor arrl poorer institutions. 
123)  For exanple,  one institution,  requiring of its students a  pericrl of 
study abroad,  may  feel obliged to provide considerable sums  to 
facilitate staff visits for nonitoring the progress of the students 
corx::erned,  whereas the partner institution, with no  such obligatory 
course requiranent,  may  be much  less well errlov.ei in this respect. 
124)  Both the British Council survey arrl the MASCLEI'  Report seem  to me 
to overestimate quite appreciably the arrount of institutional 
resources available. 
125)  E.g.  University of Frankfurt. 
126)  SCHULTE,  op.cit,, p.  25  (translated fran the original French) .  The 
lapse is perhaps urrlerstarrlable,  for Gei:man grant-awardinJ 
regulations are arrong  the nost liberal, arrl currency rates of the 
Deutschllark into the other European currencies arrong  the most 
advantageous  (cf.  reference 128 below). 
127)  I.oc.  cit., p.  11,  Reccmnerrlation 7. 
128)  There are exceptions  1  however.  Thus the German Fe:leral Student Aid 
Act  (Bundesausbildungsf5rderungsgesetz)  not only provides for 
transferability of grants for one year  1  but also pays additional 
supplanents of varyinJ arrounts accordinJ to the country concerned. 
Italian students ooldinJ a  doctoral studies grant receive a  50% 
addi  tiona! payment for study abroad. 
ll9 129)  .MAScrEI',  op.cit., p.  35,  in referring to this Convention,  rightly 
points to the divergence of the theoretical ani real situation 
regarding grantd transferability. 
130)  Thus Leals Polytechnic requested a  stay in discussions with Dijon/ 
Pforzheim/South Bank  {76/21)  because of protracted negotiations 
with the Social Science Research Council,  which was  stipulating 
the length of course,  reservation of a  constant contingent for 
Leeds students abroad,  presentation of details about the partner 
institutions'  courses ani so forth.  In fact,  however,  the S.S.R.C. 
{as Recteur CAPELLE,  op.cit., p.  33,  states)  is one of the Irore 
progressive grant-awarding lx:xiies in this respect. 
131)  It is, therefore,  in the non-language sector where  Irost scope 
an:1  necessity for Ccmm.mity measures appear to lie in this respect, 
particularly in view of the specific actions planned in another 
context of the Action Progranme with regard to the prarotion of 
language instruction. 
132)  In the "Consultative Doclnnent"  on admissions mentioned above. 
Cf.  also the review of this by COX  in the Times Higher Education 
Supplenent  {q.v.)  ;  CAPELLE  Report,  op.cit., p.  32  ;  CDX,  Academic 
Recognition,  loc. cit.  ,  p.  42  and MASCLEI',  op, cit., pp.  39,  69. 
133)  As Edinburgh/Copenhagen  {76/6)  point out,  h:>wever,  they may  in 
certain respects l:.e  cheaper than conventional ones.  Thus,  for a 
small department,  it  may  well be less expensive to invite visiting 
staff to teach certain course segments than to anploy new  staff to 
do so - where this exists as a  genuine choice. 
134)  The recarmend.ations proposed by project directors for its further 
improvement,  notably by extending it to include certain measures 
for operational funding,  have been taken into consideration in the 
concluding section belOW'. 
135)  The relevant recarmendation made  by MASCLEI'  is sanewhat narrower 
in scope,  rut his line of argument,  as in several other instances, 
may  well have influenced Ccmnunity thinking on the matter  : 
"This said,  when  should financial support be given ?  It 
v.ould  serve little prrpose for the Ccmnission to intervene 
at the initial contact stage  ;  neither should it, in normal 
circumstances,  intervene in the canings ani goings of teachers 
looking for a  university partner ready to try an experiment 
in Irobility,  even though this v.ould not cost very nn.1ch.  If 
the university feels its project is v.orthwhile it should Le 
willing to pay the initial costs. It v.ould be preferable 
for the Ccmnunities to help towards the costs of introducing 
a  new  schane with a  view to giving it a  solid foundation 
for future developnent.  The Irost suitable time to take 
action v.ould be after the planning stage rut before the 
schane has becane finnly established",  {op.cit., pp,  60-61). 
120 136)  Op.cit., p.  16. 
137)  The British Council,  op.cit., pp.  Xl.l.-Xl.l.l.,  stresses the 
rationalization aspect of such links,  though slanted nore towards 
cooperation on joint research projects,  thus  : 
"Just as personal contacts have frequently been rationalisa:l 
or crystalliserl into links between irrlividual departments, 
so Irore recently links between irrlividual deparbnents have 
ten:lerl to spread into  'consortia"-type links. The  justification 
for this process is obvious.  The  ~-way link enables one 
deparbnent to benefit fran the experience,  the expertise 
ani the facilities of another.  A consortium-link enables 
a  group of deparbnents with similar interests to pool their 
knowlerlge  an:i to share the research load am:mg  them.  This 
is especial!  y  important in a  field of rapid advance an:i 
inn::>vation,  where equipnent may  be extremely expensive and 
the available expertise all in slightly different aspects 
of the field". 
138)  Op.cit., p.  57. 
139)  Cf.  LOBK<lVICZ,  op.cit., p.  53, 
140)  CAPELLE,  op.cit., p.  15. 
141)  Cf.  Bibliography oo.  9  (EEC  Document  XII/187/78). 
142)  Since the EEC  Scheme  is still in its early stages,  and the intention 
has clearly been to involve a  wide spread of subjects,  types of 
progranme ani institution,  the question of priority areas has oot yet 
posa:l itself. :Hov.ever,  as the Scheme  develops,  this may  well soon 
becane relevant.  MASCLEI',  op.cit., p.  61;  states his personal opinion 
on the matter as follows  ; 
"What  kirrl of scheme  ?  We  have already mentionerl the danger 
of choosing a  priori criteria for each branch or level of 
study,  ani of laying down  in advance how the exchange soould 
be organizerl.  We  stan:i by what we  have said.  Yet it seems a 
reasonable idea,  providerl that it is not allowed to exclude 
others,  to give preference to nn.Iltilateral progranmes or 
progranmes with a  Euro:pean dimension,  to schemes  between 
countries wlx:>se  nn.Itual  exchanges have oot yet sufficiently 
develope:l,  an:i to schemes which concern the training of 
teachers  (because of the nn.1l tiplier effect) •  The guiding 
principle should be to favour initiatives which,  in a 
particular branch of study and between 1:\>.o  particular 
COW1tries,  disclose new methods of exchange ani help solve 
problems of supervision,  course design ani pedagogical 
assessnent,  so that the experience gained can then be applierl 
on a  larger scale. The discovery of suitable approaches will 
quickly stimulate danarrl". 
143)  MASCLEI',  op.cit., pp. 56  ff.  ani 65 ff.,  who  reccmnerrls the establishment 
of a  pennanent group,  states the n:ed. for such ongoing consultations 
as follows  : 
121 "These bodies possess the basic teclmiques,  the infonnation 
an:1  the know-lrlw for arranging excharx]es,  an:1 it ~d  be 
highly desirable for than to be associaterl with the 
preparation of EEx::  policy. 
In taking the initiative to create such a  group,  which \tnlld 
in practice have a  consultative role, the Ccmnission could 
enable problans which are at present subject to bilateral 
discussion alone,  to be seen in a  Camnmity context.  By 
itself this \tnlld be a  step forward,  rut such a  forum w:JU.ld 
also appeal to the bodies which organize exclla.nges because 
they feel it could help than with certain difficulties. 
A group of this kird at the camunity level could help the 
Ccmnission to deepen its Uirlerstairling of current projects, 
to follow attentively the rcovanent of exclla.nges,  ani to 
grasp the practical difficulties encounterai in arranging 
arxi developing than. It \t.O\lld  thus be able to assist clarify 
the decisions which the Ccmnunities might decide to take" 
(p.  58). 
144)  Op.cit., p.  59  (WlderlinErl in MASCLEI'' s  text). 
145)  Op.cit., p.  xv. 
146)  Translatai fran the original German, 
147)  MASCLEl',  op.cit., p.  60. 
148)  .MERCEm:AU,  op.cit., p.  243  (translaterl fran the original French) • 
149)  The Special Project .z.bbility report  (loc. cit., p.  32)  came to 
similar conclusions  ; 
"Next to the developnent of the right attitudes, the main 
factor in rrobility is the anpunt and effectiveness of the 
resources devotErl to encouraging visits abroad". 
150)  Thus the Special Project .z.bbility report suggested that 
"where the universities' buiget is financai or largely 
subsidisai by the state,  the annual b.ldget should contain a 
number of appropriations exclusively destinErl for the pay 
of foreign visitors who cane to teach in a  university. A 
measure of this sort has been adoptai in France,  where a 
university which wants the services of a  foreign scoolar 
for one or two years asks for a  budget appropriation for 
the purpose.  We  can only hope for a  wider awlication of 
this type of measure at European level"  (loc. cit. p.  35). 
151)  This suggestion was put forward by the CardiffjLeuven project 76/23. 
152)  This view is sharErl by MASCLET,  op.cit., p.  57  : 
"When  this policy is iroplanented very close attention should 
be paid to the evaluation of its perlagogical and social results 
arrl to possible changes the exchange might have brought about 
in the university itself. There should be a  constant comern 
to assess the results of every initiative the COmunities 
might decide to encourage". 
153)  I..OBI<CMICZ,  op.cit., p.  53. 
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Appendix  1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
IPROJEcr  INsriTl.Tl'IOOS  ~1EMBER  SUBJECT  TYPE  OF  JICTIVITIES  FOR WHICH 
NO.  PARl'ICIPATING  srATE  AREA  JOINrP~-1E  THE  E&: GRAN!' 
WAS  AWARDED 
76/1  !.University of Imrlon  GB  English arxi  F\J.lly integrated joint  Planning arxi 
Ki.:rg' s  College  French Law  4-year first degree  evaluation meetings 
2.  Universite de Paris I  F 
oourse involving 
(Pant.heon-Sorl:.onne)  2  years'  study at each 
institution 
76/2  !.University of IDn:lon  GB  Engineering  Joint production of  Coordination 
:rnperial College  Geology  teaching m:xiules for  meetings 
2.  'l'eclmische Hogesclxx:>  NL  use at i:x>th institutions 
Delft 
REMARKS  00 THE  PROJEcr,  WITH 
PARI'ICUIAR  REFEREN:E  'ro THE  EFFICJ\CY 
OF  THE  E&: GRAN!' 
Students on the oourse, which leads to the  LL.B degree 
of the University of london arxi the equivalent French 
qualification, are to spenj. the first b.o years in 
london,  the secon:l b.o in Paris, i.e. in binational 
gra.~ps,  the initial intake of 14  students being 
schedulOO. for 1977/8.  Ki.:rg's College receiVOO.  sc:me  200 
awlications for its 7  places that year. 
The progranme hal already reached an ~  stage of 
planning before the award of the E&: grant,  arxi is 'Well 
ancrore:i  in the teaching progranmes of i:x>th institutions. 
The grant was  nee:iOO.  for meetings to finalize joint 
selection arxi examination procedures,  arxi to evaluate 
the first year's progranme. 
It is in particular this evaluation process for which the 
b.o institutions see the E&: grant as havin;J been 
crucial. The first year's progranme has proven very 
satisfactory,  arxi the secon:l student intake has been 
increaSOO. to blenty. Several other institutions wishinJ 
to develop s.imilar progranmes have been given advice 
by the staff c:onoerned,  in accordance with their intentioo 
intention of making it a  prototype for others. 
The ahn of the progranme is the joint production of 
gradOO. =se..urk exercises sim.llating real-life 
con:litions arxi enablin;J students to assess arxi apply 
the data requiroo in the oontext of specific engineerin;J 
projects.  The m:xiules are initially for use at the b.o 
institutions concerned,  the intention being to make than 
available to other institutions later. 
over the past o.o years, vecy OCXlSiderable 
progress in the production of the m:xiules has been made  : 
one has already been CCllpleted,  b.o others are nearin;J 
CCllpletion.  A report on the project will be made at an 
.inportant fortix:aning international c::x>n;Jress,  with a 
view to involving other institutions in the production 
arxi assessnent of the m:xiules.  E&: 8\lR)Ort is seen as 
being vital for the project's success. - ~  ... 
Appendix 1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
ProJEX:l'  INS'lTlUl'I(H;  !DlBER  ~  'lYPE CF  ACTIVIT~ FOR  ~Of 
00.  PARL'ICIPA'l'IH;  S'l'ATE  AREA  JOIN!' PRXJWoH:  THE  EEx::  GRAN!' 
WAS  AWARDFD 
76/3  !.University of  Pl.anniixJ meetiRJs 
Eill.nb.Jrgh  GB  Politics  Exchange of students  l)in the fomt of a 
2.\Jniversit:l.t Frankfurt  D  for a  recognized period  joint workstr:lp 
of study  ;  excharge of  2)during planned 
staff to teach part of  one-month excharge 
the other institution's  of staff 
courses 
76/4  1.\Jniversit:l.t M1nchen  D  Sociology  Joint prcxiuction of a  Plannin:J meetings  ; 
2.\Jniversity College,  one year progranme for  preparation of 
cardiff  Gil  advanced students  teaching material 
3.\Jniversiteit Till::urg  NL 
76/':J  l.Brunel University  GB  Production  4-m::nth sumner course  Plannin:J meetings  ; 
2.\Jniversit:l.t Stuttgart  D  engineering  for Gennan students in  production of 
Great Britain ard vice  teachin:] materials 
versa  for preparatory 
lectures an:i the 
courses themselves 
miMKS CN  THE  ProJEX:T,  WI'l1l 
PARI'ICULAR  REFEREK:E  TO  THE  EF.FICJI.CY 
CF THE  EEx::  GRAN!' 
On  the basis of an exc1lan3e  of 3rd-year students ard short-
term exc1lan3e  of staff,  the longer term aim of the bo 
departments t.ras  to prcxiuoe a  ~ully integrated joint study 
progranme "Which  w:Juld  involve 
- students taking part of the course at the other 
institution 
- parts of the courses being taught by staff fran the other 
institution. 
'1tle planninq neetinqs finanoed by the EEx::  enabled the 
administrative and financial prd>lE!II'B  involved in 
initiating the envisaged joint progrmme to be clarified 
ard the ocnceptua1 framework for such a  progranne to be 
worlced out,  though the date for possible inplesrentation 
is not yet clear. 
The aim of the progranme is to ):JlXJduce  a  course designed 
to provide advan::!e1  students with an ir.troduction to 
axiological theory in the tradition of Max liel:.er. 
Ileceipt of the EEx::  grant  (over a  two-year period)  has 
allcMed very ClClnBiaerable progress to be made.  The 
curricultm of the proposed joint progranme has been 
finalized, r.utual recognition procedures agree:i upon and 
~~ integrated joint bfr.liography produced - the results 
of a  series of plannin:J meetiRJs held at all three 
institutions. The staff concerned feel that all the acadanic 
problans regarding the joint programne have oow  been solved 
Further discussions on sane of the administrative ones, 
e.g.  sttrlent fees,  will still  ·be necessary:. 
Initial =ntacts date back to 1970,  ard industrial 
plaCEments have regularly been foun:l  for the Gennan students 
in Britain and vice versa.  The 4-m:mth Sl.mller programne oow 
envisaged for prcxiuction technology students, canbinin;J 
language tuition,  theoretical lectures and industrial 
trainin;J,  is seen as a  step on the ~y  to even closer 
cooperation in future.  For exanple,  the teaching of ooorse 
segments by meml:ers of staff fran the other institution is 
envisaged at a  later date. 
J:.'Ven  llDrE! meetings took place than had  been foreseen in tiJri, 
original CifPlication to tho.  E.a:.  Orcta.ils of the study 
progranrnes were to a  large extent finalizec.,  contacts with 
industry intensified, sane initial translation work carried 
out on the prcxiuct1on of teachin:] materials ard a  further 
department of the University of Stuttgart involved.  The 
progranrne has since been .j.nitiated on a  reduoed scale, blt 
to make it fully effective further funding for the 
productioo of teac:hing resouroes and,  .in particular, 
student grants, is felt to be neoessaey. - ~ 
1:11 
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ProJEX:'I'  INSTI'IU!'ICNS  JIHolBER  SUBJEX:T  'lYPE OF  PCI'IVITIES FUR  WHIOi 
00.  PARI.'ICIPATJN;  srATE  ARFA  JOINI'P~  THE  EEX:  GRANl' 
WAS  AW1\RDID 
76/6  !.University of  Etlucational  Developnent of foor  1  major pl.armi.n;J 
Etli.nb.lrgh  GB  Theory  OCAJrse  m:dules to be  rreeting'  ; 
2 .Kt6benhavns Universitet  OK  taught by staff iran  1  evaluation meeting 
·the foreign institution 
76/7  1.  Technische Hochschule,  Architecture  Developnent of m:dules  1  final planning 
Aachen  D  <urban  Design)  for integration into  meeting  ; 
2.Universite catrolique  the OCAJrses  of the other  1  evaluation meeting, 
de I.ouvain  B  institutions, with 
students 1ro0rkin; on  production of 
3.Polytechnic of the  m:dules in at least  docunentation for 
South Bank,  r.on:lon  GB  one foreign cnmtry  use in the m:dules 
4.UniversitAt Stuttgart  D 
I  I  I 
REW\RKS  ~  THE  PRlJEX:!T,  WI'lH 
PARI'ICULAR  REFEREt«::E  TO  THE  EFFJCACl( 
OF THE  EEX:  GRANl' 
The  tw:> institutions had been~  a  grant umer  the 
British council's J\cademi.c  Links SchEme  in 1975 to sony 
the feasibility of student and staff exchan;Je and research 
collaboration. srort-tecn t:eachin3  exchan;Jes had resulta.J.. 
With the help of the EEX:  grant, a3ministrative arrangements 
for the provision of foor courses by t.each1n:J  staff fran 
the foreign instituticn ~  finalized,  the proposed staff 
exchanges carried out  (albeit it oo a  snall sczl.e due to 
lack of sufficient resources)  and evaluated,  and 
outlines for future OCXlpE!I'Cltioo  in the areas of st\Dent 
and staff exchanaes and researc:b collalx>rat.ioo agreed U(X:Il. 
~ational fuming is reM badly needed,  parti(:ularly as the 
the intentioo is to involve other inst+b.Jtions. 
The original idea for a  joint progranme p.1t fonmd by the 
foor institutions envisaged the production of one teachiD;J 
m:dule by each of than,  on which students fran any of the 
other institutions coold 1ro0rk  with fellow students fran 
the 1:x>st  institution umer  the supervision of the rost 
institution's staff. The m:dules,  each related to the 
overall thane of "Hoosing' Inp:ovanent in the urban  Design 
COntext", would be assessed at joint meetings of staff fran 
all foor institutions. 
Despite inevitable difficulties resulting' fran the 
involvement of foor institutions in three COJPtr~ 
~- EOC  grant has been inst.rmlental in facilitating the 
fi.ne.lization of m:dalities for the schane.  The originally 
proposed m:del has been replaced by one providing' for each 
institution to bring' its specific expertise to bear on one 
project per year,  the location of which will rotate fran 
country to cnmtry. Q1e such project has already been 
carried out and is reM in process o.L  evaluation, 
At least t1.«>  of the departnents reM participating are 
considering' establishing' bilateral links involving' closer 
I 
cooperation still. 
I - ~ 
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~  INSTI'IUl'ICNS  Mfl.1BER  SUBJEX:T  TYPE  OF  ACTIVITIES  FUR  WIUCH 
00.  PARI.'ICIPATIN:;  STATE  AREA  JOINTP~  THE  EEX:  GRANT 
WAS  AWARDED 
76/8  !.University of Essex  GB  (Western  Joint 1 year M.A. degree  Pl.arlninj ani 
2.Arhus Universitet  DK  european}  =se  e~~aluation maetirqs ; 
Politics  production of 
teach1n:J materials 
76/9  l.Kgl. danske  Graphic Design  Developnent of teaching  l'l.arlninj maetirqs  ; 
Kunstakadani  DK  J:l:l.ucation  materials for making a  prtxiuction or 
2 .Polytechnic or the  programne of design  ~rin,;  rraterials, 
So.lth Bank,  LonJon  GB  education available to  including translation 
other institutions, and  expenses 
ellaluation of the 
progrcmne  •  s 
transferability 
76/10  !.University of Essex  GB  Sociology,  Joint 1  year progranme,  Pl.arlninj maetirqs 
2.Universita di Firenze  I  Econcmics,  particularly at M.A. 
level 
History 
REMARKS  ~  THE  PJOJECr,  wrm 
PARI'IaJLAR  REFEREN:E '10 THE  EFFICI\cr 
OF  THE  EEX:  GRANT 
The J?!X>FOsed  course, originally to begin in 1976/7,  aims 
at providing sOldents with an aaied c;,ualification for 
Europe oriented careers in goverrment, -administration, 
b.lsiness or higher education.  For exanple,  the requirEments 
for EEX:  civil service examinations will be borne in minl. 
Students are required to speak at least 2  'llm"king laDjuages 
of the EEX:.  All students take the course together,  i.e. 
in a  binational group,  with blocks of tuition at both 
institutions. 
With the help of the EEX:  grant,  repeated in 1977/8,  the 
acadanic,  financial and <rlninistrative details of the 
programne were finalized,  the prograrrme's definitive 
inception oow  being scheduled for  1978/9. 
The Copenhagen acadany has produced a  programne on graphic 
design education  (based on Reman  lettering} . 
Stressing the European dimension of iirproved design ability 
the EEX:  grant was  requested for the p.1rp0se of testirq the 
I  programne's transferability to other European institutions. 
The application was wa.nnly suworted by the European 
I 
Association for Architectural Fducation ani Training. 
During the course of the EEX:  grant,  the programne was  trie<i 
out on an experimental basis in 2nd-year programnes at the 
Polytechnic and will  in due CCA.Jrse  be printed in a 
definitive form for future use there.  !he wider 
awlicability of the p:rogramne is still to be assessed. 
Altrough preliminary contacts had taken place before the 
award of the EEX:  grant,  pl.annin:J was nonetheless at a 
relatively early stage.  The pl.annin:J maetirqs envisaged 
were to serve the p.1rp0se of overccming the structural 
ani linguistic problans involved in establishing joint 
programnes. 
Thanks to the EEX:  grant,  three maetirqs 1:.attt.een.  the various 
departments were held,  plus an additional one with the 
Principal of the European University Institute in Florence. 
The maetirqs enabled modalities of 3  exchange  schanes 
involving postgraduate ani senior  urrlergraduate students 
ani a  measure of staff exchan:]e to be finalized. Structures 
for cooperation with the European University Institute 
were 'llm"ked out  ani proposals made for exten:iing the 
Essex-Floreoce exchan:]es to other departments and 
institutions. 
The EEX:  grant  was renE!I«ld  for the 1977/8 acadanic year 
with respect to one of the courses envisaged,  namely in 
the Social Scierx:es. - ~ 
--.1 
Appendix 1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJEcrS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN 1976/77 
PR:illX:T  INS'I'l'IUl'ICNS  MEMBER  SUBJEX:T  TYPE  CF  J\CTIVITIES  FOR  WHICH 
00.  PARI.'ICIPATIN:;  srATE  ARFA  JOINI'P~  THE  EEX:  GRANl' 
WAS  .IIWARIE) 
76/11  1.  P§dagogische  Teacher Training Student exchange with 
Hochschule  (Education +  full recognition  planning ani 
Westfalen-LiR;lE!,  En:Jlish/Gennan)  coordination meetings 
AbteiliiDJ M1nster  D 
2.Trinity ani All 
Saints  •  COlleges, 
Leeds  GB 
76/12  !.Liverpool Polytechnic  GB  COnt:enpxary  Jointly planned 1  year  Planning meetings, 
2.  Technische  British/Gennan  programne as integrated  involvin] 
Universitiit,  Hannover  D  institutions  part of first degree  representatives of 
courses,  students  the external 
sperdin;J 1/2 year at  institutions involvErl 
each institution 
REMARKS  oo  'lHE PRlJrrr, wrm 
PARI'ICUIAR  REF.EREN:E  '.00  'lHE EFFICACY 
CF 'lHE  EfX:  GRAN!' 
Informal contacts bebieen the 'bolo  institutions have existel 
sin:::e the late 1960's, rut major chan]es in teacher 
trainin;J in Minster ani the effects of revised British 
teacher training policy on Leeds IIBie 110re intensive 
discussions between the 'bolo  partners necessary with a  via; 
to organizin] joint progranmes. 
The EEX:  grant enabled a  written oatparison of the academic 
structure of courses at the 'bolo  institutions to be carried 
oot.  In addition,  0.0 meetilv:Js took plaoe, at 'lilich 
measures for placin] the hitherto perscmal. contacts on a 
rrore institutional basis llil!rE! adopted ani varioos COIX%ete 
eKChan;Jes  (exchange of staff for sOOrt. periods,  student 
eKChan;Je  ani in particular a  6l.1llller  scb::lol in Leeds with 
participation of sane 80 Minster students in 1978)  planned. 
Further detailed discussions w:Lll  be necessary if 
genuinely joint programnes  (involvin] student ani possibly 
also staff m::NE!IIIE9'lt)  ani the accarpanyin;J recognition 
arranganents are to be establisha:l. 
Progress on ooc:p!ration has been swift since original 
contacts owere  made in 1975.  Thus a  Ili.Il1ber of staff ani 
student ex~  have already taken place.  The joint 
2-tenn programne is interxled for 3 rd ~  students at 
l:oth institutions. The first tenn WWld be spent at the 
lane institution developin;J the theoretical ani~ 
J:asis for studyin;J selected institutions in the other 
coontry.  In the secom  tenn,  students would ~  oot 
case-studies un:ier the supervision of oost  ins  tution 
staff. The ultimate intention is to develq:~ a  JOint 
programne involvin;J binational student groops. 
The 76/7 EEX::  grant was  instrumental in allowing 5  detailed 
meetin]s,  one of which was atten:ied by a  representative 
of the EEC,  to be held at the crucial stage of final 
planning. Varioos acadanic ani logistic arranganents o;;ere 
finalized,  in:::ludin] matters relatin;J to selection, 
preparation, nonitorin;J,  E!ITaluation and aoc:x:moodation of 
students,  ani contacts with the external bodies involved 
intensified. For exanple,  the Lord Mayor of Hannover took 
part in one of the meetin]s  !  In addition, possible 
extensions of the project to include other departments 
owere  discussed. 
In view of this progress  on the project, the EEX:  qrant . 
was  repeated in the 1977/8 aeademl.c year.  '!be prograrrrre 
has since been  inplenented,  and the necessary evaluation 
process is rKM beginning. - c...?  = 
Appendix  1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
PRO.ncr  mSITIUl'ICNS  NrMBER  Suarn::T  TYPE  OF  ACTIVITIES  FOR  WHIOl 
NO.  PARl'ICIPATING  SI'ATE  AREA  JOINr P~1E  THE  liD: GRAN!' 
WAS  AWARDED 
76/13  1.  Trinity College,  ~fanufacturin:]  nevelopnent of teaching  Planning meetin:]s  ; 
Dlblin  IRL  arxl.  eystan  rrodules for use initially production of  {audio-
2. University of Salford  GB  engineering  in each other's courses  visual)  teaching 
at urrlergraduate arrl  materials 
M.Sc.  level arrl later 
at other institutions 
76/14  l.City of BirlnirxJham  Ir.terior Design  ~hange of students for  Plannin:J meetin:]s 
PolytEChnic  GB  ~rk in binational  gra.Ips 
2.  Technische Hogescmol,  Dil  3-m:mth proja::ts 
Delft  NL 
REMli.RKS  00 THE  PFOJEX:T,  WITH 
PARI'ICUIAR  REFERENCE  TO  THE  EFFICACY 
OF  THE  liD: GRANl' 
The proja::t involves the developnent of 3  teachin;J roodules 
by each institution for use at l::oth through the medium of 
visit la::turers, with the long-term aim of making than 
availal:J.e to other institutions in the EEX::.  The target 
gra.Ips are advanced urrlergraduate arrl masters degree level 
students.  The rrodules will be firmly anch:>red in the 
acadani.c progranmes of l::oth universities. 
All six roodules envisaged were presented at Trinity durin:_ 
the EEX::  grant period ani were then to be repeated in 
Salford ani - in accordance with the extension plans 
mentioned a1::ove  - the University of Manchester Institute 
of Scierx:e ani Techrx>logy. 
Interest in the schEme  on the part of infustry is high, 
ani engineers in full arployment are also  benefitin:] fran 
courses using the roodules which have been developed.  The 
Plannin:J meetin:]s financed by the EEX::  als:l all.cMed for 
administrative ,arrangatents to be made for the proposed 
visiting lectureships,  but further COOJ:dination talks 
are felt to be still neoessacy for ensuring the 
pe!:Il\:lnen::e of the link,  which has als:l given rise to plans 
for research cooperation between the bo institutions. 
The bt.o institutions have been cooperating sin::e 1975.  This 
cooperation led to a  system of annual projects, alternately 
in Great Britain ani Netherlarrls,  on which students ani 
staff fran l::oth institutions cooperated. 
The EEX::  grant was required for discussin:] a  IOOdel  for 
closer collal::oration still, viz. the annual exchaix]e of 
students for \\Ork in binational gra.IpS on 3  m:mth projects 
involving theoretical la::tures, practical design ...ork on 
the buildings chosen,  arrl extensive written reports, 
The bt.o proja::ts were carried out as envisaged in 1977, 
with the concrete design ...ork being carried out on a  IDr¥Xn 
restaurant ani a  Delft pottery llllSeUIII,  Their positive 
results have led the bt.o institutions to seek. means of 
extending stuient arrl staff exchanges further ani of 
involving other institutions in the link. - ~ 
\C 
Appendix  1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJEcrS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN 1976/77 
PRmX:l'  INSTI'IUJ.'ICNS  MEM3ER  sua:m::T  TYPE  CF  1\CTIVITIES FOR WHIOI 
m.  PARl'lCIP~  STATE  AREA  JOINl' PR:X;JW.T.£  THE  EEX:  GRANT 
WAS  .AWMDID 
76/15  1.  Un.iversitlit Kiel  D  International  Joint 3-4 1!011th  lecture  Plannin:] meet:ir¥1s  ; 
2.Un.iversit6 Paris IX- f.bnetary Policy  ani saninar programnes  prcxiuction of 
Daupune  F  to be offered at both  teachin;J materials 
institutions, the 
saninars involving 
visitin]' lectureships 
76/16  1.  StichtinJ Opleidin:j  Teacher Trainin:j Etlucation ani trainin:j,  Plannin:] meetin:js 
I.eraren,  Utrecht  NL  (geography ani  with 2 years at each 
2 • (then)  Didsb.I,Iy  history)  institution and equal 
())llege of Etlucation  stu:lent numbers fran 
Manchester  both 
(since integrated  Initial phase  :  joint 
into Manchester  two-year programne for 
Polytechnic)  GB  3rd and 4th-year 
students, with study at 
lx>th  institutions  ; 
Eventual aim  : 
ca:plete joint 4-year 
~trse of study 
REMMU<S  CN  'mE ~.  Wl'lH 
PARI'IaJIAR REFEREN:E  'ro 'mE EFFICJICY 
OF 'mE EEX:  GRAN!' 
The intention of the departments of ecorrmics of the bolo 
universities was to introduce a  joint =se  on 
international rronetary policy, to begin if possible in 
1977/8,  with the EEX:  figuring praninently in the course 
content.  The course was to OCI'lSist of boo OCJIIlOilEmts, 
each lastin]' 3-4 1!011ths  :  a  jointly developed lecture 
course to be provided by each institution, ani a  jointly 
planne:i course of saninars,  sane of which wculd be taught 
by members of staff fran the other institution. In the 
medium tenn,  other elements in the bolo departments' 
programnes were to be partially hanoonized. 
The a_wlication was stron:JlY SUfPX'ted by the president/ 
vice-president of each institution. 
However,  due mainly to the fact that the Overall de3ree 
CXJUrse  at Kiel into which the Kiel-oaupune programne is 
to be integrated has taken lOn:Jer  than anticipated to 
receive the cq;proval of the various bodies corx:erned,  ro 
progress has yet been able to be made on arran:Jing the 
detailed rn::dalities. 
Be~  the birth of the original idea of establishing the 
"DIDSOL"  project in 1975 ani a_wl:j.cation urrler the EEX: 
grants schane in 1976,  nine planning meet:ir¥1s  had taken 
place ani an interim report produced.  'Ibis report 
outlines a  two-{ilase plan for introducing ·a 
CCITq)letely integrated jomt 4-yeai' prograiTille of  trainin:j 
for secon:lary sclxx>l teachers of geography ani history,  i.J.. 
which the developnent of the EEX:  wculd play a  praninent 
part. The EEX:  grant was  requested for finalizing a 
sul:mission to the validation auttx>rities in lx>th countrie:.. 
related to "phase 1" of the plan, viz.  a  2-year joint 
~;Jrogramne ernbracin:j  3rd ani 4th years pf study. 
Receipt of the EEX:  award,  hcrw'elrer,  coincided ....,ith  such 
drastic cut-backs in stu:lent intake at DidsWry that ro 
further progress on irrplenenting the programne has 
yet been made. Appendix  1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
Pmrn:::J'  msrrn.rl'rrns  ~li'M3ER  SUBJECr  TYPE  OF  ACI'IVITIFS  FOR  WHIOl  REMI\RKS  CN  THE  Pmrn:::I',  WI'IH 
NO.  PARl'ICIPAT:rn::i  STATE  AREI>.  JOINI'  POCGRAM1E  THE  EEl:  GRAN!'  Pl\RI'ICUlJ\R  REF'EREN:'E  'ID THE  EFFICACY 
WAS  AWARDED  OF  THE  EEl:  GRANI' 
76/17  l.Ecole Nationale de  Health an:i  Joint production of  Planning meetings  ;  Cooperation between the institutions,  t.aki.ng the  ionn of 
la Sante Public!ue,  Social Service  teacl:linJ materials 
prc:duction of new 
short-tenn exchanges of staff an:i/or student groups,  goes 
Rennes  F  .Administration  f= use at all four  back several years. All four stress the canparative 
institutions  ;  teaching materials  ; 
a~ch  to the study of social administration policies, 
I  2.University of Exeter  GB  publication of  with the social policy of the EEl:  becaning an increasingly  evaluation of 
3.Institut europeen  cooperation between  existing teacl:linJ  significant element in the courses. 
Inter-Universitaire  the four to date  ;  materials  '!he  EOC  grant facilitated an in-depth evaluation of  de l'  Action Sociale, 
Marcinelle  B  cburses and collaborative prograiiiteS between three 
of the =iginally participating institutions, viz. 
4.Institute of Public  Exeter,  Rennes and Marcinelle - an exercize which 
.Administration,  afforded them :Urtx>rtant insights f= the future  . 
rublin  IRL  The main activity for which the grant -was  awarded,  viz.  tioA.. 
production of new  teaching materials for use at all four 
institutions on the basis of a  joint canparative study, 
has also proceeded according to schedule. 
- ...  = 
76/18  1.  Universitiit  Medicine  Jointly developed 5th  Planning meetings  The two universities have a  long-stan:iing history of 
Erlangen-N!lrnberg  D  year course enabling  cooperation in medical studies.  The arrangements for mutual 
2.Universit6 de Rennes  F  students to spe!rl a  recognition developed in this context has served as the 
recognized peric:d of  basis f= IOOre  general equival~ prq:osals between French 
study at the other  arrl Gennan institutions in medicine,  By 1976,  this 
institution  cooperation had been exterrled to the "practical" year.  For 
this p.u:pose,  advantage has to taken of what flexibility 
public control of medical studies in the two countries 
allows.  The EOC  grant -was  theref=e to be used f= 
finalizing equival~  arrangements f= this practical year. 
Both the coordination meetings took place as planned, 
resulting in the finalization of equivalence prq:osals f= 
the practical year.  In addition,  an evaluation meeting -was 
arranged to assess the trial run of student exclJan3e  in the 
practical year which had in the meantime been introduced. 
The results of this pilot scherte are nost encouraging.  Ol 
the Gennan side, the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior ~t.;ill 
be involved in the equivalen:e discussion because of 
Goverrinent responsibility in this field.  The  ~tinistry'  s 
agreement could be crucial in making the Rennes-Erlangen 
equivalen:e agreement a  prototype f= use at other French 
arrl Gennan institutions.  In all, sane 30 medical students 
per year rr:M rrove between Rennes arrl Erlangen,  12 of thBn 
fran each institution f= a  'rhlole year's study. - .....  -
Appendix  1:  SUMMARY  OF  PRQJECI'S  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
PROJEX:1'  INSI'I'IUl'ICNS  MI!MBER  SUB.JEX:'l'  TYPE  OF  .ACI'IVITIES  FOR  WHIOi 
00.  PARl'ICIP~  srATE  AREA  JOINI'~  THE  EEC  GRAN!' 
WAS  AW1IRDED 
76/19  l.cranfield Institute  GB  Aeronautical  Jointly planned  Pl.a.nnin::J  IOOetinJ'S 
of Technology  Engineering  structures allowing 
2.E=le Nationale  for students at 
SUperieure de  !)doctoral arrl 2)M,Sc./ 
1 'Aer<>nauti~ue et de  diplerne d'  ingeniatr 
1'  Espace,  Toulouse  F  level to speni part of 
their courses at the 
other institution 
76/20  l.lJniversitlit Bochum  D  Geography  Annual  3-m::mth joint  Planning IOOetin:Js  ; 
2.Universite des 
(Regional  projects in roth  production of 
Sciences et  Technique.!:: 
Studies)  coontries involving  t:eachinJ materials 
staff arrl students of 
de Lille  F  roth institutions 
followed by TNOrk  in 
binational student 
gro.lps 
REMMU<S  oo  THE ~.  wrm 
: 
PARl'ICULAR  REFERFN::E  'ro THE  EFFIC!\CY 
OF  THE  EEC  GRl\Nl' 
Coll.aroration J::etween staff members stretches back several 
I 
years arrl had already given rise to sb:>rt-tenn ~ 
of students before in 1975/6 discussions on closer 
cooperation in the fonn of loiJ3"er  joint study programnes 
I  Legan.  The tw:>  programnes proposed in aeronautics or 
prop..tlsion,  would  involve joint pl.a.nnin::J to allow for 
!  doctoral students to speni a  substantial part of their 
studies arrl M.Sc./dipleme students to fulfil the  (usually 
3-6 month)  project requirEment of their courses at the 
I 
other institution. A language tuition carp:ment 'WOUld  alSJ 
be b.rllt in. 
'lhe results of the planning neetings facilitated by 
the EEX:  grant -were  so positive that a  limited 
number of student exchan}es already took place in 76/7, 
arrl the detailed CC~T~parison  of curricUla oonfirmed the 
feasibility of the excban:Jes arrl recognition procedures 
envisaged.  Exchan}e arrl joint production of ~ical 
material for specialist language tuition are to begin 
arrl also a  study of the longer tenn feasibility of exchal¥je  I 
arrljor joint production of aeronautics eDJineering 
progranmes arrl the hainonization of degree ooorses arrl 
requiranents. For these p.lqlOSe5,  further discussions 
will be necessary  • 
Discussions between the geography departments on 
establishing the joint projects have been extremely 
intensive,  and in particular the seoond. year's EEx= 
grant has proved invaluable in facilitating the 
_finaliza~ of ~tails. '!he ioin~~  ~  __ 
llOW  beglll lll 1Y78/9,  cons~stlllg of extended excursions 
involving staff arrl students of OOth institutions to study 
regional problems in canparable areas of OOth countries, 
followed by longer project TNOrk  proper in snall binational 
student gro.1p5.  The projects are a  validated element of 
study at roth universities. A further interesting facet 
is the progress which is being made on the joint  production 
arrl excban:Je of advanced teaching materials. 
Cooperation with goverrmental auth:>rities responsible for 
regional pl.annin:r on the Bochum side is close, and the 
Lille department has managed to have the project reported 
on French television. 
Boclrum has concrete plans for establishing similar links 
with various  Italian universities. 
I - ~ 
N 
Appendix 1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
P.RQlliCI'  TI-.!Sfi1U!'IOOS  ~1EMBER  SUBJECT  TYPE OF  ACI'IVITIES  FOR  WHIO:I 
NO.  PARl"ICIPATING  srATE  AREA  JOIN!'  PR(X;JW-t1E  THE  EEC  GRAN!' 
I 
WAS  100\RDED 
76/21  !.Ecole Superieure de  Business Studies  Joint 1-year  Pl.annin;J meetings to 
Ccmnerce et  postgraduate progranrne  integrate the 2 
d 
1 1\dministration des  involving study at  British polytechnics 
Entreprises de  institutions in at  into the existin:] 
Bourgogne et  least 2 of the countriesDijon-Pforzheim 
Fr~he-Cante, Dijon  F  participating  progranrne  ; 
2 . Fachhochschule ftir  production of teachin<j 
Wirtschaft,  Pforzheim  D  material for the new 
3 .leeds Polytechnic  GB 
Leeds ani IDn:lon 
course ccmponents 
4.Polytechnic of the 
South Bank,  IDrrlon  GB 
76/22  !.Ecole Superiarre de  F  European Business  Fully integrated 4-year Pl.annin;J meetin:]s 
Ccmnerce et  1\dministration  joint degree course,  1 (including oontacts 
d 
1 1\dministration des  2  years in each country, with i.rdustry)  ; 
Entreprises de Reirns  binational student  production of teaching 
2 .Middlesex Polytechnic,  group  material  ; 
Enfield  GB 
advertizing oosts 
REMARKS  CN  THE  Pm:JEX:T,  WITH 
PARI'IClJIAR  REFEREN:E  TO  THE  EFFICACY 
OF  THE  EEX::  GRAN!' 
The existing Dijon-Pforzheim joint progranrne was developeri 
in close cooperation with the EEX::  ani is centre:i on EEC 
related issues such as European COnpany Law. 
At the four planning meetings facilitated by the EEC  grant 
in 1976/77, details of the integration of the boo British 
p:>lytechnics were finalize:i in terms of course content, 
student quotas,  tuition fees,  selection proce:iures, 
p..lblicity,  acocmnodation ani other matters. 
A draft frCI!Ile't.erk  agreanent be~  the four institutions 
ani five separate additional bipartite agreanents were 
settle:i,  the fo:rmer mentioning the rOle of the EEC  ani 
including provision for extension to other institutions. 
Under the terms of the new  agreanents,  students on the 
course must study in at least 2  of the camtries involve:i. 
After protracted ne:J()tations,  this rare exanple of a  fully 
integrated,  full-lE!I'XJth joint degree ooorse was accepte:l 
by the validation authorities in roth camtries in late 
1975,  having been inaugurated as a  diplana ooorse shortll 
before.  The 4-year ooorse,  involving 2 years in each 
oountry,  each segment including 6 nonths 
1  irrlustrial 
training,  anbraces the 3  elanents of Business studies, 
European studies ani lanJUage tuition ani is· p.n-sued by 
binational stWent oohorts.  COOperation takes place on 
all facets of the progranrne,  such as curricular plannin;J, 
selection, nonitoring ani examinin::J. 
Such cooperation requires intensive discussions, ani it 
was to the finan:::ing of these that the EECgrantcontrihlted. 
In particular,  a  new  systan of assessnent, correlating the 
French ani British marking notations, was agreed upon.  '1he 
institutions see the EEX::  grant as having been instrunental 
not only in ensuring ~  ooordination of the final 
phase of the progranrne for the first batch of graduates, 
tut also in underlining the ilrportanoe of the programne 
in the eyes of the national funding authorities. - ~ 
Coo:~ 
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~  INSTI'lU1'I(H;  ~  suam:T  TYPE <F  PCI'IVITIES FOR  WHIOi 
NO.  PARl'ICIPATDC  STATE  AREA  JOINl'P~  THE  EEC  GRAN!' 
WAS  AW1IRlE> 
76/23  1.tmiversity COllege,  European Social  Jointly planned 1-year  Plarlnin3 ard 
cardiff  GB  Security Law  postgraduate diplana  evaluation meetfn3s ; 
2 .Katolieke tmiversiteit  programne involvin]  preparation of 
te IA:!UWen  B  the teac:hin] of  teacbi.r¥;J materials  integrated co.1rse 
elements by staff fran 
the other institution 
76/24  1.  SOUth-West :Regional  Business Sttrlies  Integrated urdergraduate Plarlnin3 ~s 
Management Centre,  (International  =se  involvin] J:oth  c::atp:U"ison of 
Bristol Polytechnic  GB  ~ard  institutions  ard  curricula ard 
2.Institut  tmiversitaire  l.anJuages)  possibly the  discussion of 
de Technologie II,  Gesamthochschule Kassel  administrative 
Villeurbanne  (D) ,  with students  questions 
(tmiversi~ de L}'Oll I)  F  spenli.DJ part of their 
co.1rse at each 
institution 
REWUU<S  oo  THE  PR:lJB:'l', wrm 
PARI'IOJLAR  REFEREN:E TO  THE  EPFICICY 
<F THE  EEC  GRAN!' 
Both universities are aiiD'q the lead.in;J institutions 
providing what is J:oth a  relatively rare co.1rse ard one 
closely corx:erned with an inp:>rtant aspect of EEC 
developnent.  The sc::helre  envisaged provides for the 
restructurin] of existin] =ses to acxx:mnodate elements. 
taught by staff fran the partner institution. 
The EEC  grant enabled 4 meetin]s to take place, at 'llilich 
questions of =se  content,  timetablinJ ard t:.eachin:J 
rnetrods 10ere discussed, A pilot programne of staff excharJ;Jes 
- sOOrt.er than pedagogically desirable owin] to lack of 
finala! - was carried out in 1976/7,  the results bein] so 
positive that it is rr:r.~ the wish of the a.o partners to 
involve other institutions as soon as feasible  :  colleagues 
in Frarce, Gennany,  Italy ard the Netherliuns have~· 
800wn interest. In addition the lon:J-teJ:m feasibility of 
organizin] joint postgraduate degree =ses involvin] 
periods of sttrly in J:oth countries is to be examined. 
contacts bebleen the tw:>  institutions began in 1975 ard 
led only one year later to a  joint agreement providing 
for various types of sttrlent excharxJes  includin] a  special 
year's programne for Bristol sttrlents in Villeurbanne. 
The Business Fducation COUncil  in Britain has since given 
wamt ~alto  theiBn~gementcentre's initiatives in 
this field. 
The EEC  grant was rrM to be used for disc'ussfn3 the 
feasibility of integratfn3 the institutions'  tw:>-year 
progrcmres. 
The year durin] which the EEC  grant was  held saw a  further 
increase in the runbers of exchan:Je  sttrlents,  ard a  series 
of meetin]s to discuss the evaluation ard illprovement of 
existfn3 irdustrial placement exchan]e procedures, at 
'llilich it was decided to exterd the leiJ;Jth of such 
placements to three rronths.  ~re  particularly,  llc7..1ever, 
the grant facilitated a  first ~  meetin] 
involvin] J:oth institutions ard the Gesamth:x:hschue Kassel 
with a  view to establishing an integrated programne 
involvin] all three.  A close c::atp:U"ison of co.1rse content 
ard structure led to general agreement as to the feasibility 
of such an integrated co.1rse with regard to its aims, 
duration ard main subject areas,  includin] the place to 
be allotted to the lin:Juistic oc:np:ment. Appendix 1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJECTS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN  1976/77 
ProJECl'  mSTI'IU!'ICNS  MEMBER  SlJBJECI'  ~OF  ACTIVITIES  FOR  WHICH  REMARKS  CN  THE  PIUT.EX:T,  WITH 
I  00.  PARI.'ICIPATING  STATE  AREA  JOINI'P~  THE  EEC  GRANT  PARI'IOJLI\R  REF'E:REOCE  TO  THE  EFFICACY 
WAS  AWARDED  OF  THE  EEC  GRANT 
76/25  l.I.oughborough  Business Stlldies  Joint undergraduate  Planning curl  At the time of application for the EEC  grant,  basic 
I  Technical College  GB  progranme  involvin:J  evaluation meetin:]s ;  -t~a-e><ehongepHo<,_~- I 
2 .Eoole Superieure de  integration of  production of  the tw::>  institutions, contacts betvleen which date back 
stu:ients into the other  to 1974,  had been reachai.  The  3-nonth progranme, involviJ¥:  CQmlerce et 
institution's co..rrses  teachin:J materials  6-12  students fran each,  was  to be  jointly mnitore:l curl  d'  l\dministration 
des Entreprises de  evaluate:l with a  view to developin:J mre collal:orative 
IO.len  F  exchange projects in the future. 
Despite difficulties relatin:] to lin:]uistic ~e 
curl available resources,  the pilot project was 
carrie:l out, with press coverage in both countries.  The 
EEC  qrant was ;i.nstrunental in :i.mprovin:J  the administrative 
a:r~ts  for the ~ges,  which may eventuall:t 
g~ve nse to mre frilly mtearated oourses still. 
- ~ 
~ 
76/26  !.University of  Dentistry  Joint postgraduate  Planning curl  The desire to develop closer cooperation sprin:Js fran joint  Liverpool  GB  (oral Biology)  course to be develope:l  evaluation meetings ;  participation in a  Council of Europe  (Parliamentary 
2.Universite de  in stages  :  Assanbly)  w:>rkin:] party. The Strasbalrg course is a 
Strasboorg I  1 • inception of course 
production of  prototype which could be transferre:l in IIDdifie:l fonn to 
(Io.lis Pasteur)  F  at Liverpool on the  teachin:] materials  other institutions, hopefully thus fonnin:]  the basis for 
basis of Strasbourg  integrate:l teachin:] curl postgraduate stlldent exchange 
curriculum  progranmes, 
2 • integrate:l teachin:J  The EEC  grant enable:l phase one,  namely the production of 
by both sets of  the draft of an M.Sc.  co..rrse of stlldy in oral biology at 
staff  Liverpool,  to be successfully oanplete:l,  curl a  snall 
3.  stlldent exchange to 
number of exchanges have also take place. Further 
coordination w:>rk  will rr::M  be nee:le:l,  particularly as the 
sperrl part of co..rrse  intention is for the University of Gronin:]en and possibly 
at each university  also institutions in Belgium,  Dermark and the Fe:leral 
i 
Rep.iblic of Germany to becare involve:l in the schEme. 
I - ~  ;.n 
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76/27  1.  University of Glasgow  GB  ~1edicine  lldaptation ani  Plannin:J meetings  ; 
2.1.Jniversitat Ulm  D  (JI.naesthesia)  translation of each 
proc1uCtion of audio- other'  s  audio-visual 
3.  Universitat DUsseldorf  D  teaclliD;J materials for  visual teaching 
materials 
4.  Universitat  M:linz  D  use at each institution 
in postgraduate =ses 
76/28  !.University of Aston  Urban plannin:J  Joint postgraduate  Plannin:J meetm;Js  ; 
in BinninJham  GB  projects, initially on  production of 
2.  Universite de Paris XII  transportation plannin:J  docunentation ani 
(Val de  ~fame)  F  and land-use developnent  other course materials 
exchan}e of students 
writing theses at M.Sc. 
and Ph.D.  levels 
REMl\RKS  ~  THE  PJOJEX:T,  wrm 
PARl'ICUIAR  RI1FEREL'CE  'ID THE  EFFICJtCY 
OF  THE  EEX:  GRANT 
EEX: ~  was requested for the p.1rp0se of ascertainin;J 
whether an exchange of auiio-'1/'isual ma~ials  between the 
four institutions loOlld be a  feasible instrl.ment for 
creatm;J better hamr:mization of teaclliD;J  techniques and 
stan:lards at the institutions ccn:erned.  In particular, 
programnes produced by Glasgow and Ulm  'fiE!rEl  to be adapted 
and translate:i for evaluatm;J their viability as teachiD} 
materials in each institution. SUCh  ~ation  was  seen 
not only as a  rreans of rationalization ani of reli.evin:;J 
overburdened teaclliD;J staff, J:ut also in the broader ~ 
as a  practical =ntril:ution to improvin3' the basis for 
nDbility of anaesthetists within the EEX:  in ,the waJce  of 
the recently enacted directives on freedanof estaW.isl'ment. 
With respect to ~ation  between the tl.'onDStexperien::erl 
institutions in the field,  Glasgow ani Ulm,  the aims of 
the EEX:: ~  have been fully achieved.  Each institution 
has adapted ani translate:i audiotape-slide progranmes 
produced at the other, ani has fooro that despite the 
considerable 'tlOrk  involved the cooperation nDde1 has  proven 
both feasible and eooranical - an exalll>le of how with 
relatively snall aroounts of EEX:  funding,  practicalmaasures 
w..ards integration within the EEX:  can be achieved. 
E>llnl:urgh,  rundee ani DUsseldorf may  s=n join  the 
programne,  the results of which will also be integrate:i 
into teachin;J programnes at a  newly fourded centre in 
Ulm  ....nich is to provide further trainin3' for qualified 
doctors wishing to specialize in anaesthesia. 
The many similarities and  CXI~plarentary areas in the tl.'o 
depart:m::mts'  "WOrk  led them to seek closer cooperation, 
which it is OOped  will eventually be extended to other 
intereste:i institutions in Italy and the Netherlands. 
With the help of the EEX:  grant,  repeate:i in 1977/8, in 
providing for plannin:J,  a  joint project was carried out on 
an exper:irnental basis during the grant year. 
Introductory =ses at each institution culminated in 
direct cooperation on a  joint project involvin3' not only 
students and staff of both institutions blt also 
representatives of plannin:J authorities and other bodies 
Much  was learnt regarding the future organization of such 
projects, ani the results of this first one are seen as 
positive,  both in the srort-tenn for the students 
con::erned blt in particular also in learning nDre about  I 
the acadanic  st.ren;Jths and  teaching lliE!t:rods  of the partner 
depart:m::mt, this latter experience havin3' led to the 
decision to examine the feasibility of establishfD3 a 
progranme of systanatic cx:uparative  ~tudies. Ela::haD3e  of 
staff ani postgraduate thesiS-\o.Urk students 'fiE!re to begin 
in 1977/S as planned. Appendix 1:  Sill-lMARY  OF  PRQJECI'S  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN 19  76/77 
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76/29  !.Sheffield City  M:ldern~ Evaluation oZ  existin]  Planning meetings  The Sheffield Polytechnic,  wtDse students on the noiern 
Polyteclmic  GB  anl  W'Xiergr<Cuate excharge  lan:Juages anl politics coorse are required to spend part 
2.Universite de  political studies/ programnes betl.een  of their coorse in the country caooerned,  al.ready had 
Bordeaux III  F  history/sociology Sheffield anl each of  exchan;Je links with the other three institutions. The ITOSt 
the other institutions  reciprocal of these links was the one with Aachen,  which 
3.  Technische !bchschule  with a  view to joint  in turn sends 10 students per year to Sheffield to do 
Aachen  D  acadEmic planning  ;  saninars anl coor&elo'Ork  recognized toloards their Aachen 
4.Universit! di Torino  I  developnent of the  degree.  The illm was  now  to assess the feasibility of JOOre 
links between Aachen,  genuinely joint acadanic planning between Sheffield anl 
Bordeaux anl Torino  each of the others, anl to inaugurate or intensify excharge 
links between t:he other three. 
The planning visits envisaged in the EEX:  awlication all 
took place,  culminatin] in a  joint meeting in Aachen 
consistinJ of bilateral workil'g groups anl several plenary 
sessions. Considerable progress was made on identifyin; 
possibilities of exteniin;J the existinJ exchaD;Je  schanes 
anl on clarifyi.no problans related to the de\rel.cplent of 
truly joint acadanic planning,  for which p1rpose the 
institutions IXll\inated coordinators.  SUch planning,  lx:lwever. 
still appears to ramin a  1ooger teim perspective, 
- ... 
="' 
76/30  !.Kingston Polyteclmic  GB  ~tldern lan;Juages  Evaluation of current  f.leetings for  A third-year exchan;Je progranme hal been l:u11.cii.rq up since 
2.Universite de  anl  W'Xiergr<Cuate excharge  evaluatin] exchan;Je  1973,  the progranme to be followed by the students 'llilil.e 
Grenoble II  F  political studies/ arrangements with a  arraiKJenents anl  abroad bei.no negotiated between the bolo  institutions anl 
econ:mics  ~~~::  !:;f~  ~l.opiDJ a  joint  the students'  work jointly evaluated anl recognized on 
return. Joint saninar projects anl short-tmm staff 
of a  joint saninar m:xie1!  excharges to teach parts of the other institution's coorses 
had begun. 
The EEX:  grant was  now  sooght to <XlrlSOlidate these contacts 
with a  view l:oth to establishin;J a  JOOre  integrated telll::h1n; 
programne am  to devel.opiD;J the joint seminar m:xiel.  furthaJ::. 
The  considerable llUiiJer of Jll38tings financed by the 
EEX:  grant :resulted in various :l.llprovanents in the 
existing exdlange prograrme,  the adllpt;ati.m of CXIIII:9EI 
content and net:hods in the light of experience of 
the other institutioo, the establisbnant of an inter-
library link and the finalization of plans for_ 
a  joint seminar on "EUropean Inte)I'atiorr•. 'nlis seminar, 
which drewint  ..  .x:  alil\on material .lroll'ide.l by the EEX:'s 
IDnXm infonnation office,  has  lili~ee taker. place  •  It 
involved a  joint!:,· coordinated proparatarl =se  of 
seminars at each institution followed by :s-articipation of 
a  binational student group in the project (roper - a  m:xJel 
which could develq> into a  different kin:i of "joint 
prograrmeft  in EEX:  teDns in the future.  In the -m:lme a 
fonnal agreement beb.een the two institutions has been 
signe:i,  two other Gremble institutions have  joined in 
and plans are l:Je1no  made  for similar arrangaoent;s to be 
entertained with the University of Milnnheim in the Federal 
Rep1blic of GerJtany. Appendix 1:  SUMMARY  OF  PROJEcrS  SUPPORTED  BY  THE  EEC  IN 1976/77 
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76/31  l.Universitll.t  Glass and  '!'..0 Jrodels for  joint  Plannin;J meetings  The boo departments involved are C1110n:J  the few in this 
Er  l.aD:]en-NUrnberg  D  Ceramics Science  postgraduate  and production of  branch of science. A snall Ili.Uiber of staff exchang'es 
2.University of Leeds  GB  programes, both  lecture materials  had been  t:ak.ing place since 1973,  and in 1976  the time 
involvin;J a  recognized  was now felt to be ripe for exten:1ing these contacts in 
period of study abroad  the form of coordinated progranrnes for postgraduates.  One 
such programne ~d  allow Ph.D.  students to spend a 
recognized period abroad,  the other w::W.d  consist of a 
new one-year period of study imnediately followin;J 
CCI1pl.etion of the first degree,  8  10011ths  of which w::W.d 
be spent abroad. 
The EEX:  grant allowed boo meetings to take place, at which 
it  was decided to go ahead with a  snall pilot schBne of 
exchang'es in the academic year 1977/8.  These have now  taken 
place, with one student involved in each of the boo Jrodels 
outlined arove.  FUrther coordination is now  considered 
necessary for the p.JrpOse of a  detailed study of the 
cx:nparability of =ses and an assessment and recognitial 
procedures  (for exanple the possibility of havin] a  given 
piece of w:>rk  validated as a  OCAJrse  requiranent at either 
institution) •  In addition, it was decided at the meetings 
to prepare written aJUrSe materials oo a  joint basis, 
and to establish a  sc:haTe of industrial exdlange 
visits for both staff and students.  - .. 
-.J 
76/32  1.  University of  Youth studies  Joint 5"f!Dl'lth  Plannin;J meetings  The iUm  was to prcwide a  5-month  (3  IOOI'lths'  study, 2lll:lllths' 
Manchester  GB  programne atManchester  lll:lllitorin]) =se  an "Youth in Industrial Society :  A 
2.Arhus Universitet  DK  for students of J::oth  El.1rCpean Perspective" at Manchester for a  mixed groop of 
institutions  students fran both institutioos using materials obtained 
fran research w:>rk  carried out by Manchester. For the five 
Danish students participatin],  the OCAJrse  ~form  part 
I 
of their degree ~  in oocupational social psychology. 
Cl:lqleration bebieen the boo departments has in the past 
benefited  fran fll!KiiDj  wder the British Council .1!Cadanic 
Links SchBne. 
The EEX:  grant was vital in all.cw:I.J.li;J  arr~anents for the 
programe to be finalized. At the biD plar n:lDJ meetings 
held,  which  ~o~ere sua>lanented by diacuss1ulll with 
gcvernnent auth:lrities,  local in:1ustry and echools, it  IIIIBB 
decided to alter the original ~  I!C11lelotlat  to 
stress both the practical and  CCDp~rative el.anents involved. 
One ilrp)rtant OCXliiE!qiiSilC of this loiBS  agreauent 00 the 
production of a  joint data file using the OCIIplter centres 
of both Manchester and Aarms.  and far use at both 
universities. This is seen as an illp:lrtant instrunent for 
oontirAlin;J ~tial  between the deparbnents ooncerned, 
~  w::W.d  like to involve institutioos in other MEmiler 
States in their CXlCJPI!['atial.  So far,  however,  the joint 
OCAJrse  itself, though planned in detail, has not yet been 
able to take place due to lack of financial SIJRlClr1:  for the 
Danish students involved. Appendix  2 
Project  Directors  of  Joint  Study  Programmes 
supported  by  the  EEC  in  1976/77 76/1  Professeur Arrlre  TUNC 
Universite de Paris I 
(PanthGon-Sorl:x:mne) 
12,  Place du Pantheon 
75005  PARIS 
France 
Tel.  329.12.13  (poste  3949) 
76/2  Dhr.  D.G.  PRICE 
Lektor in Ingenieurs Geologie 
Afdeling von Mijnrouwkunde 
Mijnl:x::>uwstraat  20 
Teclmische Hogesch::x:>l 
DEIFI' 8 
Nether  larrls 
Tel.  (015)  789111/785192 
76/3  Prof.  Dr.  J.  HIRSCH 
Fachbereich Gesellscha.ftswissenscha.ften 
Johann Wolfgang v.  Goethe-Universi  tlit 
Senkenberganlage 13-17 
6000  - FRANKFURI'  AM  ~1AIN 
Federal Republic of Gennany 
~~1.  0611-798-3570 
76/4  Prof. Martin ALBRGV 
Deparbnent of Sociology 
University COllege 
P.O. Box 78 
CAIIDIFF,  CF1  1XL 
Wales 
Tel.  44211 
Prof.  Dr.  Horst Jiirgen HELLE 
Vorstam des Max  \'Jel.er Instituts 
Max  weber Institut der 
Universitlit Minchen 
Konradstr.  6 
8000  - MONCHEN  40 
Federal Rep.lblic of Gennany 
Tel.  (089)  21802780 
76/5  Prof  .DipL-ing.D!rech(Hon) Karl TUFFENI'SN-f1ER 
Direktor d. Instituts fUr Werkzeugma.schinen 
HOlzgartenstrasse 17 
1000  S'I'l7ITGARI'-N 
Federal Republic of Gennany 
Tel.  0711-2073--942 
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Professor A.G.  CHIDROS 
Centre of European Law 
University of london- King's COllege 
Strand 
LONDON  WC2R  2LS 
England 
Tel.  01-836-5454 
Professor J .L.  KNILL 
Professor of Engineering Geology 
Department of Geology 
Ircq:'lerial  COllege 
South Kensington 
I.ONDCN  SW7  2BP 
England 
Tel.  01-589-5111 
Dr. J.  HOI..I.aVAY 
Department of Politics 
University of Edinburgh 
31  Buccleuch Place 
EDINBURGH,  EH8  9JT 
Scotland 
Tel.  031-667-1011 
Prof.  Dr.  Anton C.  ZIJDERVEID 
Department of Sociology 
Universiteit Tilburg 
Goirlesweg 52 
TILBURG 
(N.Br.) 
Netherlands 
Tel.  (013)  669111 
Prof.  Ronald w.  NEW 
Department of Production Technology 
Brunel University 
UXBRII:GE 
Middlesex,  UB8  3PH 
England 
Tel.  37188 76/6  Dr.  N.D.C.  GRANT 
Dept.  of Educational Studies 
10,  Buccleuch Place 
EDINBURGH,  EH8  9JT 
Scotlarrl 
Tel.  031-667-1011 
76/7  M:msieur H.  BECKER 
Unite Architecture 
Facul  te des Sciences Appliquees 
Universite Catholique de Louvain 
B§.timent Vinci 
Place du Levant,  1 
1348 I..OUVAIN-IA-NEUVE 
Belgium 
Tel.  010-417253 
Prof.  Hans HAENIEIN 
Dept.  of Architecture 
Polytechnic of the South Bank 
Wandsv.orth Road 
r.mxN SW8  2JZ 
England 
Tel.  01-928-8989 
76/8  Dr.  Emil J.  KIRrnNER 
Dept.  of Government 
University of Essex 
Wivenhoe  Park 
COLCHESTER,  C04  3SQ 
Essex 
England 
Tel.  0206-44144 
76/9  Prof.  Na.ur  KLINT 
Dept.  of Graphic Design 
Royal Danish Acadany of Fine Arts 
1,  Kongens Nytorv 
1050  COPEi\JliAGEI.\J  K. 
Denmark 
Tel.  (01)  (12.68.60} 
76/10  Prof. s.  COHEN 
Professor of Sociology 
Chainnan,  Dept.  of Sociology 
University of Essex 
Wivenhoe  Park 
COLCHESTER,  C04  3SQ 
Essex 
Engla.trl 
Tel.  0206-44144 
152' 
Universitetslektor K.D.  WAGNER 
K¢benhavns Universitet 
Institut for teoretisk paedagogik 
Store Kannikestraede 18 
1169  - K¢,BENHAVN  K. 
Denmark 
Tel.  01-110828 
Prof.  Gerhard CURDFS 
Lehrtuhl urrl Institut fUr Stadtebau 
urn Landesplarnmg 
RWI'H  Aachen 
Schinkelstr.  1 
5100  - AACHEN 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Tel.  0241-801 
Prof.  Dr.  Elmar WERI'Z 
Fachbereich Orts-, Regional- und 
Landesplanung 
Postfach 560 
7000  - STUri'GART  1 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Tel.  0711-20731 
Prof.  Erik DAM3MRD 
Institute of Political Science 
University of Aarhus 
8000  - AARHUS  C 
Demlark 
Tel.  06-134311 
Prof.  Hans HAENLEIN 
Dept.  of Architecture 
Polytechnic of tbe South Bank 
Wandsv.orth Road 
I£MX)N  SW8  2JZ 
Engla.trl 
Tel.  01-928-8989 
Prof.  C,  BLISS 
Professor of Econanics 
Chainnan,  Dept,  of Econanics 
University of Essex 
Wivenhoe  Park 
COI.OiESTER,  C04  3SQ 
Essex 
Englarrl 
Tel.  0206-44144 Prof. S.J. VIDI.F 
Professor of History 
Chairman 
Depart:mant of History 
University of Essex 
Wivenh:>e  Park 
OOLCHFSI'ER,  C04  3SQ 
Essex 
Englarrl 
Tel.  0206-44144 
Prof.  Giorgio MJRI 
Director,  Istituto di Storia Econanica 
Universita degli Studi 
Piazza San Marco,  4 
50121  - FIRENZE 
Italy 
Tel.  262351 
76/11  Prof.  Dr.  Aloysius REGENBREOn' 
ISrrstuhl Schulpadagogik urrl 
Allganeine Didaktik 
PMdagogische Hochschule Westfalen-Lippe 
Scharnhorststr.  100 
4400  - lvlU'NSTER 
Fed&al Rep.lblic of Gennany 
Tel.  0251-40195 
76/12  Dr.  H.  KORD-Wl'GERI' 
Englisches Seminar 
Teclmische Universitat 
Irn MJore,  21 
3000  - HANNOVER  1 
Federal Replblic of Gennany 
Tel.  0511-762-2209 
76/13  Prof.  W.  WRIGHI'fttr.  lvl.A.  PIERCE 
Graduate Sclxx>l of Engineering Studies 
Faculty of Ma:thanatical arrl Engineering 
Sciences 
University of Dublin  (Trinity College) 
18  \'lestlarrl Row 
DUBLIN  2 
Republic of IreLand 
Tel.  772941,  ext.  1174/1030 
76/14  Mr.  J .B.  HALL 
Head of Sclxx>l of Interior Design 
Department of Three Dimensional Design 
City of Binningham Polyteclmic 
Art arrl Design Centre 
New  Corporation Street 
BIRMINGHAM,  B4  7DX 
Englarrl 
Tel.  021-3566911 
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Dr.  l-1:.  Sn.niDI 
Incaricato di Cr.i.mioologia 
Dipartimento Statistico 
UniversitA degli Studi 
Piazza San Marco,  4 
50121  - FIRENZE 
Italy 
Tel.  262351 
Prof.  Mass:im:>  LIVI-BACCI 
Director,  Dipartimento Statistico 
Universita degli Studi 
Piazza San tmco,  4 
50121  - FIRENZE 
Italy 
Tel.  262351 
Ur.  A.M.  KEAN,  Principal, 
Trinity and All Saints' College 
BI:'CM11beri:'ie  Lane 
Horsforth 
LEEDS  LS18  5HD 
England 
Tel.  (0532)  584341 
J.D.  WINSU:::W,  M.A. 
Princi:pal Lecturer in Gennan 
Department of Languages 
Liverpool Polytechnic 
Tithebarn Street 
L!VERPCX)L,  L2  2ER 
Englarrl 
Tel.  051-227-1781 
Prof  •  A.  W. J,  CHISOIJ.1,11.1r.  B.  FCX;G 
Dept.  of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Salford 
SALFORD,M54WI' 
Englarrl 
Tel.  061-7365483 
Mr.  A.J.H.  mw< 
Head Werkgroep Interior 
Technische Hogesclxx>l Delft 
1\deling der Bouwkunde 
Berlageweg.  1 
DELFI' 
Netherlan:ls 
Tel~  (051)  13  32  22 76/15  Professor Dr ..  Hanfra:l WILlMS 
Institut fUr Wirtschaft5p)litik 
Christian-Albrechts-Universitat 
Olshausenstrasse 40-60 
2300  - KIEL 
Fa:leral Repililic of Gennany 
Tel.  0431-8802163 
75/16  Prof.  Wjm  HERKIES,  Hoofdocent Engels 
Stichting Opleiding Leraren 
Archimedeslaan,  16 
Ul'RED-lT 
Netherlands 
Tel.  30-525111 
75/17  Professor R.A.B.  LEAPER 
University of Exeter 
Department of Sociology 
Arrory Building 
Rennes Drive 
EXE:l'ER,  EX4  4RJ 
Englarrl 
Tel.  392-77911 
MJnsieur Serge 1-1AYENCE 
Institut Europeen Interuniversitaire 
de 1
1Action Sociale 
Rue du Debarcadere,  179 
6001  - l-1AOCINELLE 
Belgium 
Tel.  071-366273,  432920/21 
76/18  Prof. J. 130lJIGJEr 
Centre Hospitalier 
Universite de Rennes 
Rue Henri Le Guilloux 
35011  RENNES 
France 
Tel.  (99)  59.16.04 paste 327 
76/19  MJnsieur J .I'-1.  FEHRENBACh 
Directeur des Etudes 
Ecole Nationale SUperieure de 
1
1Aeronautique et de l
1Espace 
B.P.  4032 
31055  'IOUWUSE  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (61)  53.21.21 
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Prof.  Pascal SALIN 
SEmi.naire de Theorie Econanique 
Universite Paris IX-Dauphine 
1,  Place du .Harechal de I.attre 
de Tassigny 
75116  PARIS 
France 
Tel.  505.14.10,  paste 2264 
.Mr.  Rhys  GWYN 
Developnent Unit,  Didsbury College 
of Education 
~~chester Polytechnic 
799  Hilmslow Road 
MANCHESTER,  r~o 8RR 
Englarrl 
Tel.  61-445-7871 
I'-bnsieur J. OLLIVIER 
Ecole Nationale de la Sante Publique 
Avenue du Professeur LOOn  Bernard 
35043  RENNES  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (99)  59.29.36 
Hr.  P .A.  HALL 
Head of Research 
Institute of Public Administration 
57-61 lansdowne Road 
DUBLIN  4 
Repililic of Ireland 
Tel.  686233 
Prof.  Dr,  G.  BE% 
Leiter der Abteilung  fUr Stoffwechsel 
und  Ernahrung  in der Merlizinischen 
Klinik der Universitat Erlangen-NUrnberg 
Krankenhausstrasse,  12 
8520  - ERLANGEN 
Fa:leral Repililic of Gennany 
Tel.  09131-853409 
Professor R. S.  FLEI'CHER 
The Cranfield Institute of Technology 
CRANFIEill 
Ba:lford 
England 
Tel.  (0234)  750111 76/20  r-1.  le Professeur Arrlre GN1BLIN 
Institut de Geographie 
Universite des Sciences et Techniques 
de Lille 
Batiments 2 et 6 
B.P.  36 
59650  VILLENEUVE  D  I AS:::Q 
France 
Tel.  (20)  91.92.22 
76/21  Messieurs Arrlre  ZILLER/Michael  KAISER 
Ecole Superieure de Carmerce et 
d'Administration des Entreprises de 
Bourgogne et Franche-cante 
29,  rue Sambin 
21000  DIJON 
France 
Tel.  (80)  32.01.22/32.07.00 
Mr.  R.  GILES 
Course Director for B.A.  in 
Business Studies 
Leeds Polytechnic 
Calverley Street 
LEEDS,  IS1  3HE 
Englarrl 
Tel.  (0532)  39726 
76/22  Ivtr.  G.W.  EARLS,  B.A.  M.  Inst. M, 
Course Leader,  BA  EBA 
Middlesex Polytechnic 
Queensway 
ENFIElD 
Middlesex EN3  4SF 
Englarrl 
Tel.  (01)  8048131 
76/23  Professor H.G.  CALVERI' 
Department of Law 
University College Cardiff 
P.O.  Box  78 
CARDIFF,  CFl  !XL 
Wales 
Tel.  44211 
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Prof.  Dr.  K.  HOITES/Dr.  Hans-Ulrich WEBER/ 
Dr.  Jean-claude HARANIXN 
Geographisches Institut der 
Ruhr-Universi  tat Bochum 
Forschungsabteilung fUr Raumordnung 
Postfach 2148 
Gebaude NA7 
Universitatsstrasse  150 
4630  - scx:::HUM  - QUERENBERG 
Federal Rep.lhlic of Germany 
Tel.  0234-700-3433/4789 
Prof. Albert G.  SCHULER 
Veran~rtlicher fUr Auslarrlsbeziehungen 
Fachhochschule fUr Wirtschaft 
65,  Tiefenbronner Strasse 
D-753  PFORZHEIM 
Federal Rep.lhlic of Germany 
Tel.  (07231)-61563,  61663 
Mr.  W.  PRANDZicx::H 
Principal Lecturer 
Polytechnic of the South Bank 
Borouth Road 
WNDON  SE1  OAA 
Englarrl 
Tel.  (01)  928.8989 
M:>nsieur J.  C.  DAMAY 
Directeur des Etudes du Centre 
d'  Etudes Superieures Europeennes 
de Management 
59,  rue Pierre Taittinger 
B.P.  302 
51061  RElMS  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (26)  08.06.04 
Professor Jef VAN  LANGENDCNCK 
Instituut voor Social Recht 
Katolieke Universiteit Leuven 
Tiensestraat,  41 
B - 3000  LEWEN 
Belgimn 
Tel.  016-239338 76/24  r.1r.  J .A.  WHITE 
Co-ordinator of International Business 
Prograrrmes 
South west Regional Managanent centre 
Bristol Polyteclmic 
Coldharl:nlr lane 
Frenchay 
BRISI'OL 
Englarrl 
Tel.  (0272)  656261,  ext.  242 
76/25  Donald W.  HUI'CHINGS,  Esq. 
The Principal 
Loughborough Teclmical College 
LOUGHBOIDUGH 
Leicestershire 
Englarrl 
Tel.  0509-215831 
76/26  Dr.  S.  LEACH 
Department of Dental Sciences 
School of Dental Surgery 
Pembroke Place 
P.O.  Box  147 
LIVERPCX>L,  L69  3BX 
Englarrl 
Tel.  (051)  709  6022 
76/27  Prof.  D.  CAMPBELL 
Dept.  of Anaesthesia of the 
University of Glasgow 
Royal  Infinnary 
GI..J\SGCW'  G4  QSF 
Scotiarrl 
Tel.  041-552-3535,  ext.377 
Prof.  Dr.  rred.  M.  ZINDLER 
Vorstarrl des Instituts fiir 
Al'liisthesiologie 
Universit§t DUsseldorf 
r.rorenstrasse,  5 
4000  - DUSSEllX)RF 
Federal Rep.ililic of Genna.ny 
Tel.  (0211)  3111 
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M:>nsieur  G. ~ 
oepartanent "Techniques de 
Ccmnericalisation" 
Institut Universitaire de Techmlogie II 
17,  rue de France 
69100  VILLElJRBANNE 
France 
Tel.  (78)  68.21.81 
M:>nsieur Gerard MJREL 
Directeur 
Ecole SUperieure de Ccmnerce et 
d '.Administration des Entreprises de 
Rouen 
centre Universitaire 
Boulevard Arrlre Siegfried 
76130  M:NI'-AINI'-AIGNAN 
France 
Tel.  (35)  74.03.00 
Prof.  R.  FRANK 
Facul  te de Chirurgie Dentaire de 
L'Universite Louis Pasteur 
1, Place de 1 'Hapital 
67000  S'I'RASBCX.JI(; 
France 
Tel.  (88)  36.25.26/36.15.55 
Prof.  Dr.  Wolfgan:J  DICK 
Instiut fiir An.!isthesiologie der 
Universit§t Ulm 
Prittwitzstrasse,  43 
7900  UIM 
Federal Rep.ililic of Genna.ny 
Tel.  (0731)  1781 
Prof.  Dr.  rred.  Rudolf FREY 
Direktor des Insti  tuts fiir 
Al'liisthesiologie der Joharmes-Gutenberg 
Universit§t t-'lainz 
Lan:Jenbeckstrasse,  1 
6500  I-1AINZ 
Federal Rep.ililic of Gennany 
Tel.  (06131)  391 76/28  Prof.  E.A.  ROSE 
Department of Architectural Planning 
and Urban Studies 
University of Aston in Binningharn 
Joint Unit for Research in the 
Urban Environment 
Gosta Green 
BIRMINGHAM,  B4  7EI' 
England 
Tel.  021-3593611,  ext.  248 
76/29  Prof.  R.N.L.  ABSAI.a.1 
Dept.  of M:xlern Languages 
Sheffield City Polytechnic 
Porrl Street 
SHEFFIElD,  S1  1WB 
England 
Tel. (0742)-20911 
Prof.  Dr.  W.D.  BALD 
Institut fiir Anglistik der 
1Mlli Aachen 
Kannanstr.  17-19 
5100  - AACHEN 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Tel.  0241-806110 
Prof. F.  FERRARESI 
Facol  ta di Scienze Pelitiche 
UniversitA degli Studi di Torino 
Via S. Ottavio,  20 
10124  'IDRINO 
Italy 
Tel.  87.48.11  ;  87.06.33  87.08.43 
76/30  M:rrk  HAGGER,  Esq. 
Senior Lecturer in Politics 
School of Econ:mics and Politics 
Kingston Polyteclmic 
Penrhyn Road 
KINGS'IOO-'(J]?(N-THAMES I  Icr'1  2EE 
Surrey 
England 
Tel.  01-549-1366,  ext.  513 
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l-bnsieur Jean-claude ZIV 
Institut d'Urbanisne de 
1 'Universite Paris XII  (Val-de-Marne) 
Avenue du General  de Gaulle 
94010  CRRI'EIL  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (PARIS)  899.28.99, paste 8 
M:>nsieur P.  ROUYER 
U.E.R.  A 
Departanent de I.angues Etrangeres 
Appliquees 
Universite de Bordeaux III 
Esplanade Michel M:>ntaigne 
33405  TALENCE  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (56)  80.64.00 
Sign.  F.  GIACONE 
Facolta di Scienze Pelitiche 
Universita degli Studi di Torino 
Via S.  Ottavio,  20 
10124  TORil'l) 
Italy 
Tel. 87.48.11  ;  87.06.33  87.08.43 
Prof.  G.  CORI'ESE 
FacoltA di Scienze Pelitiche 
Universita degli Studi di Torino 
Via S.  Ottavio,  20 
10124  TORINO 
Italy 
Tel.  87.48.11  ;  87.06.33  87.08.43 
M:>nsieur Jacques JOLY 
Maitre-Assis'cant 
Institut d'Etudes Politiques de 
l'Universite de Grenoble II 
Danaine Universitaire 
ST.  MARriN  D  I HERES 
47  X - 38040  GRENOBLE  CEDEX 
France 
Tel.  (76)  541354 76/31  Prof.  Dr.  H.J.  OEL 
Vorstand des Institutes 
Werkstoffwissenschaften III 
- Glas und Kerami.k  -
der Universitat Erlangen-Niirnberg 
Martensstr.  5 
8520  - ERIANGEN 
Faieral Republic of Germany 
Tel.  09131-85/7543 
76/32  Dr.  C.  MURRAY 
Director of Youth Studies 
Centre for Youth Studies and.  Research 
University of Manchester 
MANCHESTER,  M13  9PL 
England. 
Tel.  061-·273-3333 
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Mr.  R.J.  BiroK 
Dept.  of Ceramics 
HouldS\'.Orth SChcol of Appliai SCience 
University of Leais 
LEEDS,  LS2  9JT 
England. 
Tel.  (0532)31751,  ext.  474 
Dr.  H.  WELTZER 
Lektor 
Psyko1ogisk Insti  tut 
Aarhus Universitet 
Asy1vej,  4 
8240  RISSKOV 
Demlark 
Tel.  06-134311 Appendix  3 
Samples  of  Inter-Institutional  Agreements 
arising  from  Joint  Study  Programmes 
supported  by  the  EEC  in  1976/77 ACCORD  ENTRE  L 
1 UNIVERSITE  DES  SCIENCES  SOCIALES  DE  GRENOBLE 
ET  LA  POLYTECHNIC  DE  KINGSTOO 
-Entre l
1Universite fran9aise des 'Sciences Sociales de  Grenoble representee 
par son President et la Polyteclmic de Kingston representee par son Directeur. 
Il a  ete convenu ce qui suit  : 
ARTICLE  I 
Afin de resserrer les liens existant entre elles et d
1harmoniser les travaux 
d
1etudes et de recherches effectues de part et d
1autre,  les Universites de 
Grenoble et de  Kingston decident de developper entre elles une cooperation 
dans le domaine  des lettres,  sciences humaines et sociales,  interessant plus 
particulierernent les disciplines suivantes 
- sciences poli  tiques,  economiques, 
- urbanisme, 
- langues, 
- histoire. 
Les  echanges entre les etablissements contractants sont organises en vue de 
l
1approfondissement de certains themes  de recherches et le developpement de 
progranunes  en commun. 
ARTICLE  II 
1.  Les bibliotheques des parties interessee3 reg  lent 1
1 echange de publica-
tions et ouvrages ayant trait au dornaine  de cooperation precooenunent 
defini en particulier en ce qui concerne les ouvrages publies par les 
Universites contractantes. 
2.  L
1Universite de  Grenoble et la Polyteclmic de  Kingston se tiennent regu-
lierement inforrnees de leurs prograrranes  de recherches et echangent les 
resultats des experiences acquises dans les dornaines  cornmuns. 
3.  Les  deux parties s 
1 apportent un concours mutuel  pour la preparation, 
1
1organisation et le deroulement de seminaires et colloques. 
4.  Les deux Universites proc€dent a l'echange d•enseignants pour des sejours 
de courte duree,  et dans le cadre de la r9;Jlementation en vigueur dans 
chaque Etat,  aux fins de donner des enseignements,  d
1orienter des  travaux 
ou  de participer a des s€minaires de recherche ainsi qu
1a des  jurys de 
these. 
161 Ces  visi  tes ne  depassent pas,  en principe,  le nombre  de deux enseignants 
par Uni versi  te et !a duree totale de quatre sernaines par  an  pour chacun des 
participants. 
5 •  l.eS  deUX  partieS et,Udieront la poSSibilite d I €changer deS  asSiStantS de 
recherche et des lecteurs de langue etrangere. 
6.  I..es  deux parties echangent annuellement,  pour des stages d 
1 une duree 
variable d 
1un trimestre minimum,  des etudiants de  2eme  et 3€rne  cycle 
desirant poursuivre une partie de leurs etudes a l
1etranger. 
7.  Le  niveau du  programme  a suivre,  ainsi que sa duree et les arrangements 
pour le tutoring seront convenus a 1
1avance par les deux institutions. 
ARTICLE  III 
I.e  financernent  de ces echanges est assure sur une base de reciprocite,  par 
les Universites contractantes,  en ce qui concerne les echanges  d
1enseignants 
et etudiants . 
D
1une Maniere generale,  les frais de voyage  aller et retour et les frais de 
sejour des enseignants de chaque pays sont pris en charge  par les insti  tu-
tions dont ils dependent. 
En ce qui concerne les etudiants,la suppression mutuelle ou  une  reduction 
reciproque des  frais de scolarite sera recherchee par les deux parties. 
I..es  modalites precises du  financement du present accord feront l
1obiet d
1une 
fiche financiere annuelle qui sera communiquee  aux autorites de tutelle. 
ARTICLE  IV 
I..es  deux parties se consultent chaque fois qu
1elles l
1estiment necessaire, 
en particulier afin d
1evaluer en commun  le developpement des  actions d 1en-
seignement et de recherche et de dresser le bilan des  actions realisees ou 
en cours de realisation. 
ARTICLE  V 
I.e  present accord entre en vigueur a compter du ler septernbre  1976.  Il est 
conclu pour une duree de quatre ans,  renouvelable par tacite reconduction. 
Il peut etre denonce par l'une ou !'autre des parties avec  un preavis d'un 
an. 
162 Tout avenant ou modification au present texte,  apporte d 'un commun  accord 
par les contractants devra etre SOumiS a 1'  appreciation des  autori  tes 
competentes. 
Le President 
de l'Universite des  Sciences 
sociales de Grenoble 
Fait le 11  janvier 1977 
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'Ihe  Director 
Kingston Polytechnic ACCORD  DE  COOPERATION  SCIENTIFIQUE  ENTRE 
L I  UNIVERSITE  DE  LctiDRES'  KING I  s  COLLEGE' 
ET  L' UNIVERSITE  DE  PARIS  1  - PANTHEON-SORBOONE 
L'Universite de LONDRES,  KING'S  COLLEGE,  et l'Universite de PARIS  1  -
PANTHEON-SORBONNE,  U.E.R. 
1100veloppernent,  etudes  internationales,  europeennes 
et comparatives  .. ,  agissant dans le cadre de la Convention culturelle entre le 
Gouvernement de la Republique  fran<;aise et le Gouvernement  du  Royaume  Uni  de 
Grande-I3retagne et d I Irlande du Nord,  signee a Paris le 2 mars  1948,  sont 
convenues  de l'accord suivant,  qui sera soumis  pour  approbation aux autorites 
de tutelle. 
ARTICLE  I 
Le  present accord a  pour objet de definir les modalites de cooperation entre 
l'Universite de Londres,  KING'S  COLLEGE,  et l'Universite de Paris 1-
PANTHEON-SORBONNE.  en vue de  fournir a des etudiants une double formation 
juridique de droit anglais et de droit fran<;ais. 
ARTICLE  II 
Les  programmes  de cette formation sont precises dans des reglements pris par 
1'  Uni  versi  te de Londres,  KING's  COLLEGE,  et 1'  Uni  versi  te de Paris 1  -
PANTHEON-SORBONNE. 
ARTICLE  III 
Les  etudes sont reparties sur quatre ans.  Les  etudiants dont 1'  Uni  versi  te de 
Paris  I  retient la candidature en vue de cette formation s'inscrivent aupres 
de cette Universite et accamplissent leurs deux premieres  annees d'etudes a 
Londres  o  Un  etudiant n I  est admis a 1
1 annee SUperieure quI apres avoir Satisfai  t 
a des examens  auxquels participeront deux professeurs de l'Universite de 
Paris 1. Les  etudiants ayant obtenu les notes requises aux deux premieres 
annees d'etudes a 1'Universite de Londres poursuivent leurs etudes pendant 
deux ans a 1'  Uni  versi  te de Paris. Claque annee d I etudes donne lieu a 
un controle des connaissances et aptitudes selon 1es modalites uti1isees a 
l'Universite de Paris 1,  avec la participation de deux professeurs de 
1'  Uni  versi  te de Londres  .• 
165 ARTICLE  IV 
Les  etudiants ayant satisfait aux examens  de fin d•annee re9oivent en France 
le diplorne de rnaitrise en droit,  mention droits fran9ais et anglais et en 
Angleterre le LL.B.  (English and French Law). 
ARTICLE  V 
Le  present accord prend effet a cornpter  du  jour de sa confirmation par les 
autorites de tutelle des deux parties. 
Pour  l
1Universite de Paris 1-
Pantheon-Sorbonne, 
Le  President 
166 
Paris,  le 
Pour 1
1Universite de Londres, 
King•s  College, DRAFT 
THE  EUROPEAN  CERTIFICATE  IN  BUSINESS  STUDIES 
CONVENI'ION 
'Ibis Convention is a  developnent from  the .Agreement  already established 
between !'Ecole superieure de commerce  et d
1Administration des  Entreprises 
de  Bourgogne et Franche-Comte  and the Fachhochschule flir wirtschaft Phorzheirn 
and represents the wish of the four Participating Institutions to join toge-
ther in offering the European Certificate in Business Studies. 
'!he  European Certificate in Business  Studies is designed for students who 
have already obtained the required academic qualifications in the country of 
the sending institution.  'Ihe Certificate is obtained after successful 
completion of a  further year of approved study in one of the Participating 
Institutions in a  different country from  that in which  the student obtained 
his existing academic qualifications. 
The  four Participating Institutions enter into this Convention in full 
recognition of the express desire on  the part of the European Commission  to 
encourage collaboration and co-operation between institutions of higher 
education in member  countries of the Community. 
It is hereby .Ac;rreed  by each of the Participating Institutions,  namely: 
g  Ecole superieure de commerce et d •  Administration des Entreprises,  Dijon 
Leeds  Polytechnic 
Polytechnic of the South  Bank,  London 
Fachhochschule flir wirtschaft,  Phorzheirn 
that: 
1.  Each  of the Participating Institutions shall recognise that successful 
competition of the approved course of study in each of the Participating 
Institutions shall make  the students eligible for the award of the European 
Certificate in Business Studies. 
2.  'Ibis Convention is established subject to the terms of the Bilateral 
Agreements  which shall be made  between each of the Participating Insti-
tutions and the certificate when  awarded  to any  student shall be signed in 
accordance with the procedures as set out in the respective Bilateral 
Agreements. 
3.  Each  sending institution shall determine the eligibility of applicants 
from  the sending country in accordance with the criteria laid down  in the 
respective Bilateral Agreements. 
4.  Places may  be offered to students with the required qualifications from 
the sending country but in the first instance places shall be offered to 
students from  the sending institution itself. 
167 5.  In order to obtain the Certificate the students shall spend one  academic 
year in the receiving country and shall follow the approved courses and/or 
industrial training as laid down  in the appropriate appendices attached 
to the Bilateral Agreements.  In addition the students shall be examined 
and have their work  assessed in accordance with the procedure laid down  in 
the appropriate Bilateral Agreements  and their Appendices. 
6.  In full consultation with the European  Gommission  the Participating 
Institutions shall so design the courses as to take into account the legal 
and economic  problems within the  Common  Market. 
7.  Subject to any mandatory conditions,  each receiving institution shall 
ensure that students from  the sending institution shall have  the same 
facilities and privileges as home-based students and be subject to the 
same  rules and regulations. 
8. It is intended that all tuition fees shall be waived although the 
Participating Institutions recognise that it may  be necessary to charge 
such tuition,  registration and other fees  as their controlling authorities 
may  demand. 
9.  Each of the Participating Institutions shall explore any possibility of 
obtaining financial aid and grants from  appropriate organisations to 
assist students studying for the Certificate. 
10.  The  four Participating Institutions recognise the desirability of 
encouraging collaboration in different ways  such as the holding of 
seminars  and short language courses for students,  the exchange of infor-
mation on  educational  and professional matters,  the publication of joint 
papers,  and  the interchange of members  of staff. 
11.  The  four Participating Institutions would  jointly welcome  other insti-
tutions of higher education in the Community,  which offer appropriate 
courses,  entering into the arrangements leading to the  award of the 
European Certificate in Business  Studies. 
168 ECOLE  SUPERIEURE  DE  COMMERCE 
ET  D'ADuiNISTRATION  DES  ENTREPRISES 
DE  BOURG03NE  EI' FRANCHE-COMI'E 
SERVICE  D' ENSEIGNEMENT  DE  LA  CHAMBRE  DE  COMivlERCE  ET  D' INDUSTRIE  DE  DIJON 
CONVENTION  DE  JUMELACE  ENTRE 
LA  FACHHOCHSCHULE  FUR  WIRTSCHAFT  PFORZHEIM 
ET  L'ECOLE  SUPERIEURE  DE  COMMERCE  ET  D'ADMINISTRATION  DES  ENTREPRISES 
DE  BOURGOGNE  ET  FRANCHE-COMI'E 
nesirant confirmer et renforcer les liens qui les unissent depuis dix ans,  les 
Ecoles denommees  ci-dessous ont signe la presente convention. 
PREMIERE  PARTIE  Creation d'un CERTIFICAT  EUROPEEN  DES  AFFAIRES  (Europaisches 
Betriebwirtschaft-Certificat) 
§  1 
1.  L'Ecole superieure de  Commerce  et d'Administration des entreprises de 
Bourgogne et Franche-Cornte et la Fachhochschule  fUr  Wirtschaft Pforzheirn, 
ulterieurement designees sous le nom  d'Ecoles superieures,  instituent un 
certificat europeen des affaires - Europaisches Betriebswirtschaft-
Certificat  (C.E.A.- E.B.C.). 
2.  Le C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  sera delivre par l'une et !'autre Ecoles superieures, 
et signe 
•  pour la France par le Directeur de !'Ecole superieure de  Co-.mnerce  et 
d'Administration des entreprises de Bourgogne et Franche-CXJrnte  et par 
le President de la Chambre  de Commerce  et d'Industrie de Cijon 
•  pour 1'  Allemagne  par le Recteur de la Fachhochschule fiir Wirtschaft 
Pforzheirn et par le President de la Chambre  de Cbmmerce  et d'Industrie 
de Nordschwarzwald. 
§  2 
1. Le C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est propose en priorite aux etudiants de l'une ou 
!'autre Ecole superieure a !'issue de leur scolarite et de !'obtention du 
dipl&me  correspondant. 
Dans  la limite des places disponibles,  le C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est ouvert,  pour 
la France,  aux titulaires de !'equivalence D.E.U.C.  de l'Universite de 
Mayence  et,  le cas echeant,  aux dipl&nes d'autres Ecoles superieures des 
deux pays. 
169 2.  La  duree des etudes menant  au C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est d'une annee scolaire. 
3.  L'etudiant etranger est integre dans la scolarite de !'Ecole superieure 
recevante et releve a ce titre du reglement interieur de cet Etablissement. 
4.  Il beneficie des memes  avantages que l'etudiant national dans le cadre des 
textes en vigueur. 
§  3 
1.  Le  programme  d I etudeS ffienant  dans  1 1 un et 1 1 autre payS  a 1 1 ObtentiOn du 
C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  figure dans  les annexes I,l et I,2 de la presente conven-
tion. 
2.  L'obtention du  C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est s\lOOrdonnee  aux conditions definies dans 
les annexes  II et III de la convention. 
3  o  Le  programme  d I etudeS  tiendra egalement COJnpte  deS  problemeS OCQnOmiques  et 
juridiques du Harche corrmun,  en accord avec la Coomission europeenne. 
§  4 
1.  Le  nombre  de places offertes dans l'une et !'autre Eccles superieures est 
fixe chaque  annee d'un commun  accord. 
2.  01aque Ecole superieure presente apres un processus de selection  (entretien) 
les candidats de son pays. 
§  5 
1.  LeS  deUX  EcCleS  SUperieureS  S I engagent a  ne demander  aucune partiCipatiOn 
financiere  aux etudiants etr<m:Jers,  en dehors des droits administratifs 
d'inscription. 
2.  Les frais d'hebergement sont ala charge des etudiants  etr~ers. 
3 •  Q)aque  EcOle SUperieure S  I engage  a  faire SOn  poSSible pour facili  ter 1 1 in-
tegratiOn des etudiants etr<m:Jers. 
4.  Les  Eccles superieures s 'efforcent d 'obtenir une aide financiere et des 
bourses d 'etudes pour des carrlidats meritantsS  ... upres de !'Office Franco-
Allemand pour la jeunesse,  de 1'  Office Allemand d'  Ech~es Uni versi  taires 
ainsi qu' aupres d' autres Organisations internationales. 
170 DEUXIEME  PARTIE  Autres accords bilateraux en we de promouvoir et renforcer 
le jumelage 
§  6 
1.  lJn  Senunaire d I etUdeS eSt insti  tUe entre leS deUX  EcoleS  SUperieureS et 
regroupe chaque armee des etudiants des deux etablissements. 
2.  Une  participation financiere a ce seminaire,  qui a  lieu alternativement 
chaque armee dans 1 'une et 1 'autre Ecole superieure,  pourra etre demandee 
a 1 I Office Franco-Allemand pour la jeunesse • 
3.  L'organisation en est assuree comme  precedemrnent par les Comites  locaux de 
1 I A.I.E.S.E.C. 
§  7 
1.  Des  cours de langue sont organises chaque armee  pendant les vacances d' ete 
a 1 I intentiOn deS  etudiants de 1 I autre EcOle SUperieure. 
2.  Une  participation financiere a cet echange pourra etre demandee  a 1
1 Office 
Franco-Allemand pour la jeunesse. 
3  0  Le  nombre  d I etudiantS n I eXCOOera  pas  20  par Ecole SUperieure • 
4.  Les organisrnes d 
1 etudiants sont responsables de 1•  encadrement et de 1
1 ani-
mation de ces cours de  langue. 
§  8 
Le  corps professoral de chaque  Ecole superieure s
1efforcera de determiner 
les modali  tes d I echange de COnnaiSSanCeS 1  de materiel et de methodeS  peda-
gogiques. 
§  9 
Dans  le domaine sportif  1  les organiSJneS  d I etudiants animent des rencontres 
amicales entre les etudiants des deux Ecoles superieures. 
§  10 
Les  deux Ecoles superieures examinent favorablement !'insertion dans  leur 
convention d
1autres partenaires europeens. 
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COURS  ELECI'IFS 
CHAQUE  ETUDIANT  DOIT 
CHOISIR  DEUX  COURS 
DANS  LA  LISTE 
CI-CONTRE  : 
1  EN  PERIODE  1 
1  EN  PERIODE  2 
Horaire hebdomadaire 
moyen 
CERTIFICAT  EUROPEEN  DES  AFFAIRES  1977-1978  ANNEXE  1 
PERIODE  1  :  10  SEI-1AINES  PERIODE  2  :  10  SEMAINES  PERIODE  3  :  10  SEMAINES 
OCTOBRE  - NOVEMBRE  - DECEMBRE  JANVIER  - FEVRIER  ~ MARS  MARS  - AVRIL  - MAI 
I 1.400 I  ECONOMIE  I  I 4o  I 11 401.1  ECONOMIE  II  I 40  1 
I 
I 0  050 I FRANCAIS  (C.S.H.) I  20  I  I  0  050 I  FRANCAIS  I 20  1 
ETUDE  EN  ENI'REPRISE 
(C.S.H.)  (en groupe avec  2  a  240 
3  etudiants fran9ais) 
I 
~  702  ~~~I~RCHESI30 I  12  704 I  POLITIQUE  DE  COMiviUNI- I 
CATICN  EN  MARKETING  30  1 
2  703  !MARKETING  EN  ACTION  I  30  I 
3  707  !MARKETING  SYNTHESE  II 15  I  13  707 I  MARKETING  SYNTHESE  II I 21  1 
2  305  IGESTION  INDUSTRIELLE I  30  I  12  303 I  CONTROLE  BUDGETAIRE  I 
30  1 
2  302  ~~~I¥IrroW~r·l 30  I 
I 
3  307  ICONTROLE  DE  GESTICN 
SYNTHESE  I  15  I 
13  307 I  CONTROLE  DE  GESTICN 
SYNTHESE  II  I 211 
I 
2  203  'FINANCE  DE  BASE  II  30  I  12  204 I  BANQUE  I 30  1 
I 
2  210  ICOMPTABILITE  FINANC.  30  I 
I 
3  207  ~FINANCE SYNTHESE  15  I 
13  207  'FINANCE  SYNTHESE  I 21  1 
I  11  COURS  ELECTIF  130 I I 
11  COORS  ELECTIF  I 
30  1  CETTE  LISTE  N'EST  PAS 
LIMITATIVE, ET  CHAQUE 
2102  DROIT  DES  2404  ANALYSE  CONSOM- 2903  INFORMATIQUE  DE  ETUDIANT  PEUT  CHOISIR  DES 
AFFAIRES  MATICN  GESTICN 
¢J 
COORS  DU  PROORAMME  DES 
2103  DROIT  DU  TRAVAIL  2602  RECHERCHE  OPERAT.  2950  DOUANE  TROIS  ANNEES,  EN  ACCORD 
2104  DROIT DES  SOCIETES !2720  DEVELOP.  INTERN.  2951  TRANSPORT  AVEC  LA  DIRECTICN  DES 
2105  PROCEDURE  2800  ANGLAIS  2952  ASSURANCES  ETUDES  EN  DEBUT  D'ANNEE 
2402  EODNOMIE  III  2870  ESPANOL  2403  STRUCTURES  MONE- SCOLAIRE. 
2880  ITALIEN  TAIRES 
EJ 
114a.I  71  G 
--- ----ANNEXE  II 
§  1 
1.  Pour  l'E.S.C.A.E.  de  Bourgogne et Franche-Comte,  l'etud.iant  etr~qer doit 
satisfaire aux  controles de connaissances ecrits ou oraux organ1ses  en 
cours d'annee scolaire par le Corps  Professoral concerne. 
Chaque  module  offert donne  lieu a !'attribution d'une note de  0  a 20  sans 
deraction. 
L'ensemble des notes ainsi obtenues constitue un tiers des notes necessaires 
a l'obtention du  C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  et correspond aux periodes  1  et 2  de la 
scolarite a Dijon. 
2.  La  periode  3,  correspondant a l'option choisie,  sera affectee d'un coeffi-
cient global,  representant un tiers de la scolarite. L'etudiant etranger 
devra partiCiper a la redaction dU  memoire  d I OptiOn  aVec  SeS  CaffiaradeS 
fran<;ais et soutenir ce memo ire  (etude en entreprise) • 
3.  Le  dernier tiers sera represente par l'examen final consistant en  : 
- une  epreuve ecri  te  (analyse ecri  te de Ca5)  d I une  duree de  5  heureS  1 
- une  epreuve orale devant un  jury franco-allemand,  visant a faire le 
point des connaissances generales acquises par l'etudiant au cours de 
1
1 annee  o  Chaque  epreuve representera 50  % de la note d I examen o 
§  2 
Le  C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est delivre a l'issue des  epreuves passees  avec succes 
(moyenne  generale superieure ou  egale a 10 sur 20). 
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§  1 
1.  Pour la Fachhochschule  flir  Wirtschaft Pforzheim,  l'etudiant etranger doit 
satisfaire aux controles de  connaissances en fin de premier sernestre.  Les 
epreuves peuvent avoir lieu sous  forme  ecrite ou orale. 
L'evaluation s'effectue selon le systeme de notation en vigueur a l'ecole. 
L'ensemble des notes obtenues a l'issue du premier semestre constitue un 
tiers de !'evaluation totale menant  au C.E.A.  (E.B.C.). 
2.  A l'issue des etudes rnenant  au  C.E.A.  (E.B.C.),  l'etudiant doit presenter 
un mernoire  ecrit se rapp:>rtant a l'option choisie,  dans un delai de six 
semaines. 
Le  memo ire doi  t  etre rernis  deux semaines  avant la fin de 1'  annee  scolaire. 
Sa notation entre pour un  tiers dans !'obtention du C.E.A.  (E.B.C.). 
3.  Le  dernier tiers sera represente par l'exarnen final consitant en  : 
a)  une  epreuve ecrite ayant pour theme  l'option choisie au  deuxieme 
sernestre, 
b)  une  epreuve orale devant un  jury franco-allemand. 
Olaque  epreuve representera 50  % de la note d 'exarnen. 
§  2 
Le  C.E.A.  (E.B.C.)  est delivre si la moyenne  des epreuves atteint au moins  la 
note de  4,4. 
174 PaTtneTschaftsabkommen 
FHW PfoTzheim - ESCAE Dijon 
fin Weg zum 
europtiischen Setriebswirtschafts - Zertifikat 
175 FACHHOCHSCHULE  FUR  WIRTSCHAFT  PFORZHEIM 
PARTNERSCHAFTSABKOMMEN  ZWISCHEN 
DER  FACHHOCHSCHULE  FUR  WIRTSCHAFT  PFORZHEIM  UND 
DER  ECOLE  SUPERIEURE  DE  COMMERCE  ET  D'ADMINISTRATION  DES  ENTREPRISES 
DE  BOURGOGNE  ET  FRANCHE-C<]\ITE 
In der Absicht,  die seit zehn Jahren hestehende Verbindung  zu verstarken, 
haben die heiden  gen~1ten Hochschulen  folgendes  Abkommen  unterzeichnet. 
ERSTER  TElL:  Schaffung eines 
Europaischen  Betriebswirtschafts-ZERTIFIKATS  (E.B.C.)  bzw. 
Certificat Europ€en des Affaires  (C.E.A.) 
§  1 
1.  Die  Fachhochschule flir  Wirtschaft  Pforzhe~~ und die Ecole  SUperieure de 
Oornmerce  et d'Administration des  Entreprises de Bouryogne et Franche-Oomte, 
nachfolgend Hochschulen genannt,  bieten ein Europaisches Betriebswirt-
schafts-Zertifikat bzw.  ein Gertificat europ€en des Affaires,  nachfolgend 
E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A.  genannt,  an. 
2.  Das  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A.  wird von heiden Hochschulen ausgefertigt und unter-
zeichnet 
•  flir Deutschland,  durch den Rektor der Fachhochschule flir Wirtschaft 
Pforzheim und den Prasidenten der Industrie- und Handelskarnmer  Nord-
schwarzwald Pforzheim 
•  flir Frankreich,  durch den Direktor der Ecole  Superieure de Commerce  et 
d'Administration des  Entreprises in Dijon und  den  Prasidenten der 
Industrie- und  Handelskarnner,  Dijon. 
§  2 
1.  Das  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A.  wird vornehmlich den Absolventen heider Hochschulen 
angeboten,  die den entsprechenden AbschluP.grad erhalten haben. 
Flir  nicht in Anspruch genommene  Studienplatze konnen  sich vornehmlich 
Absolventen der wirtschafts- und  sozialwissenschaftlichen Fachrichtung der 
Universitat Mainz  sowie  anderer Hochschulen der Partnerlander hewerhen. 
2.  Die  Dauer des Studiums  zum  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A. hetragt ein Studienjahr. 
177 3.  Der auslandische Student wird an der aufnel:unenden  lbchschule als ordent-
licher Student eingeschrieben.  Auf  ihn findet die gel  tende lbchschulordnung 
Anwendung. 
4.  Er nimmt  wie der nationale Student an allen studentischen Vergtinstigungen 
entsprechend gesetzlichen Regelungen teil. 
§  3 
1.  Das  Studienprogramm,  das in beiden Landern  zum  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A.  flihrt, 
ist das der Anlagen  I,  1  und  I, 2 dieses Abkorrnnens. 
2.  FUr  das E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A. gilt die Studien- und .Prtifungsordnung nach 
Anlage II und Anlage III dieses Abkornrnens. 
3.  Das  Studienprogramm wird auch wirtschaftliche und juristische Fragen des 
Gemeinsamen  Marktes  (EG)  berticksichtigen,  dies im Einvernel:unen  mit der 
Kornmission der EG. 
§  4 
1.  Die  Zahl der StudienpHitze wird in gegenseitigem Einvernehrnen  jahrlich 
festgelegt. 
2.  Jede  Hochschule entsendet nach einem Auswahlverfahren  (Kollcq:.uiurn)  die 
geeigneten Bewerber  ihres Landes. 
§  5 
1.  Das  3tudium der  ausHindischen Studenten an den beiden Hochschulen ist 
geblihrenfrei,  nur Studentenwerks- und evtl. Krunkenversicherungsbeitrage 
sind zu entrichten. 
2.  Die Unterbringungskosten gehen zu Lasten des auslandischen Studenten. 
3.  Jede  Hochschule wird die Integration des auslandischen Studenten in jeder 
Hinsicht erleichtern und fordern. 
4.  Die Hochschulen sind bemi.iht,  fiir geeignete Bewerber  Studienforderung und 
Stipendien beim Deutsch-Franzosischen Jugendwerk,  dem  Deutschen Akade-
rnischen Austauschdienst  (DAAD)  und  anderen internationalen Organisationen 
zu erhal  ten. 
178 Z'Vv'EITER  TEll.:  i·Jeitere Vereinbarungen 
auf Forderung und Vertiefung der Partnerschaft. 
§  6 
1.  Die beiden Hochschulen  veranstalten  ji:ih.rlich ein Seminar,  an dem  Studenten 
beider Institutionen tei1nehrnen. 
2.  Beim  Deutsch-Franzosischen Jugendwerk  so11en  fiir dieses Seminar,  das  jedes 
Jahr alternativ an der einen oder  anderen Hochschule stattfindet,  Zuschlisse 
beantragt werden. 
3.  FUr  die  ~anisation dieses Seminars sind wie bisher die Lokalkomitees 
der AIESEC  zustandig. 
§  7 
1.  FUr  Studenten beider Hochschu1en  findet  jahr1ich in den Sornrnerferien ein 
Sprachkurs statt. 
2.  Beim  Deutsch-Franzosischen Jugendwerk  werden  fiir die Finanzierung dieses 
Austausches  zuschlisse beantr  agt. 
3.  Die  Tei1nehmerzah1  so11  20  Studenten  je Hochschu1e  nicht Uberschreiten. 
4.  Zustandig und  verantwort1ich fiir die Vorbereitung und  Durchflihrung dieses 
Sprachkurses sind die studentischen Organisationen der heiden Hochschu1en. 
§  8 
Die  Professoren beider Hochschu1en  streben einen Besch1uB  an  Uber  lviOg1ichkeiten 
und  Formen  eines zuklinftigen Austausches von  wissenschaft1ichen,  didaktischen 
und methodischen Erfahrungen. 
§  9 
Die  studentischen Organisationen flihren  sport1iche Treffen zwischen Studenten 
beider Hochschu1en  durch. 
§  10 
Beide  Hochschu1en  prlifen und fordern die Aufnahme  weiterer europaischer 
Partner in ihr Partnerschaftsabkommen. 
179 ANLAGE  1 
Alternative Post-Graduate-Studiengange an der FHW-Pforzheim 
Fach-/Stoffgebiet 
1.  Absatzwirtschaft 
Absatzlehre 
Marktforschung 
Werbelehre 
Absatzstatistik und  -planung 
Vertriebskostenrechnung 
Ablauforganisation und  Daten-
verarbeitung im Absatz 
Marketing-Seminar 
2.  Marktforschung 
Absatzlehre 
Absatzmarktforschung 
~~ktpsychologie 
Motivforschung 
Markt- und  Absatzprognose 
ProduktivgUter- und Auslands-
marktforschung 
Marktforschungs-Seminar 
3.  Werbewirtschaft 
Marketing 
Werbeplanung 
Organisation der Werbung 
Produktion und  Gestaltung von 
Werbemitteln 
Werbeseminar  und 
Marketing-Seminar 
4.  Beschaffungswirtschaft 
Beschaffungslehre 
~2terialdisposition/Beschaffungs­
planung 
Materialwirtschaft/Logistik 
Beschaffung von  Anlagen  und 
Dienstleistungen 
Kaufrecht 
Wertanalyse und  Kostensenkungs-
programm 
Beschaffungs-PR 
Wochenstunden  pro Semester  --r·:------- ----rr.----
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2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
12 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10 
2 
2 
2 
2 
8 
4 
2 
2 
2 
10 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
14 
=== 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
4 
8 
14 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 ANLAGE  1  (Fortsetzung) 
Wochenstunden  pro Semester 
Fach-/Stoffgebiet  I.  II. 
5.  Betriebsorganisation und 
Wirtschaftsinformatik 
Systemtechnik  4  4 
Kerninformatik  4  2 
Betriebsinformatik  } al  ternati  v  Betriebsorganisation  4  6 
12  =-12_= 
6.  Persona1ftihrung 
Po1itik,  P1anung  und  Organisation 
im Personalbereich  2  2 
Beschaffung,  Einsatz und 
Verwaltung des  Personals  2  2 
Fiihrungsfunktionen und  Fi.ihrungs-
instrurnente einsch1. 
l.Dhn- und  Gehal tsfindung  4  2 
Betrieb1iches Bi1dungswesen  2  4 
Fa11studien Persona1ftihrung  2  2 
12  12 
==== 
7.  Rechnung:swesen 
P1anungsrechnung  2  2 
Kostenrechnung  2  4 
Finanzierung  2 
Steuerrecht  2  4 
Bilanzen  4  2 
12  =  12  = 
8.  Steuer- und  Revisionswesen 
Unsatz- und Verkehrssteuern  2  2 
Bi1anz€m  2  2 
Bi1anzsteuerrecht mit 
Fa11studien  2  4 
Wirtschaftsprlifung und 
Revision  2  2 
Internationa1es 
Steuerrecht  4  2 
12  12 
181 ANLAGE  II 
§  1 
1.  An  der Ecole superieure de  CoJmnerce  et d •  Administration des Entreprises de 
Bourgogne et Franche-Comte in Dijon hat der auslandische Student den 
schriftlichen oder mlindlichen  ZWischenpriifungen  zu genligen,  die der betre:n-
fende  Fachdozent wi:ihrend  des Studienjahres durchflihrt.  In  jedem angebotenen 
Fach kann eine ungewichtete  Bewertung zwischen  0  - 20  Punkten erzielt 
werden.  Die  SUmme  dieser Bewertungen - wi:ihrend  der ersten und zwei  ten 
Studienperiode zu erzielen - bil·  '~t ein Dri  ttel fi.ir  die Voraussetzung der 
Ausfertigung des  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A. 
2.  In der dritten Studienperiode kann in dem  gewal"dten  Spezialgebiet eine 
Globalbeurteilung erzielt werden,  die ein weiteres Drittel der notwendigen 
Abschlu.Bbeurteilung ausmacht.  Hierzu InU13  der auslandische Student zu einem 
schriftlichen Bericht seiner franzosischen Kommilitonen  eine personliche 
Arbeit beitrcgen. Dieser Bericht bezieht sich auf das gewahlte Spezial-
gebiet  (Projektstudie)  und ist Gegenstand einer mlindlichen Prlifung. 
3.  Das  letzte Dri  ttel der AbschluBbeurteilung stell  t  die AbschluBprlifung dar. 
Sie besteht aus 
- einer flinfstlindigen schriftlichen Prlifung  (Fallanalyse), 
- einer mlindlichen  Prlifung vor einer deutsch-franzosischen. Jury,  in der der 
Student die wi:ihrend  des  Post-Graduierten-Studiums erworbenen allgemeinen 
Kenntnisse darzulegen hat.  Jede Teilprlifung geht zu  50  % in die Abschlufi-
prlifung ein. 
§  2 
Das  E.B.Z.  bzw.  C.E.A.  wird nach erfolgreicher Beendigung aller Prlifungen 
(Durchschnitt der drei Drittel mindestens  10 von  20  Punkten)  ausgefertigt. 
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§  1 
1.  An  der Fachhochschule flir Wirtschaft Pforzheim hat der aus1andische 
Student den Prlifungsanforderungen zu Ende  seines ersten Semesters  zu 
genUgen.  Die tiberprtifung kann mtindlich oder schrift1ich erfo1gen.  Die 
Beurteilung richtet sich nach dem  an der Fachhochschule ge1tenden Bewer-
tungssystem. 
Die am  Ende  des ersten Semesters abgelegte Prlifung bildet ein Dritte1 der 
Anforderungen  flir die Ausfertigung des E.B.Z. 
2.  Am  Ende  des Post-Graduierten-Studiums hat der Student eine schrift1iche 
Sechs-Wochen-Hausarbeit,  die sich auf das gewah1te Fachgebiet bezieht, 
abzugeben. 
Die Arbeit ist zwei  wochen  vor Vor1esungsschlu.B einzureichen.  Die  Bewertung 
der Arbeit geht zu  einem Drittel in das  E.B.Z.  (C.E.A.)  ein. 
3.  Das  1etzte Drittel der Abschlu.Bbeurteilung ste1lt die Abschlu.Bprlifung dar. 
Sie besteht aus 
a)  einem schrift1ichen Leistungsnachweis,  der das gewahlte Spezialgebiet 
des  zweiten Post-Graduierten-Semesters  zum  Gegenstand hat. 
b)  einem Ko11oquium  vor einer deutsch-franzosischen Jury. 
Tei1  a)  und b)  werden gleich gewichtet. 
§  2 
Das  E.B.Z.  (C.E.A.)  wird ausgefertigt,  wenn  der Durchschnitt der Prlifungs-
1eistungen mindestens die Note  4,4 ergibt. 
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Grants  for  the  development  of 
joint  programmes  of  study 
between  institutions  of  higher  education 
in  Member  States  of  the  European  Community GRANTS  FOR  THE  DEVELOPMENI'  OF  JOINT  PROORAMMES  OF  STUDY 
BETWEEN  INSTITUTIONS  OF  HIGHER  EDUCATION  IN 
MEMBER  srATES  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
1.  The  Council  and Ministers of Education of the 1-ternber  States of the 
European Community  agreed,  at their meeting in December  1975,  to promote 
co-operation in the field of higher education while respecting the 
independence of higher education institutions  .  As  part of a  programme  for 
such  co-operation they decided to promote the development of joint pro-
grammes  of study between institutions of higher education in different 
Member  States. 
2.  Accordingly,  the Commission of the Euro~an  Communi ties will consider 
applications from institutions of higher education for grants for this 
purpose. 
3.  The grants are intended to foster the development of programmes  which are 
"joint" in one or more  of the following senses: 
(a)  courses of study,  planned jointly and provided by  two or more insti-
tutions in different Member  States,  whereby students following  the 
course spend a  recognised part of their period of study in each of the 
institutions concerned; 
(b)  courses of study,  planned jointly and provided by two or more insti-
tutions in different Member  States, whereby parts of the course in 
each institution are provided by members  of staff of the other 
institution(s); 
(c)  courses of study,  planned jointly and provided by two or more insti-
tutions in different Member  States,  which  include an element,  in the 
discipline or area of study concerned,  that is related to the deve-
lopnent of the European Community. 
To be eligible for a grant, courses may  be at any level,  but should have 
a  minimum  duration of 3  months. 
4.  The  finance at present available for such support is limited.  Individual 
grants will normally be of a  non-recurrent nature and in the range  2.  000  -
10.000 units of account* •  The principal purpose of the grants will be to 
facilitate the developnent of projects which have already been the subject 
of preliminary planning,  and to evaluate existing projects,  experience of 
which could be usefully disseminated throughout the Community. 
* On  27 April  1976 one European unit of account was  approximately equivalent 
to the following amounts  in Member  State currencies: 
Belgian and Luxembourg  franc  43.23  Danish krone.  6.69 
German  mark  2.82  French franc  5.18 
Dutch guilder  2.99  Italian lira  987  (ut 24/4/76) 
Pound Sterling  0.61  Irish pound  0.61 
187 5.  The grants are intended for the support of the following activities: 
(a)  payment of travel and subsistence expenses for representatives of 
institutions to attend joint planning meetings; 
(b)  expenses integral to the arrangement of joint meetings concerned with 
planning and/or monitoring the project; 
(c)  the production of teaching material to be used in canmon by the insti-
tutions concerned; 
(d)  other expenses of a  developnental character in the  launch~g of a 
project. 
6.  Applications for grants in 1976  should be submitted to the Commission of 
the European Communi ties by 30 September 1976.  '!hey should be addressed to: 
Commission of the European Communities 
Directorate-General for Research,  Science 
and Education  (  Loi  86) 
200,  rue de la Loi 
B-1049  Bruxelles 
The envelopes should be marked "Joint Study Programme  (XII.A.l) ". 
7.  Applications should be made  jointly by the institutions concerned and 
should  indicate~ 
(a)  the nature and objectives of the project,  and the present state of its 
developnent; 
(b)  the names,  addresses and designations of the persons responsible for 
the project in each of the institutions; 
(c)  the amount of grant sought,  and the proposed breakdown of expenditure; 
(d)  the nature and extent of the continuing support already assured by the 
institutions concerned. 
8.  The institutions successful in obtaining grants will be requested to report 
to the Commission on the use of the grant and the results achieved.  In 
order that the experience gained in individual projects may  subsequen~lybe 
made  available to other institutions planning joint projects,  the Commis-
sion will welcome  the opportunity of direct contact with those responsible 
during the planning stages,  and information as the project develops as to 
its success in implementation and problems encountered. 
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published  so  far  in  the  Education  Series (1): 
CB-NQ-77-001-EN-C- No.1 
The children of migrant workers 
1977,54 p.  (DE, EN, FA, IT). UKL 1.30; USD 2.20; BFA 80. 
CB-NQ-77-{)02-EN-C -No.2 
Guidance and orientation in secondary schools 
1977  I  62 p. (DE, EN, FA). UKL 1.30; USD 2.20; BFA 80. 
CB-NQ-77-{}03-FA-C- No.3 
Le dt!veloppement europt!en de l't!ducation permanente 
1977  I  92 p. (FA). UKL 1.80; USD 3.20; BFA 100. 
CB-NQ-78-{}04-EN-C- No.4 
Management education in the European Community 
1978, 70 p.  (DE, EN, FA). UKL 1; USD 2; BFA 65. 
CB-NQ-78-005-EN-C- No.5 
Pupil exchange in the European Community- Venice 
Colloqium, 24-28 October 1977 
1978,68 p.  (DA, DE, EN, FA, IT, NL). UKL 6; USD 12; BFA 360. 
CB-NQ-78-{}06-FR-C- No.6 
Nouveaux modiles d'enseignement supt!rieur et t!galite des chances : prospec-
tives internationales 
1978,136 p. (DE, FA). UKL 2.10; USD 3.90; BFA 125. 
(1) The abbreviations after each  title indicate the languages in which the documents have been published: DA'"' Da-
nish, DE= German, EN= English, FA= French, IT= Italian, NL =Dutch. European Communities- Commission 
Joint programmes of study 
An instrument of European cooperation in higher education 
by Alan Smith 
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications 
of the European Communities 
1978- 198 p.- 17,6 x 25 em. 
Collection Studies, Education series - 1978 - 7 
DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL 
ISBN 92-825-0884-6 
Catalogue number: CB-N0-78-007-EN-C 
BFR 200 
LIT 5650 
DKR 35,20 
HFL 13,70 
OM 12,70 
UKL3.40 
FF 29 
USD 6.70 
The  report is  essentially  a progress  report on the first years of operation 
of the  Community  scheme  of grants  for the  development of joint pro-
grammes  of study  between  institutions of higher education  in  different 
Member States of the European Community. 
It explains  the  background to the  introduction of the scheme, as  one of 
the actions resulting from the resolution of the Council and the Ministers 
of Education of 9  February 1976 designed to promote cooperation in the 
field of higher education. 
It examines  the  philosophy of cooperation between  institutions, and the 
motivating forces  behind  the desire  to establish  such  cooperation.  What 
are  the  aims  of joint programme  development,  and  how are  these  trans-
lated  into  action  in  terms  of the  evolution  of a jointly-conceived  pro-
gramme of study? 
The  projects  developed with the support of the scheme  in the academic 
year  1976/77 are  then  examined, and  examples of the various  different 
types  of joint programme are  dealt with at length, frequently drawing on 
the institutions' own reports in order to amplify particular points. 
Many  problems  of  an  academic,  administrative,  linguistic  or  financial 
nature arise and have to be overcome if  successful cooperation is to develop, 
and  typical  experiences  of participating institutions are  analysed, so  that 
other institutions planning joint programmes  may  benefit from the  pro-
blem-solving  experience  of the  pioneering  institutions, and not have  to 
"invent the wheel" afresh. 
Finally,  the  report takes  stock of the efficacy of the  Community  grant 
scheme,  and  endeavours  to sketch  out some  perspectives  for its possible 
future development. 
It is  a record of what has  been  achieved with regard to the first 32 colla-
borative  projects to be  supported by the Commission, and a useful  "vade 
mecum"  for all  other institutions planning  trans-national  joint program-
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